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Abstract 
~. In the first chapter, a uniform approach to the boundedness of singular integral op-
erators based on several parameterized classes of new conditions covering, particularly, 
Hormander condition and its variations is exposed. As applications, we show the exis-
tence of functional calculus and corresponding Littlewood-Paley-type decompositions for 
wide classes of w-accretive operators. 
The second chapter is devoted to anisotropic supersingular integral operators and 
approximation properties of their compositions with pointwise multipliers. We intro-
duce a variant of the classification of anisotropic singular and supersingular (integral) 
operators. Characterizations of the class of linear differential operators with variable 
locally bounded coefficients are established. An approximation formula generalizing the 
extensions of Leibniz rule due to A. Calderon, T. Kato, M. Murray and G. Ponce but 
suitable for non-convolution supersingular operators is obtained. Necessary conditions for 
anisotropic convolution supersingular operators with homogeneous kernels and sufficient 
conditions for general ones are found for the residual of the approximation formula to 
be bounded from a Lebesgue space into another Lebesgue space, or a smooth space of 
Besov, or Lizorkin-Triebel type. Applications include approximation properties of gen-
eral convolution supersingular operators with homogeneous kernels, an operator related 
to the heat operator, Liouville and fractional differentiations and their compositions with 
Riesz transforms, covering criteria in some cases. 
For these purposes, we establish an extrapolation theorem, use properties of AD-
classes, a counterpart of Carleson inequality and introduce and study some properties of 
new and old anisotropic spaces of smooth functions of Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel types 
defined in terms of the D-functional measuring the opportunity of a local approximation 
by polynomials in a Lebesgue metric. 
In Chapter III, the boundedness of anisotropic singular integral operators with the 
domains of definition and ranges in various anisotropic spaces of Banach-valued functions 
is analyzed from a unified point of view in the style of Calder6n-Zygmund theory. We also 
consider the setting of "double" vector-valued functions and deal with the most general 
AD-classes covering sub-additive and non-integral operators. 
Chapter IV contains results related to the extrapolation of H 00 -calculus of a par-
ticular case of the generalized Dirac operators considered by A. Axelsson, S. Keith and 
A. McIntosh in connection with the Square root problem of Kato . 
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Preface 
Singular and supersingular operators , such as Hilbert and Riesz transforms, integer 
and fractional differentiation , Laplacian and their non-homogeneous counterparts , enter 
our lives as key components of a multitude of physical models. Establishing their bound-
edness means observing determination and stability of the corresponding model, while 
approximation reduces unknown objects to known ones. 
The thesis intends to widen our knowledge on these properties of singular and super-
singular operators. Results of such type can be applied, for example, to studying Euler, 
Korteweg-de Vries and N avier-Stokes equations governing, in particular, such a danger-
ous natural phenomena as tsunami and Amazon river reverse flow and playing one of the 
most important roles in meteorology, oceanography, aerodynamics, cardiovascular science, 
thermo-hydraulics and petroleum industry. 
There is a vast literature on the subject lacking, nevertheless , the existence of a uniform 
approach. The intent to remove this drawback underpins this work. 
The scope of the thesis include: 
a) establishing new general sufficient conditions (i.e. AD-classes covering the known 
ones) for the extrapolation of scalar and vector-valued singular and supersingular operators 
acting between a variety of anisotropic function spaces in the style of Calder6n-Zygmund 
theory; 
b) developing a novel viewpoint on the notion of singularity both in qualitative and 
quantitative senses; 
c) finding necessary and sufficient conditions for the opportunity to approximate some 
important operators with simpler ones (in particular, studying commut ators); 
d) investigating some narrow questions in the issues mentioned above, such as sub-
additive operators, "double" vector-valued extension and restricted range extrapolation; 
e) studying applications of our results to the extrapolation of the functional calculus 
of w-accretive operators , including a generalized Dirac operator , to Lebesgue spaces and 
obtaining Littlewood-Paley types theorems in terms of this functional calculus. 
9 
10 PREFACE 
In the first chapter , the ideas of our approach are displayed on simple examples by ex-
tending well known results in their settings. In addition, we discuss immediate applications 
of our results and relations of our conditions with known ones. 
Beginning with the second chapter, we consider the setting of spaces of anisotropic 
functions. The chapter contains , in particular , general forms of the definitions of AV 
and RAV-classes in the case of scalar-valued functions , an extrapolation theorem, the 
viewpoint on the notion of singularity both in qualitative and quantitative senses and 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a nice approximation of the com-
position T o M 9 of a supersingular operator T and the pointwise multiplication lvf 9 by a 
function g. There are also a very general extension of the Leibniz rule and applications to 
convolution supersingular integral operators with homogeneous kernels and commutators 
including the answer to a question of S. Hofmann. 
The third chapter is almost completely devoted to the extrapolation results in the set-
ting of vector-valued functions. Particularly, we introduce the widest AV-classes of singu-
lar operators and cover the restricted range extrapolation of sub-additive operators. There 
is also a scheme of the "double" vector-valued extension of singular operators extending 
and generalizing the corresponding results of A. Benedek, A. P. Calderon , R. Panzone, 
J. Bourgain, J. L. Rubio De Francia, F. J. Ruiz and J. L. Torrea. 
Chapter IV contains results related to the extrapolation of J-!00-calculus of a partic-
ular case of the generalized Dirac operators considered by A. Axelsson, S. Keith and 
A. McIntosh in connection with t he Square root problem of Kato and embedding theo-
rems for this operator. We also show why the resolvent approach was preferred before the 
traditional semigroup one and derive high order counterparts of the Hilbert identity for 
resolvents . 
Because each chapter has its independent numbering, we mention the chapter number 
only referring to theorems, lemmas, corollaries , examples , or remarks from other chapters. 
The formulas are numbered independently in every proof. At every particular occasion, 
constant C means a fixed positive value not depending on t he other entries of the formula, 
unless stated in t he form C = C (a, (J, .. . ) . 
All the references are numbered in the order of their appearance. 
CHAPTER 1 
On a Uniform Approach_ to Singular Integral Operators 
1. Introduction 
The main goal of this chapter1 is to display the idea of a unified point of view on 
sufficient conditions formulated in the style of the Hormander one for the boundedness of 
singular integral operators and to motivate its usefulness by means of comparison with 
similar known results (including the theory of Calder6n-Zygmund operators). In partic-
ular , we introduce AD-classes of singular integral operators which extend and generalize 
Calder6n-Zygmund operators and closely related operators possessing H 00-calculus. In a 
line with this main purpose, formulations of assertions are partly included also in more 
general forms . We consider also the definitions of AD-classes in reduced forms while 
the complete ones are represented in Chapter III. It also contains results on bounded-
ness of singular integral operators (SIO) from one smooth function space into another 
( corresponding to the "upper case" in the sense of Section 3 below). 
The theory of singular integral operators has a half-century background of intensive 
development. The main ingredient - decomposition lemma - appeared in 1952 thanks 
to A.P. Calderon and A. Zygmund (see [2]). In 1960, L. Hormander (see [3]) introduced 
his "cancellation condition", and , since that time, the notion of singular integral operator 
(SIO) is understood as follows. 
Traditionally, a SIO T is an integral operator defined , 1n a sense , by means of the 
kernel K , s.t. T E £(£Po, LP0 ): 
T f (x) = p. v. j K(x, y )f (y )dy. 
The Hormander condit ion st ates that for any y , z E IR.n, and some C > 0 
1 IK(x, y) - K (x, z)ldx <CH< +oo. lx-zl~2ly-zl 
1The content of this chapter is published in [1] 
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Every SIO satisfying (H) (from the class H) admits a bounded extension from LP to 
Lp, 1 < p < oo, from H 1 to L1 and from L1 to L1,eo (weak-L1). In addition, the adjoint 
operator is bounded from Leo to BM O. 
One can point out that another condition weaker then H was presented by X. Duong 
and A. McIntosh (1999) in [4], and our approach permits to weaken it in the same settings 
(see AAD-conditions in [5] and Chapter III). 
Nowadays the following definition of Calder6n-Zygmund operator (CZO) is the most 
commonly accepted. 
A CZO is a SIO T satisfying for some O < 5 < 1: a) IK(x, y)I < C /Ix - Yin; 
b) IK(x, y) - K(x, z)I < Cly - z l8 lx - z l- (n+6) for Ix - zl > 2ly - zl 
We are not imposing absolute value conditions like a) at all, but one of the AD-
classes introduced here contains conditions which are equivalent, or weaker than the above 
mentioned ones. Namely, ADx(L1 , oo , O, O,O) is equivalent to the Hormander integral 
condition, and ADx(Leo, oo, 5, 5, 5) in Definition 2.5 is weaker then property b) of Calder6n-
Zygmund operators. 
Anisotropic counterpart of Calder6n-Zygmund theory for convolution operators was 
obtained by O.V. Besov, V.P. Il 'in and P.I. Lizorkin in [6] (1966). 
In 1972, C.L. Pefferman and E.M. Stein (see [7]) proved (particularly) H 1 - L1 and 
Leo - Bl\10-boundedness of Calder6n-Zygmund operators. 
Let us pay more attention to the Hp-theory of SIOs. 
R. Coifman (see [8]) obtained (1974) HP - HP boundedness of CZO for the case of one 
dimension. In 1986 , J. Alvarez and M. Milman (see [9]) established Hp - Hp-boundedness 
excluding the limiting cases (i.e. p > n/(n+8),0 < 5 < 1). More precisely t heir assertion 
reads as follows: a CZO T satisfying the orthogonality condition T*P0 = 0 is bounded 
on HP. Here the orthogonality condition T*PN = 0 means J xaTa = 0 for any lal < N, 
and a E Ca orthogonal to PN' where PN is the space of all polynomials of the degree no 
greater than N. 
An extension of this result to O < p < 1 was pointed out by several authors: a 5-CZO 
satisfying T*P[8] is bounded on HP for O < p < 1. Next we recall the definition of 5-CZO. 
Let s = 1 for 8 E N, and s = { 8} := 8 - [8] otherwise. Let T be a SIO , then it is 
8-CZO if it satisfies 
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a) IK(x, y)I < C/lx - Yin; 
b) ID;K(x, y)- D;K(x, z)I < Cly- zlslx- zl-(n+lal+s) for Ix- zl > 2ly- zl , lal = [b]. 
Similarly to the case of CZOs, some of the presented AD-conditions (for example, 
ADx(oo, £ 00 , l00 , b, b, b)) in this note are weaker then condition b) of the b-CZOs. We pro-
vide a direct analogs of the Hormander condition in this case too (e.g. ADx(u, Lq, l00 , b, b, b) , 
u, q E [l , oo)). 
One should add that J. Alvarez (1992) (see [10]) showed the lack of HP - LP (and 
Hp-Hp) boundedness for p = n/(n+b). In 1994, D. Fan (see [11]), exploiting Littlewood-
Paley-theory approach, considered the limiting case for a convolution b-CZO T, that is, 
he demonstrated that, under the above conditions , Tis bounded from HP to Hp,oo· 
R. Fefferman and F. Soria (1987) (see [12]) proved H1,00 - £ 1,00-boundedness for a 
convolution 810 T satisfying the following Dini condition: 
r112 r(t)dt/t < oo, where r(t) = sup r IK(x - h) - K(x)ldx. Jo h,/0 J\xl>2lhl/t 
In 1988 (publ. 1991), using a similar approach, H. Liu (see [13]) investigated bounded-
ness properties of a convolution 810 (in particular, a CZO) in the setting of homogeneous 
groups and obtained the following results: 
a) Hp = HP,00-boundedness for CZO (without condition a)) , if n/(n + 1) < p < l ; 
b) Hp,oo - LP,00-boundedness , if n/(n + 1) < p < 1, for 810 T satisfying 
1112 r( t)PI log titnp-l-ndt < oo, where 
r(t) = sup r IK(x - h) - K(x)ldx; 
h,/0 }lhl /t< lxl <4lhl /t 
c) Hp,oo - Hp,00-boundedness , if n/(n + 1) < p < 1, ~or an w-CZO (without cond. a)) , that 
is for a 810 T satisfying 
IK(x - y) - K(x)I < Cl xl-nw(IYl/l x l) , lx l > 2lyJ , 
where w is a nondecreasing function with 
11{?.-n/p- l I log t1 2/p+ew(t)dt < +oo for some c > 0. 
But , for w(t) = t8, one needs s > n/p-:- n , i.e. a nonlimiting case. 
The theorems in this, the second and third chapters contain extensions and additions 
to these results. 
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It is interesting to point out the "off-diagonal" case of the Calder6n-Zygmund-Hormander 
result on boundedness of a SIO proved in 1961 by J.T. Schwartz (see [14] and an extension 
due to H. Triebel [15]): for 1 < p0 < r0 < oo , 1 < q, l + l/r0 = l/po + 1/ q, suppose that 
a convolution operator T with kernel K is bounded from LPo to Lro 
and satisfies r IK(x - y) - K(x)lqdx < C. 
}lxl >2 IYI 
Then T is bounded from LP to Lr for 1 < p < p0 , l + l /r = l/p + 1/ q and from L1 to 
Lq,oo· But this ("off-diagonal") setting of the SIO theory has not attracted much attention 
since that time even despite the work [16] (1963) of P.I. Lizorkin on (Lp, Lq)-multipliers. 
All the general forms of the assertion of this note include the "off-diagonal" case. 
Section 4 is devoted to some applications of the results considered here and in Chapter 
III to questions connected with functional calculus , namely: its existence and related 
Littlewood-Paley type theorems. There we consider the class of operators for which the 
kernels of their holomorphic semigroups satisfy Poisson-like AD-estimates. In this terms, 
we provide sufficient conditions for the existence of a functional calculus of some operators 
in Hardy and other function spaces, extending results of D. Albrecht , X. Duong and A. 
McIntosh (1995) (see [17, 18]). For the limiting values of parameters, the norm estimate 
(for the bounded extension) of the form 
11¢(T) 11£(X,Y) < Cl l¢1 1Hoo 
is proved for X being a Hardy space and Y - a Hardy-Marcinkiewicz one, so that X =J Y. 
Another application is a continuous, in t he sense of [19] (1972), form of t he Littlewood-
Paley t heorem in terms of the above mentioned functional calculus. It should be noted that 
the classical approach to this theorem relied on the properties of Hilbert transforms even in 
weighted mult iple (product) case (see [20]) (1967). Instead, we are following the approach 
of direct application -of vector-valued SIO boundedness results used by 0.V. Besov (1984) 
in [21] to extend the Littlewood-Paley inequality to the LP-spaces with mixed norm of 
functions periodic in some directions , and by X. Duong (1990) [18] to extend the existence 
of a H 00-functional calculus on L2 to one in Lp , p # 2. 
2. Definitions and Designations 
This section is a simplification of its counterparts in other chapters that reflects the 
introductory nature of t he first chapter. 
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Assume N0 =NU {O}. For a set E, n EN, let En be the Cartesian product. Let A be 
a Banach space and denote by JI · JAJI = JI · IIA the norm in space A. For t E (0, oo] let lt 
be a (quasi)normed space of sequences with finite (quasi)norm IJ{a}lltll = (Li laiJt)1 /t for 
t -/= oo, or JI {a} J loo 11 = supi I ai I; We also use the designation lt ,log for the ( quasi)normed 
space of sequences with t he finite norm -ll{a}llt,logl l = IJ {f3}Jltll , where /3j = Li2:j laiJ· For 
p E (O,oo), let us assume that its adjoint p' is defined by the relation lp, := (lp) *. 
For a measurable subset G of IRn, let X ( G, A) be a function space of all (strongly) mea-
surable functions f: G---+ A with some finite quasiseminorm JI· JX(G, A)II- In particular , 
for p, q E (0 , oo] let Lp,q(G, A) be the Bochner-Lebesgue-Lorentz space of all (strongly) 
measurable functions f: G---+ A with the finite norm II JILp,q(G ,A)I I = IIII J IIAILp,q(G)II, 
where 
llglLp,q(G) II := (lx, l{x E G: IJ(x)I > t}lq fptq-ldt) q for q < oo and 
JJgJLp,oo(G) JJ := suptl{x E G: lf(x)J > t}J 1IP. 
t>O 
Let Q0 := [-1, l] n, Qt(z) := z + tQ 0 for t > 0, z E IRn. Let PA (A) be the space of 
polynomials {Llo:l :s;A Co:Xo: : Ca E A}. 
As in [22], we define the operators of translation Ta : f (-) f-7 f (- + a) and contraction 
a r;, : J(-) f--7 j(K·) for arbitrary a E IRn and KE IR+. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For u E [1, ooL t > 0 A > 0) x E IRn, J E L1 ,loc(IRn A), we shall 
refer to the following local approximation functional by means of polynomials as to the 
D-funct ional: 
~ here Pt,x,>- := T; 1 o a ; 1 o Po ,O,A o· a t o Tx and P0 o,>- : Lu( Q1 (0)) ---+ P;._ (A) is a surj ective 
projection. For simplici~ ~e shall understand Du(t x , f ) ,\ ) to be Du(t ) x f A, A), if A= 
IR C. If a func ion f depends also on t he two (vector) variables x ) y, f = J ( x, y), and 
f 1x=w(Y) := f (w, y) hen 
Dt(t z f ( w ·) A) A) = Du(t z , f 1x=u· ,\ A). 
Le C0 ( G) be he space of he infini el differentiable func ions compa.ctly supported 
on he open se G. 
Define he local maximal func ional of a function f b 
1(t x J) = M(¢ t , x J) := sup{ Jt- n (,/t ) * J J(y) : Jy - x J < t <p E C0 (Qo )} . 
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DEFINITION 2.2. For p, q E (0, oo], let the vector-valued Hardy-Lorentz space Hp,q(TR.n , A) 
be the completion of the quasinormed space of locally summable A-valued functions J with 
a finite quasinorm 
REMARK 1. One should note that Hp ,q (TR.n, A) = Lp,q (TR.n , A) for p > l. 
We say that an operator T bounded from Le0 (TR.n) into Le1 (TR.n) for some B0 , B1 E ( 0, oo] 
is a singular integral operator (SIO) if there exists corresponding to it measurable kernel 
K(x, y) defined on TR,_n x TR,_n and satisfying (T J)(x) := J K(x , y)J(y)dy for a. e. x E 
TR,_n \ suppf and every f E L00 (JR.n , A) with compact support and if it is in one of the 
classes defined below. 
REMARK 2. More general case of operator-valued kernels corresponding operators T 
defined on vector-valued functions is considered in Chapter III and used for some appli-
cations in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Assume Ao , A1,, E [-n, oo), u , q, q1 E (0, oo], , > 0, 5 > 0, b > l. 
Let X := X(No) be a (quasi)(semi)normed space of sequences , E~qi ,>-i (JR.n) be the weighted 
Lorentz space with the norm 
II JIE:,q1 >. 1 (TR.n)II = f(-)1 · -wl>-i+n/q' I Lq,q1(JR.n) I, 
and L i(r,w) = Qc5rbi+1(w) \ Qc5rbi(w),i EN. Then it will be understood that: 
a) TE ADx(u, Lq , X , A0 , A1 ,,), if 
µi(r, w) := 11r ->-0 vt(r, w, K (-, y)x6J·), ,)IE:,q,>.1 (JR.n)II, i E No · 
b) TE ADx( Lq , u, X, Ao : Ai ,,), if 
wEiRn 
sup ll {µi(r,w) }iENol X II =:CAD< +oo , where 
r>O 
µi(r: w) := r->-0 Dt(r, w, K(- , Y)X6i(-), ,, E:,q ,>.i (JR.n)), i E N0 ; 
c) TE ADx(u Lq,q1: Ao , Ai,,), if 
w EiRn 
sup µ(r : w) =: CAD < +oo, where 
r>O 
3. COUNTERPARTS OF KNOWN (CLASICAL) RESULTS 
wEIR.n 
sup µ(r, w) =: CAv < +oo, where 
r>O 
17 
The infimum of constants C in each-case will be designated by means of C AV for the 
corresponding AD-condition. 
REMARK 3. It can be noted that the definitions of AD-classes have equivalent con-
tinuous forms (see Chapter 3), which means also their independence from the parameter 
b > l. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let "Yo, ,'1 > 0. We assume that an operator T belongs to the class 
0 RTx ("Yo, ,'1 ) if J 1rT ¢ = 0 for all 1r E P 'Yi and ¢ E ego, such that J ¢1r = 0 for each 
7r E p'YO. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For n C (C let {T(z)}zEO be a family of integral operators with the 
corresponding C-valued kernels {Kz}zEO, Kz = Kz(x , y), x, y E IRn. We assume that the 
family {T( z) }zEO satisfies Poisson-type ADx-estimates with parameters u E (1, oo], >. > 0 
on the domain r2 if for some E, m E (0 , oo) and any w, x E IRn, z En, r E (0, oo) 
( ) 
>. ( I I )-(n+>.+E) 
Vu(r, w, Kz(x, ·), A) < C 
1
;m lzl-mn 1 + Xl~mw , 
T(z) E ORTx(>., >.). 
And we also understand Kz(x , y) to satisfy Poisson-type ADy-estimate if K;(x, y) = 
K z(Y, x) satisfies Poisson-type ADx-estimate. 
DEFINITION 2.6. We assume that operator T defined by the kernel K(x, y) to be in 
ADy-class , or ORTy( J'o, ,'1)-class if, and only if, the corresponding operator T 1 defined 
by the kernel K 1 ( x, y) = K (y, x) is in the corresponding AD x-class , or, correspondingly, 
0 RTx ("Yo, ,'1 )-class. 
3. Counterparts of Known (Clasical) Results 
Here we study the relation between AD-classes and the Hormander condition. 
For the sake of simplicity, we shall only consider in this section AD-classes with q = l , 
X = l1 and Ao = >.1 = !' = 0. 
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REMARK 4. In spite of the relation 
ADx(u, Li , 0, 0, 0) = ADx(u, Li , li , 0, 0, 0) c 
the non-coincidence of different types of AD-classes will be discussed in the proofs sepa-
rately to demonstrate t he approach in more general cases. 
Let us point out t hat the class of operators satisfying the Hormander condition H is 
equal to the class ADx( Li , oo , li , 0, 0, 0). We shall show the inclusion H C ADx(Li , oo , li , 0, 0, 0). 
The opposite one was pointed out to the candidate by A.McIntosh. Indeed , the correspond-
ing kernels should have a uniformly bounded for any z E IRn, r > 0 quant ity 
A(r, z) = inf sup / IK(x , y) - c(x)ldx . 
c(x) {y: Jy - zj Sr} } Jx -z j ?_2r 
And , on choosing, for fixed z, r, c(x) to be equal to K (x , z), we can find that 
A(r, z) < sup / IK(x , y) - K(x, z)ldx < 
{y: Jy - zj Sr} } Jx - zj?_2r 
< sup / IK(x, y) - K (x, z)ldx < CH < +oo, 
Y } Jx - zj ?_2Jy-zj 
where CH is the constant in the Hormander condition (class H ). 
3.1. Lower "Summability" Case. This subsection contains the case of "Lower" 
extrapolation, i.e. a SIO of (strong) (p0 , p0 )-type is shown to be, in particular, of (p , p) 
type for some p < Po. 
THEOREM 3.1. For Po E (1 , ooL u E [1, ooL let T be a SIO from ADx( Li , u li , 0, 0, 0) U 
ADx( Li , u O 0, 0) u ·ADx(u , Li 0, 0 0) ) bounded from LPo into itself. Then) 
a) TE £ (Lp,q(IRn)) for p E (1 PoL q E (0 , oo] ; 
b) TE £ (Li (IRn), L1.CX) (IRn )) if u = oo; 
c) TE £ (Hi (IRn) Li (IRn )) . 
Proof of the Theorem 3.1. We suppose that the kernel K(x , y) corresponds to the op-
erator T. One should note that part a) of the theorem is a consequence of either b) or c) 
in view of the interpolation properties of the scale of Hardy-Lebesgue spaces (see [23]) . 
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To the first, let us recall that the statements of the parts b) and c) are implied as in the 
classical approach) by the estimate 
r ITaldx < CAv , 
}1J?.n\Qr8(z) 
(1) 
where r > 0, z E IR.n and a is a (1 , L 00 , 9)-, or a (1, 1, 0)-atom in the case of the part c), 
or b) correspondingly. Indeed, in the case c), the atomic decomposition result for H 1 ( see 
[8, 24)) permits us to prove the boundedness of T on (1, oo, 0)-atoms only, that follows 
from (1) and 
{ ITaldx < (r5)n/p~ IITallpo < 5n/p~ IITl£(Lpo) II, 
} Qr8 (z) 
where a is an (1, oo, 0)-atom. In the case b), for a function f E L1 and,\ > 0, Calder6n-
Zygmund decomposition of a set DA := { x : M J > ,\} = uiEN Qi , where the set { 5Qi} 
possess finite intersection property and CID>- I > Li !Qi I, provides representation 
J =Jo+ C,\ L IQilai , where ai is a (1, 1, 0) - atom (2) 
7, 
and llfolL00 II < CA. Therefore, Chebyshev inequality, (1) and just mentioned properties 
imply 
,\{IT fol> c,\} < C,\l-pollTJoll~~ < CIITl£(Lpo)IIP0 IIJIL1II , 
,\{ITJ1I > c,\} < C,\ (1 ui bQi[ + L [Qi[ r [Tai l) < }TJ?.n \oQi 
< CAID>-1 < CllflL1II-
To obtain the formula (1) suppose g(x) to be a function minimizing functionals 
inf r IK(x , y) - cludy 
c _}Qr(z) 
at a.e. x if TE ADx(u , L1 , l1 , 0, 0, 0) , or minimizing· the functional 
r ( r IK(x, y) - c(x)ldx) u dy, 
.} Qr(z) .}1J?.n\Qr8(z) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
if T E ADx(L1 ,1, u, 0, 0, 0), or g(x) = Li gi(x), where functions {gi(x)}iEN to minimize 
functionals 
( ( ) 
u ) 1/ u 
inf IK(x , y) - c(x)ldx dy 
c(x) k r(z) hr,,, ( z) \Qr2,-1, (z) 
(6) 
correspondingly if T E ADy(L1, u, l1 , 0, 0, 0). In view of Minkowski inequality, it follows 
from (4), (5), or (6) that, correspondingly, for an arbitrarily (1, 1, 0)-(part b)), or (1, oo, 0)-
atom with support Qr(z), one has due to the Holder and Minkowski inequalities , Fubini 
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theorem and the orthogonality of atom a to constants: 
< Q = ( j(K(x, y) - g(x))a(y)dy dx < 
J~n \ Qro(z) 
< r r-n/u (inf r IK(x, y) - cludy) l /u dx < CAv, 
} ~n\Qr0(z) c }Qr(z) 
(7) 
Q < r r IK(x, y) - g(x)ldxla(y)ldy < 
} Qr(z) } ~n\Qro(z) 
< inf r-n/u ( ( ( ( IK(x, y) - c(x) ldx) u dy) l /u < CAv, (8) 
c }qr(z) } ~n\Qro(z) 
Q < L r r IK(x,y) - g;(x)ldxla(y)ldy < 
iEN j Qr(z) j Q2ir5(z)\Q2(i-l)r0(z) 
< Li~fr-n/u ( ( ( ( IK(x,y)- c(x)ldx) u dy)l /u < CAD· (9) 
iEN j Qr(z) j Q2ir5(z) \ Q2(i - l )r0(z) 
In this manner , estimates (7 - 9) motivate (1). Q.£.V. 
3.2. Upper "Summability" Case. This subsection contains the case of "Upper" 
extrapolation, i.e. a SIO of (strong) (p0 ,p0 )-type is shown to be , in particular, of (p,p) 
type for some p > Po· 
The next theorem can be derived from the previous one by means of duality consider-
ations but such an approach will not work, in particular , in the case of vector-valued func-
tions, or will require additional duality results to consider scales other than J-11 -Lp-BMO. 
Thus, we provide a proof which does not rely on duality. 
THEOREM 3.2. Forp0 E (1,oo], u E [1 , oo) 7 letT be aSIOfromAVy(L1,u, l1,0,0,0)U 
AVy( L1 , u, 0, 0, 0) U AVy(u, L1 , 0, 0, 0) 7 bounded from Lpo into itself. Then7 
a) TE £ (Lp,q(IPln)) for p E [po, 00) 7 q E (0, ooL' 
b) TE £ (Loo(IPln), BMO(IPln)) . 
Proof of the Theorem 3.2. We suppose that the kernel K(x , y) corresponds to the op-
erator T. One should note that we need to prove part b) only because part a) follows from 
it with the aid of the real interpolation method. 
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Let us fix Qr(z) C IRn, J E £ 00 and use the representation J =Jo+ J1, Jo = XQr 8 (z), 
where 5 is a constant in the definition of the corresponding A'Dy-classes. Then the def-
inition of 'D-functional and LP0-boundedness of T and the restriction operator J ~ Jo 
imply 
Now suppose g(y) to be a function minimizing the functionals 
inf r IK(x, y) - c(y)ludx, 
c }Qr(z) 
at a.e. y if TE A'Dy(u, L1, l1,0,0,0), or minimizing the functional 
r ( r IK(x , y) - c(y)ldy) u dx , 
} Qr(z) }JRn\Qr8 (z) 
(2) 
(3) 
if T E A'Dy(L1 ,1, u, 0, 0, 0) , or g(y) = ~i gi(Y), where the functions {gi(Y)hEN minimize 
the functionals 
~01 (hr(z) (h~~tJ(L,-~,(r,?ldy) u dx) l/u (4) 
correspondingly if T E A'Dy(L1, u, l1 , 0, 0, 0). In view of Minkowski inequality, it follows 
from (2), or (3) , or ( 4) that, correspondingly, 
'Du(r ,z, TJ1 ,0) < r-n/u (./ ( { l(K(x,y)-g(y))J1(y)idy))u dx)l /u = 
}JRn\Qrc,(z) 
· l / u 
= Q < { ( { IK( x, y) - g(y)ludx) IIJILoody, or (5) 
} JRn\ Qrc, (z) } Qr(z ) 
Q< (./( { IK(x ,y)-g(y)ldy)udx)
11
u , or (6) 
} JRn\ Qrc,(z ) 
Q < ( ~ (hr(z) (h~~t)(dr,,-~,(&?ldy) u dx) l/u) II/I Loo II- (7) 
Eventually formulas (1) and one of (5 , 6, 7) imply 
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4. Functional Calculus and Littlewood-Paley-type Theorems 
Here we display some applications of the results of the thesis to the existence in a 
variety of function spaces of the functional calculus of w-accretive operators with their 
holomorphic semigroup satisfying the Poisson-type AD-conditions (see §2). In addition, 
we show the validity of some Littlewood-Paley type theorems formulated in terms of this 
calculus for the spaces under consideration. 
All the definitions and notations regarding functional calculus are understood as in 
the article [1 7] due to David Albrecht, Xuan Duong and Alan McIntosh, including the 
following definitions. 
For O < w < µ < 1r let Sw+ := {z E Cl I argzl < w}U{O}, sz+ := {z E Cl I argzl < µ} , 
space H(SZ+) be the space of all holomorphic functions on sz+ endowed with the Loo(S2+)-
norm, containing subspace w(SZ+) := {i/J li/J E H(SZ+) , ~s > 0, li/J(z)I < Clzl 5 (l+l z l2s)- 1}. 
An operator T closed in L2(ffi.n) is said to be of type Sw+ if O'(T) C Sw+ and for anyµ > w 
there exist C µ such that 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume q E (0, ooL r E (0, oo]n. Let T be a one-one operator of 
type Sw+ in L2(ffi.n), w E [O, 1r/2), having a bounded functional calculus in L2(ffi.n) for all 
f E Hoo(S2+) for someµ> w. Assume that for some>.. , m,, E > 0, [v0 , µ] E (w, 1r/2) and all 
z E S(1r /2-µ)' the kernel K z(x, y) of holomorphic semigroup e-zT associated with T satisfies 
one of the conditions: 
a) Poisson-type ADx-estimate with 'U = l,-
b) Poisson-type AD y -estimate with u = 1,-
c) both Poisson-type ADx- and ADy-estimates with u = 2. 
Then, correspondingly, for J E H00 (S2) for all v > µ , f (T) can be extended to be in: 
a) LJL:(Hp,q(ffi.n), Hp ,q(ffi.n)) with IIJ(T)l £ (Hp ,q, Hp ,q) II < CIIJILooll 
pE((l+>-/n)-1,2] 
and £(HPo(ffi.n), HPo ,oo (ffi.n)) with IIJ(T)l£(HPo(ffi.n) , HPo ,oo(ffi.n))II < CIIJILooll 
for Po= (1 + >../n)- 1 , >.. ~ z,-
b) LJ £ (Lp,q(ffi.n), Lp,q(ffi.n)) with II J (T)l £ (Lp ,q, Lp,q) II < CIIJIL00 II and 
pE[2 ,oo) 
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LJ £(X', X 1 ) with llf(T)l£(X', X')II < CllflLooll; 
,E[O,>.),TEORT y ( ,,,) 
for X 1 E { bJ,q (IRn), l;,q (IRn)}; 
c) if, in addition, functional \JI vo (f) = fr vo 11;~~) 1J d( I is finite for some 
r vo = 8 ( t )teCrr-vo)/2 + ( 8 ( t) - 1 )te(vo-1r)/2 , t E IR, 
then the following Littlewood-Paley-type estimates is true: for I E [O, ,\),TE ORTy(r , 1 ), 
pE ((l+,\/n)-1,00) and 
X(IRn) E { Hp(IRn), b~,oo(IRn), b~,q(IRn), ll,q(IRn)} 
f(tT)gl X(IRn, L2 dt (IR+)) ~ (llflLooll + Wvo(f)) Ilg I X(IRn)II -
' t 
Partial proof of the Theorem 4.1. We shall discuss only the proofs of the assertions 
concerning Hardy-Lorentz spaces ( "Lower case"). The cases of the other spaces ("Upper 
case") are treated in the same way with the aid of the results of Chapter III (Theorem 
3.3, d), e) from Chapter III). 
Theorem D from [17] supplies an opportunity to consider only functions f from the 
class w(SZ+) in all the parts of the theorem thanks to some limiting procedure. 
By Theorem 3.1 from Chapter III and the existence of H 00-calculus of the operator 
T in L2 , it is sufficient to estimate only the constants C Av from the definitions of the 
appropriate AD-classes. For this purpose we shall use the following representation of the 
operator f (T) and its kernel, obtained by Xuan Duong (see [18]): 
f(T) = r e-zT n(z)dz, n(z) = r ez( f(()d(, 
lrvo lro 
(1) 
r VQ = e ( t) t e ( 11"- VQ) I 2 + ( e ( t) - 1) t e ( VQ -11") I 2 ) r O = e ( t) te VQ + ( e ( t) - 1) t e - VQ ' 
t E IR, K1 (x, y) = r kz(x, y)n(z )dz, ln(z) I < clzJ- 1 II f lloo• 
lro 
Now using subadditivity of D-functional we have in the case a) for a function f with 
~ f ( ) >- ( I I )-(n+>.+t:) 
Du(r, w, K1(x, ·) , A) < CJrv~ 1~m lzl-mn 1 + xl~mw ldzl/lzl < 
< Cr>.Jx - wJ-(n+>.). (2) 
Hence f (T) E ADx(l, L00 , l00 , A, A,,\) and 
ADx( u, Loo, l t,lag, r, r, ,\), r E [O, ,\) , t E (0, oo]. 
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uniformly by/. It means the desirable estimate CAv(f) < CII/ILooll- It is left to apply 
the part c) of Theorem 3.1 from Chapter III. 
To prove part c) let us fix a (nonzero) function f 11/IHooll + Wv0 (/) < 1, satisfying the 
conditions of c), and such that for z E r 0 
f 2(tz)- = CJ > 0. 100 dt 0 t (3) 
Now we can define operators A: g(x)-* {(/(tT)g)(x)}tEIR+, 
-1 -l 1 ) dt A : {h(t, x)}tEIR+-* C1 J(tT h(t, x)-_ , tEIR+ t 
which define an isomorphism between L2 (IR.n) and L2 (IR.n, L2 dt (IR.+)) because of the Theo-
, t 
rem F from [17]. Hence, analogously to the derivation of the formula (2), subadditivity of 
the 'D-functional, Minkowski inequality and finiteness of W vo (/) imply both for k 1 = K 1 
and for k1 = KJ 
Vu(r, w, k1(x, ·),A , L2, ~'(JR.+)) < C f (rl z · 1-m/' lz · 1-mn x lrvo 
It means that 
X (1 + Ix - 'wllz · 1-m)-(n+>.+E) L 2 ,~t ln(z)l · ldzl < 
< cr>-lx - w1-(n+>.). (4) 
A, A- 1 E A'Dx( l , L 00 , l00 , ,\ , ,\ , ,\) n A'Dy(l , L 00 , l00 , ,\ , ,\ , ,\). Thus the proof of the part c) is 
finished exactly as ones of the parts a), b). Q.£.'D. 
CHAPTER 2 
Anisotropic supersingular op_erators and approximation formula 
1. Introduction and background 
Surprisingly supersingular operators were studied before (simply) singular integral op-
erators (SIO). Indeed, S. L. Sobolev [25, 26] introduced and studied thoroughly the notions 
of generalized function, generalized derivative and Sobolev space itself as a domain of these 
simplest supersingular operators in 1935-36, while the celebrated article [2] of A. Calderon 
and A. Zygmund appeared in 1952. Even the first edition of Sobolev's book [27] was pub-
lished in 1950. The abstract branch known as the theory of generalized functions was 
further developed by L. Schwartz [28] (1950) and I. M. Gel'fand and G. E. Shilov [29] 
(1958). A lot of works were devoted to the investigation of the properties of spaces of frac-
tional smoothness, which were defined in the same way as was invented by S. L. Sobolev: 
a function space is the domain of a supersingular integral operator with the range in a 
better known space, while the operator itself is initially well defined on some space of 
generalized functions. Among the closely related works , one should mention the ones 
of S. M. Nikol'skii [30, 31, 32, 34, 33, 35], L. N. Slobodeckii [36], 0. V. Besov [37], 
I. A. Kipriyanov [38], S. V. Uspenskii [39], N. Aronszain, K. T. Smith [40], E. M. Stein 
[41], P. I. Lizorkin [42, 43, 44, 45], N. Aronszain, F. Mulla, P. Szeptycki [46]. 
A theorem of E. M. Stein from ·[41] can be interpreted as: [M(g) , IDl /3 ]1 E LP¢==? g E 
Li, 2 for {3, p- 1 E (0 , 1) (cf. the proof of Theorem 5.3, a)). 
We should note the article [43] of P. I. Lizorkin , where he defined and utilized the 
-notion of Liouville derivative as Da f = (ix)a f. Observe that , for fractional vectors a > 0, 
function ( i x )a is no longer a multiplier in S'. Thus, P. I. Lizorkin needed to introduce 
other spaces <I> C S and <I>' of fundamental and generalized functions , where, in particular, 
the elements of <I> are orthogonal to the polynomials on all the hypersurfaces containing 
the origin. This fact has some relation with Theorem 10.2. 
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The balance between the desires to consider spaces of not only positive smoothness 
and to preserve the convenience of using , an extended notion of Marcinkiewicz multiplier 
was achieved by S. M. Nikol'skii [34, 33] , who had introduced into the usage the notion 
of generalized function regular in the sense of LP- But , as is shown in [35], the presence 
of a convenient calculus of symbols is not sufficient, and estimates of Bessel-MacDonald 
kernels describing the operator ( I - ~ )-l/2, l > 0 are also very useful. 
Boundedness properties of commutators of supersingular integral operators (SSIO) 
were investigated by M. Murray [47, 48], T. Kato , G. Ponce [49] and S. Hofmann [50, 51] 
together with X. Li and D. Yang [52]. 
Let IDl/3 be the fractional differentiation operator of order (3 > 0. M. Murray [47, 48] 
proved that the condition IDl /39 E BMO("JR) is necessary and sufficient for the relation 
II ID 113 (9 f) - 9IDl 13 f I Lp("IR) II < GIi iD 113 91 BM O("JR) II . II f I Lp("IR) 11. (1) 
She obtained also multilinear variants of this result and considered the same issues for 
t he composition with the Hardy tr ans£ orm HID I /3 instead of ID I /3. Here we use Riesz 
transforms similarly. 
T. Kato , G. Ponce [49] proved the estimate: for J = (I - ~) - 112 , s > 0, p E (1, oo ), 
II JS (9 f)-9( JS f) ILp("IRn) II < C( ll9lw~ ("JRn) II· II Js-l f ILp("JRn) II +II JS 91 Lp("JRn) II · II f I Loo ("JRn) II), 
but their approach permits to show that 
II Js (9 f) -9( J s f) I Lp("IRn) II < C( ll9lw~ ("JRn) II· II J s-l f I Lp("IRn) II+ II Js 91 Loo("IRn) II· II f I Lp("IRn) II) 
that implies II J s(9 f ) - 9(Js J)ILp("IRn)II < C ll 9lwtJ"IRn)ll · IIJILp("IRn)II for s E (0, 1). 
Results of this form found applications in the theories of Euler , generalized Korteweg-
de Vries and Navier-Stokes equations in works of T. Kato , G. Ponce [49], M. Christ , 
M. I. Weinstein [53]' and C. E. Kenig , G. Ponce, L. Vega [54]. 
S. Hofmann [51] improved Murray's Leibniz rule for fractional derivatives IDl /3, /3 E 
(0 , 1) up to 
He, X. Li and D. Yang [52] established necessary and sufficient conditions on function 9 
for the boundedness of commutators with different convolution homogeneous supersingular 
integral operators including anisotropic ones. 
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Later S. Hofmann also raised the question on the validity of the estimate 
(3) 
We provide an extended answer to this question in Theorem 9.3. 
There exist counterparts for the Hilbert transform H in place of fractional differentia-
tion, established by C. Segovia and R. L. Wheeden in (55]: 
These have been further developed by J. Cohen and J. Gosselin (56]. 
There are several results related to the boundedness of Calder6n-Zygmund SIOs in 
Lebesgue spaces. Note that the commutator of a SIO T possessing the kernel K(x , y) 
with the pointwise multiplier on g has kernel (g(y) - g(x))K(x , y). Thus , the operator 
defined by (g(y) - Tm (y , x) )D( x - y) Ix - Yl-(n+m-c:), where Tm (y , x) is the mth degree 
Taylor polynomial of g, is a variant of the formal extension of the Calderon commutator of 
the operator with a convolution (n+m-c:)-homogeneous kernel. Boundedness of operators 
of this form in Lebesgue spaces were established by S. Hofmann (57] form, = 1, c = 0, by 
Sh. Lu and Qi. Wu (58] for c > 0, and by G. Hu and D. Yang (59] for c = 0. The latter 
authors provided also multilinear variants of their results. 
While traditionally the singularity of an operator with kernel K(x, y) was defined by 
the estimate IK(x , y)I < Clx - Yl-(n+a), our classifications in Section 3 are based heavily 
on the idea that , in difference with purely integral operators, a supersingular integral 
operator is not defined by its kernel only, whose presence only means that it is integral , 
but also by its local part. Structural characterizations of this part are obtained too. There 
we introduce variants of weak and strong type classifications of singularity of an operator 
T based on homogeneity of the corresponding bilinear form ( T 'lj), 'ljJ ), or similarity of T 
to a (fractional) differentiation operator in the sense of possessing the same boundedness 
properties as the differentiation operator. 
In Section 4, we describe the idea and construct an approximation formula for t he 
composition of a pointwise multiplier and a SSIO from a wide range of supersingular 
integral operators that is suitable in non~convolution case and is counterpart of the Leibnit z 
rule , including commutators as a particular case. It possesses an ability to annihilate the 
inconvenient local part of our SSIOs providing also a criterion for the locality of these 
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operators. Therefore, to study the boundedness of the residual of the approximation 
formula , we can deal with the kernels of the corresponding operators only. 
Section 5 contains necessary conditions on the pointwise multiplier for a convolution 
supersingular integral operator with n+ {3 > n-homogeneous kernel O(x-y) !x-y!-(n+/3) to 
have its corresponding residual to be bounded from a Lebesgue space into some Lebesgue, 
or Lizorkin-Triebel space. For this purpose, we introduce and study some properties of the 
notions of Lebesgue- and Chebyshev-regularity of functions and operators and admissibil-
ity of functions. Particular examples considered include Lizorkin 's Liou ville differentiation 
and an operator from [60, 50, 52]. The steps of the proof are very similar to those used 
in one-dimensional case by M. A. M. Murray in [4 7] and different from those suggested in 
[48] and realized in [50, 52]. As an auxiliary lemma, we establish estimates of derivatives 
of some kernels with asymptotics of the constants appropriate for our purposes. 
In Section 7, we obtain sufficient conditions on the pointwise multiplier for the bound-
edness of the residual of a general (non-convolution) supersingular operator contained in 
the appropriate AD-classes (from [1, 5]) to be bounded from a Lebesgue space into some 
Besov-Nikol 'skii , or Lizorkin-Triebel space in terms of the inclusion of the pointwise mul-
t iplier function into some special local function spaces. To accomplish it, one needs to 
prove an extrapolation theorem in Section 6 and direct estimates of D-functionals and 
use a counterpart of the Car leson embedding theorem in Section 11. In this and other 
sections, we use the relations between these local function spaces and more traditional 
ones established in Section 10 to derive related results written in terms of different groups 
of function spaces. 
In Sections 8 and 9, we apply results established earlier to the case of general convolu-
tion SSIO and , respectively, its particular important examples , answering, in particular , to 
Hofmann 's question and discussing the optimality of the isotropic setting and a difference 
between t he cases of integer and fr actional differential operators. 
Section 10 is devoted to propert ies of function spaces under consideration, while Section 
11 contains the rest of t he auxiliary results. 
The content of this chapter will be included in [61]. 
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2. Definitions and designations 
In this section, we introduce, in a general form, the notations of the thesis work related 
to the setting of scalar-valued functions belonging to anisotropic function spaces. 
Let N, Z and IR be the sets of natural, rational and real numbers correspondingly, 
No = NU 0, IR+ = (0 , +oo). For a = ( a 1-, · · · , an) E IR~ U N0, s E IR, /3 E IR~ , we designate 
la l = L ~-l O'.i, 0'. 3 = (af, · · · , a~), a/3 = (a1 /J1, · · · , O'.nf3n), a//3 = (a1 //J1, · · · , O'.n/ f3n ), 
(a, /3) = la/3 1. Many objects dealt with depend on the anisotropy vector ra 
with lra l = n, which is mostly supposed to be fixed. For x, y E IRn, a E N0, 
D 
D c No and s > 0 we shall understand that x < y ¢=?- Xi < Yi for 1 < i < n; Da:= {/3 E 
A D 
No: /3 < a}, D = Ut3 ED D13, D; := {/3 E No: (/3 ,ra) < s} , Amin(D) := min/3 ED(/3 ,ra) , 
Amax(D) := max/3 ED(/3, ra ). and that IDI is the number of the elements of D. For D C zn, 
let D+ := D n N0. In the definitions of function spaces below, we shall always require 
A 
D = D for the sake of their shift invariance. Usually we shall deal with space IRn for 
some n E N endowed with a ra-anisotropic q- , or q*-quasi-metric P,a (x, y) := Ix - Ylq , 
or, correspondingly, P,a (x, y) := Ix - Ylq , where lx lq := (I:~1 lxi lq/('Ya)i)q- 1 , and lxlq* > 0 
is defined by I:~ 1 lxi lql xl;*q('Ya)i = 1 for some q E (0 , oo). Lebesgue measure is IEI = 
fJRn XE(x)dx . Symbol Q will mean a cube Q = Qr(w) {y E IRn : P,a (y, w) < r } , 
r(Q) := r, O(Q) := w, r;,Q := QKr(w) for K > 0. 
For (quasi)(semi)normed spaces A, B , g EA, f EA*, let ll·IAII be its (quasi)(semi)norm, 
A* be its adjoint space, (f , g) := f (g), and £ (A, B) be the space of all bounded linear 
operators from A into B. Let also {A} be the set of the elements of A. We understand 
A c B ¢=?-IE £ (A, B ), A = B ¢=?-Ac B , B c A. 
For a E N0 and measurable g, let Jvf (g) : f ---+ g f be an operator of t he pointwise 
multiplication , and Da be a Sobolev generalized differentiation. 
For A C No' \A\ < oo, let P A be the space of all polynomials { 1f : 1T = L aEA Caxa }. 
For p E (O, oo) , q E (O, oo] and Lebesgue measurable EC IRn, let Lp,q(E) be the 
Lorentz space of functions on space E with the Lebesgue measure, Lp(E) := LP,P(E). 
For a measurable function f on E C IRn , denote a- ( f , t) := l{x E E : \f (x)I > t}, 
f * ( t) : = inf { A > 0 : a- ( f , A) < t} . 
We need to int roduce the notions of Lebesgue and Chebyshev regularity of functions 
and operators. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. For a finite A c No, we say that a measurable function f is Lebesgue-
-regular on }Rn with respect top A if /-1r E upE(O,(X)) { Lp(IRn) }, and that it is Chebyshev-regular 
on :!Rn with respect to PA if limt-(X)(/ - 1r)*(t) = 0 for some 1r EPA. 
We say that an operator TE £(D(IRn), D'(IRn)) is Lebesgue-, or Chebyshev-regular on 
:!Rn with respect to PA if T'lj) is, correspondingly, Lebesgue-, or Chebyshev-regular with 
respect to PA for any 'ljJ E D(IRn). Space PA will not be mentioned if A= 0. 
REMARK 1. Note that Lebesgue regularity of a function , or an operator, implies its 
Chebyshev regularity. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For p, q E (0, oo] and O C IR+ x :!Rn, by means of L(p ,q*) (0) and, cor-
respondingly, L(q* ,P) (0), we designate the following (quasi-) normed spaces of measurable 
functions on O with the finite (quasi-) norms 
IIJIL(p,q•)(D)II := (lXJ IIJ(t, ·)xn(t, ·)ILp(lR.n)llqdt/t ) l/q and 
IIJIL(q•,p)(D)II := (lXJ IJ(t, ·)xn(t , ·)lqdt/t) l/q Lp(JR.n) 
DEFINITION 2.3. For r > 0, a E (0, oo]n, w E :!Rn, an open set G C IRn, s > 0, 
D = D C No, ID I < 00 and / E La,loc ( G), let us define the following D- functional: 
if Qr(w) CG, 
Da(r, w, f , D) := Da,~n(r, w, f , D). 
Let us also define the following maximal functions: 
Mif(x) := sup t8Da(t, z, f , 0) , !Vlaf := Jvf~f. 
xEQtK(z) 
For Q = Qr(w), a> l , we shall designate by Pr ,w = Pr,w,D = PQ ,D a bounded projector 
from La ( Q) onto PD (A) defined as in Section 2 of Chapter I. 
REMARK 2. It is shown in [22] that , in our settings, 
IQr(w)l-l/all/ - PQ,DJILa(Qr(w))II ~ Da(r, w, f, D) for a E [1 , oo]. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. For r > 0, a E (0, oo]n, w E IRn, s > 0, D = D C NB, IDI < oo and 
f E La,loc(IRn), let us define the following 'De- functional: 
V~(r, w, f, D) := IQr(w)l-l/allf(·) -Tv(·, w, f)ILa(Qr(w))II, where 
Tv(Y, w, f) := I:aED(a!)-1 Da f(w)(y - w)a is the Taylor polynomial of order D at w. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For p, q E (0, oo], , > 0 and measurable function f on IR+ x IRn, let 
M BJ,qf and M LJ,qf be, respectively, the functionals: 
MBJ,qf(x) :=sup IQr(w)l-(l/p+y)IIJIL(p,q*)((O,r) x Qr(w))II and 
xEQr(w) 
ML;,qf(x) :=sup IQr(w)l-(l/P+'Y)IIJIL(q*,P)((O,r) X Qr(w))ll-
xEQr(w) 
Let us introduce local spaces of Nikol'skii-Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel types. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For u, a, p, q E (0 , oo], ,, s > 0, a finite D C N0, by means of 
bl;'.~'. ~a (IRn), zz;'.~ '. ~a (IRn), correspondingly, we shall designate the spaces of all functions 
J E La,loc(IRn) with the following finite quasi-semi-norms 
9s,a(t , x) := t-sva(t, x, f, D). 
Sometimes we also shall use the functionals 
g~ a(t, x) := t-sv~(t , x, f, D). 
' 
DEFINITION 2.7. For an open set G c IRn, s > 0, D c Na , IDI < oo , p , q , a E (O ,oo], 
let us designate by means of b;:~a ( G) , ~;~a ( G), correspondingly, the following quasi-semi-
normed spaces defined by their quasi-semi-norms 
llflb;'.fa(G)II := llhs ,alL(p,q*)(IR+ X G)II , 
II f I l;;~a ( G) II := II hs,a I L(q* ,P) (IR+ X G) II for P < 00 and 
IIJl~~,a(IRn)II := llflll~~~q,a(IRn)II for some u < p, where 
hs,a(t , x ) := t-sva,c(t , x, f , D). 
By means of II· lb;:~a(G)llr and 11 · l~:~a(G)llr respectively, we shall designate the 
functionals that coincide with the above expressions for the norms 11 · I b;'.~a ( G) 11 and 
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II . 1zs,D ( G) II except for t he usage of 'DC-functional in place of V-functional ( as in the p ,q,a 
previous definition). 
By means of b;:f ( G), we shall designate any of the spaces 
!Js,D (G), whose parameters a, p, q, s satisfy the condition: s - ~ + ~ > 0. p,q ,a p a 
By means of t;:f ( G), we shall designate any of the spaces 
t;:fa(G), whose parameters a,p,q,s satisfy the condition: s- min(p,q) + ~ > 0. 
Let also b;,q(G) := b;:f; (G) and T;,q(G) := z;:f; (G). 
Assume that V(IR.n) , {V(IR.n)} = C0 (IR.n) is the space of basic (fundamental) functions 
and V' (IR.n) is its dual one of generalized functions. For f E TI])' (IR.n) , 'ljJ E C0 , let 
X 
'1/Jt(f)(x) := t-n(f, '1/Jt(x - ·)) , while '1/Jt(x) := '1/J( -). 
f'Ya 
DEFINITION 2.8. For s > 0, D; C D C N0, p, q E (0, oo], some f > 0 and a function 
'1/J E CCX), '1/J(x) < C(l+Jxl,,a)-(n+s+c:), 'ljJ l_ PD and '1/J t PB for any B => A, let us designate 
by means of b;:f (IR.n), z;:f (IR.n), correspondingly, the following quasi-semi-normed spaces 
of generalized functions defined by their quasi-semi-norms 
IJJJb;:f (JR.n)II := llo-s,1/JI L (p,q*)(ffi.+ X G)JJ , 
1111z;:f (IR.n)II := ll o-s,1/JIL(q*,P)(ffi.+ x G) II for P < oo, 
llfll~~(IR.n)II := IJNI L~,qo-s ,1/J ILCX)(IR.n)II for some u < p, where 
O-s,1/J(t, x) := t- 8 '1/Jt(f)(x). 
Let also b8 (IR.n) : = b s,No (IR.n) and zs (IR.n) := zs ,Na (IR.n). p,q p ,q p,q p,q 
REMARK 3. In Definition 2.8, the corresponding spaces defined with the aid of different 
functions 'ljJ coincide with the equivalence of their norms (see [62]) . 
For any x( G) = x;;q( G) of the ( quasi) (semi)-normed spaces defined above, we designate 
by means of the capital symbol x~·,·q( G) its submanifold x( G) n LP( G) endowed with the 
( quasi)-norm 
II JIX~·,"q(G) II := IIJI LP(G) II+ II! lx(G) JI. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For p E (0, oo], s E N, we designate the corresponding seminormed 
(homogeneous) and classical Sobolev spaces with the aid of the (semi)norms 
IJ JJw;(JR.n) II = L IJ D cxfJLP(ffi.n)JI, 
lnl=s 
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Later we shall sometimes assume that all functions are defined on ]Rn and omit this 
space. 
3. Super:singular operators 
In this section we define singular and supersingular operators of strong and weak 
types, as well as local and integral operators, and describe the class of all local singular 
and supersingular integral operators of weak order s > 0. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For s E JR, we say that an operator T E £(V, V') is singular of the 
weak types if l(Ttpt(· - x), 'Pt(· - x))I < C(tp)tn-s for any t E (0, 1), x E ]Rn and tp E 
C0 (Q0). Ifs> 0, we say that the operator Tis a supersingular operator of weak type. 
In the next definition, we assume that z;1, i = 0, 1 are two Sobolev, Besov-Nikol'skii, 
or Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of the same type. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For s0 , s1 > 0, p0 , p1 E (0, oo], we say that an operator TE £(V, V') is 
singular of the strong type (z;~, ( z;~ )*) if, for any 'ljJ E V(JRn), I (T'l/Jt, 'l/Jt) I < C(T, 'l/J) ll'l/Jt lz;~ II· 
ll'l/Jtlz;~ 11- If so-n/po+s1 -n/p1 +n > 0, we say that the operator Tis a supersingular operator 
of strong type. 
COROLLARY 3.3. An operator of the strong type (z;~, (z;~ )*) is of weak type s = so -
n/po + s1 -n/p1 +n > 0. 
DEFINITION 3.4. An operator T E £(V, V') is understood to be local if (Ttp, 'ljJ) = 0 
for any 'P, 'ljJ E V with supp 'P n supp 'ljJ = 0. 
DEFINITION 3.5. We say that an operator TE £(V, V') is integral if there is a kernel 
K(x, y) on ]Rn x ]Rn\ {(x, x) : x E JRn} satisfying 
(Ttp, 'ljJ) = r K ( X' y )tp(x )'l/J (y )dxdy }~2n 
for any tp, 'ljJ E V with supp 'P n supp 'ljJ = 0. An integral operator T is local if its kernel 
K(x, y) = 0 for a.e. x # y. 
We shall consider singular integral operators from a particular subclass of AV-classes 
from [1, 5] and introduce reverse AV-class (or RAV-class). For i E N0 , Qr(w) C ]Rn and 
some b > l, c5 > 0, let ~i(r, w) := Qrbi+10(w)~Qrbio(w). 
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DEFINITION 3.6. For u, q E (1, oo], Ao, A1 E JR, finite D C N0 and a singular integral 
operator T associated with the kernel K(x, y), we say that Tis in AVy(u, Lq, lCX), Ao , A1 , D), 
if the following relations take place: there are 5 > 0 and b > l satisfying 
sup sup wi(r, z) = CAD < oo, where 
Qr(z)cJRn iENo 
wi(r, z) = ( r (r->-0 vu(r, z, K(·, y) , D)IY - zl>-i+n/q')qdy) l/q, and 
} 6i(r,z) 
that Tis in RAV(Lq,u,lCX),Ao,A1,0), if the following relations take place: there are 5 > 0 
and b > l satisfying 
sup sup w.i(r, z) = CnAD < oo, where 
Qr(z)cJRn -iENo 
wi(r, z) = r-(>-o+n/u) ( r IIK(x, ·)Ix - .,>-i+n/q' ILq(lli(r, z)) lludx) l/u, 
} Qr(z) 
with natural modifications for p, or u being equal to oo. 
REMARK 4. For uo < u1 , qo < q1 , µo < Ao, µo - µ 1 = Ao - A1 , Do ::) D 1 , let us note 
the inclusions 
Classes of supersingular integral operators considered in this section are defined, roughly 
speaking, to be similar in the sense of having some same properties to the differentiation 
ones. 
EXAMPLE 3. 7. Arbitrary Calder6n-Zygmund operator is a singular integral operator 
of weak type O and strong types (Lp , Lp), (LCX), EMO) , (H1 , L1), (L1 , L1,CX) ). 
EXAMPLE 3.8. For ra = (l, ... , 1), s = a+ (3 > 0, p, q E (1, oo), a linear differential 
operator (LDO) with constant coefficients of order s, 
aEN0 
T f (x) = L aaDa f (x), 
\al :Ss 
is supersingular local integral operator of strong type (l;,q , ( li, ,q' )*) and, therefore, of weak 
types. 
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EXAMPLE 3.9. For rya = (1, ... , 1), s = a+/3 > 0, the fractional differentiation operator 
ID 1/3 possesses the kernel K ( x, y) = cn,/31·1: -yl-(n+/3) and is supersingular non-local integral 
operator of strong type u;,q, (li',q' )*) and, therefore , of weak type s. 
Coifman and Meyer's book [63) contains the following unnumbered proposition. 
ASSERTION 3.10. [63) Arbitrary Calder6n-Zygmund operator with zero kernel is an 
operator M (g) with g E £ 00 (IR.n). 
The first result is its counterpart in our settings. 
THEOREM 3.11. Assume s > 0 and T is local supersingular integral operator of weak 
types. Then 
a,,13 EN0 
T = L Da M ( aa,,13 ) D,13, 
( a+ ,13, ')'a) '.S s 
where aa,,13 E Loo ,lac for each pair ( a, /3). 
The proof of Theorem 3.11. Let us note that , thanks to the Schwartz kernel theorem, 
operator T admits bounded continuous extension f E 'D' (IR.n x IR_n) , (f, c/> © 'ljJ ) = (T c/>, 'ljJ ) 
satisfying (J, '1/J ) = 0 for any 'ljJ E 'D(IR.2n) with supp 'ljJ n {(x, x) : x E IR_n}. Choosing 
system { 'I/Ji }iEN C 'D' (JR.2n) with the properties Z iEN 'I/Ji ( X , X) = 1 for any X E IR_n and 
z i EN Xsupp 1Pi E Loo(IR.2n), we decompose f V' ziEN Ji , Ji = f O Jvf( 'I/Ji) into the sum of 
finitely supported generalized functions on IR.2n = IR_n x IR_n. 
This construction shows that , without loss of generality, we can assume that the sup-
port off C 'D'(IR.2n) is finite. Changing variables z := 2-1/ 2 (x - y) , w := 2-1/ 2 (x + y) in 
the function f , one obtains g E 'D' (IR.2n). Then, applying Theorem 11.1 to the function g, 
we gain a representation 
(g, c/>) = L { ha(z, w)Da c/> (z , w)dzdw , where m E No , {ha}JaJ '.Sm C L oo . (1) }R2n JaJ:Sm 
Let us observe that in the new variables z, w, we have (g , ¢) = 0 for any c/> E 'D(IR.2n) 
with { (z, w) E supp c/> : z = O} = 0. Analogously to considerations from [29), formula 
(1) shows that g can be continuously extended to the closure of 'D (IR.2n) in the space of 
functions having continuous derivatives D~ for any l/31 < m by z . Thus , taking a function 
c/> (z ) E 'D(IR.n) equal to 1 in the vicinity of the origin, we obtain the identity 
(g, '1/J ) = L (g,13, D~'ljJ (O , ·)) , where g,13 E 'D'(IR.n), g,13 = ({3!)-1g o M( zf3cp). (2) 
J/31 :Sm 
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Another application of Theorem 11.1 to each 9!3 provides , for some m' E N0 , the following 
identities 
9{3 = L ha,{3 (w)D~ for lfJI < m. 
lalSm' 
Combining relations (2) and (3), one obtains, for any cp E D(IR.2n), 
(g, VJ) = r L h.y{w)D"l(f)(O, w)dw, wherq = (/3, a,). }JRn l'YISm+m' 
(3) 
(4) 
Thus, returning to (x, y) and using coordinate x as the parameter on the diagonal {( x, x): 
x E IR.n}, we have, for ¢(x), 1/J(y) E D(IR.n), 
(¢, T'!p) = (!, ¢1/J) = 1 L J,, ,13 (x)D"¢(x)D13'!p(x)dx, where m1 = m + m 1• (5) 
JRn la+f31SmJ 
This means that T = (-l)lalDa M(J a,f3 )Df3. Now the condition of the weak singularity of 
the type s finishes the proof providing the restriction 
!a ,f3 = 0 for (a+ /3, ra) < s. Q.£ .D. 
REMARK 5. Requiring the operator T to be of some strong type under the conditions 
of the previous theorem, we would have obtained different restrictions on a, (3 as can be 
seen from the examples below. 
EXAMPLE 3.12. Arbitrary local supersingular integral operator of strong type ( w;, ( w;, )*) 
possesses the form 
T = div( A gradf), 
where A is a matrix with L 00 Loe-coefficients. 
' 
Theorem 3.11 means, in particular, that a supersingular integral operator which is 
bounded, for instance, from the Sobolev space w; into the Lebesgue space LP is defined 
by its kernel K(x, y) (for x =/ y) modulo a linear differential operator (LDO) based on 
Sobolev generalized derivatives with variable locally essentially bounded coefficients . 
Let us obtain another characteristic property of these operators. To approximate 
properly a supersingular integral operator, we need to find a way to neutralize its local 
part . 
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4. Approximation formula as a counterpart of the Leibniz rule 
Here we derive the author 's approximation formula, discuss its correctness and obtain 
immediate applications. In particular , we establish a characterization of the class of the 
linear differential operators with locally bounded coefficients. 
We begin with the following observations. Let g be a differentiable function, D : f --+ J' 
denote differentiation. Then both t he composition Dlvf (g) : f --+ (g J)' and its easier-to-
calculate counterpart 
M (g )D : f --+ g f' are well defined if f is differentiable. But the classical Leibniz rule 
DM(g)f - M(g)DJ = (gf)' - gf' = g' f 
shows that their difference can be extended to non-differentiable functions f too. The 
original Leibniz rule demonstrates that the remainder mapping 
possesses the same property. 
What should one do if we replace the nth derivative by a more general operator? 
In 1967, A.P. Calderon established the following version of the Leibniz rule for con-
volution pseudo-differential operators providing us with, even, some sufficient conditions 
answering Hofmann's question. A convolution operator T is defined by symbol a-(~) if 
if(~):= a- (~)](~) . 
THEOREM 4.1. (A. P. Calderon, 1967) Form E NJ s E [O , mL 1 EN~) lr l = m - s ) let 
the convolution operator T be defined by a symbol a- satisfying IDo:o- (~)I < Co:l~ls- io:I for 
ia i < m. Define also 
Rm:= T Ji.;J(g) - L M( Do:g)To: , 
la-I :Sm 
where g E W~ and Ta is defined by the symbol ( - i) lal ( a!) - 1 Dao-. Then we have 
II RmD1 JIL2II < C L IIDo:blLco ll ll JIL2 ll-
ial :Sm 
The original Leibniz formula shares with Calderon's extension the following inconve-
niences. On the one hand , to approximate the composition TM (g) , we need to know 
some properties of not only T , but also of the other n - 1 operators , and this could be 
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essential in numerical applications. On the other hand, both formulas are compatible with 
translation-invariant ( convolution) operators T only. 
Let us derive a different counterpart of the Leibniz rule compatible with non-convolution 
operators as follows. Assume that the domain of an operator T is invariant under multi-
plication by the coordinate functions xi and some function g, a = ( a 1 , ... , an) with each 
ai a natural or zero number, M(g) : J-+ gf, Cl(T) := [M(xi), T] := T l\lf(xi) - M(xi)T, 
ca (T) := Cf1 ( ... ( c:;n (T)) ... ) . For a finite A c N~, let us define the residual and the 
adjoint residual of T: 
RA(g, T) := T M(g) - L(a!)-1 M(Dag)C0 (T) , Rm(g , T) := RD:n (g , T) , 
aEA 
n n 
(4) 
i=l i=l 
R~(g, T) := M(g)T - L(-1)lal(a!)-1ca(T)M(Dag), R:n(g, T) := R?J:n (g, T), 
aEA 
i.e. (RA(g, T))* = RA(9, T*). (5) 
From here, we shall assume Dag E Li ,Loc for any a E A. 
For operators A , B, let us introduce the commutator mapping CB(A) : A-+ CB(A) = 
[B ,A] = AB - BA. 
To see the correctness of the definition of ca(T), we use the following lemma. Indeed, 
thanks to the well known relations [M(xi), Dej] = 5i ,jl, 
[M(xi) , M(xj)] = 0, [De\ Dej ] = 0 and C,\r(A) = 0, one can see that the order of {Cfi}i-l 
is not important in the definition of Ca(T). 
The next lemma is an alternative form of writing of the Jacobi identity: 
[A , [ B , C]] + [ B , [ C, A]] + [ C, [A , B]] = 0. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A, B be some operators. Then one has the identity 
[Cc, CB](A) := CB (Cc(A)) - Cc (CB(A)) = c[B,C](A). 
The proof of Lemma 4.2. follows immediately from definitions. Q.£.D. 
To deal with linear differential operators (LDO ), we prove the following useful relation. 
Let us recall that a < /3 {=} O\ < /3i, 1 < i < n. 
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where 
if a< /3, 
otherw1:se , 
(~):=TI(~:} 
The proof of Lemma 4.3. For f E C1 (IR;.), one has (xf(x))(n) - xj(n)(x) = nf(n-l)(x) 
and Ck(Dn) = ~/D(n-k) if k < n, or Ck(Dn) = 0 fork> n. Above mentioned correctness 
considerations and these identities applied by each of the coordinates prove the lemma. 
Q.£.D. 
D 
Let us recall that Df3:= { a E NB : ai < /Ji, 1 < i < n }. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For m E N, let DB be a linear differential operator with variable 
coefficients, T = LaEB M ( aa)Da. Then 
a) RA(g , DB)= L {3 EB M(a f3 ) L o M((f3)Dag)D f3 -a,-
aED13\A a 
b) RA(g , DB) = 0 for BC AC N~,-
c) Rm-1(9 , DD;;J := M(Llal=m aaDag). 
The proof of Corollary 4.4. Part a) follows from Lemma 4.3 and the linearity of RA(g , ·). 
The other parts follow from a). Q.£.D. 
The next corollary is a sort of Tl-theorem for some LDO. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Form E N, p, q E (0 , oo), r-1 = p-1 + q-1, 
let Sm = L ial =m M ( aa)Da. Then 
a) Rm-1(g , Sm) E £(Lq , Lr) "<¢=? Sm(g) E Lp; 
n 
(6) 
b) Rn-,, -2(g , Sm) E £(WJ , Lr) <¢=? Sm(g) E Lp , L fI(ai + r'i )Dagaa E LP. (7) 
la+,l=m i=l 
The proof of Corollary 4.5. It follows from homogeneity considerations and the follow-
ing identities 
n 
Rm-2(g , Sm) = M(Sm(g)) + L M( L IT (ai + 1i )Dagaa)D1 . Q.£.D. 
l,l=l la+,l=m i=l 
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The next lemma is a criterion for a SSIO to be linear differential operator with locally 
bounded coefficients. 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume s > 0, p E [1, oo] and T is supersingular integral operator of the 
strong type (w;, LP). Then T = Z(a ,'Ya)<s M(aa)Da with {aa}(a ,'Ya )<s C Loo,loc if, and only 
if, 
Rm(¢, T) = 0 for some m E N0 and any¢ EV. 
The proof of Lemma 4.6. The necessity is proved in Corollary 4.4. The sufficiency is 
followed from Theorem 3.11 and Remark 5 due to the locality of T provided by the identity 
for any¢, 'lj;1 , 'lj;2 EV satisfying ¢'lj;1 = ¢, supp¢ n supp 'l/J2 = 0. Q.E.V. 
This explains why sometimes, in comparison with T itself, one of its residuals Rm(g , T) 
1s defined by the kernel K ( x, y), x -=/ y of T, and, therefore , can appear not to be a 
supersingular, and can even be a smoothing integral operator. 
5. Necessary conditions for a convolution SSIO with a homogeneous kernel 
In this section, we provide necessary conditions for a convolution SSIO with a ho-
mogeneous kernel to have a good approximation using the notions of admissability and 
Lebesgue (Marcinkiewicz) regularity defined in Section 2. 
For (3 > 0 and a 0-homogeneous measurable function D defined on IRn, by means of 
ri, or, correspondingly, ri* , we designate an anisotropic supersingular integral operator 
of weak type (3 with the kernel D,e (x - y)Jx - yJ;(n+,6)' or D,e (x - y)J x - yJ;}n+,6) _ 
D EFINITION 5.1. We say that the function Dis admissible (with paramet er b1 ) if there 
are a point z E IRn with fl~-l zi # 0 and an ( open) vicinity G of z such that 
for some parameter b1 > 0. 
REMARK 6. a) Sobolev embedding theorems permit to substitute t he £ 00-norm in 
Definition 5.1 for any Lo--norm with a E [1, oo]. 
b) If functions {Dj }lSjSm are admissible with parameters {bj }l SjSm, then their product 
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n := Ili::;j::;m nj is admissible too with parameter b := I:i::;j::;m bj. This follows from the 
Leibniz rule. 
Recall that I= (1, ... , 1) and I· I is either I· lq, or I· lq*· 
EXAMPLE 5.2. a) Function fl(x): - lxjn+n~ 1 x~l-n/2 exp (I:~~1:x;) Xxn>O correspond-
ing to the kernel K(x) = x~(l+n/2 ) exp ( - xr+·~·:X~-l) Xxn>O considered in [60, 50, 52] is 
admissible. 
b) For a E (0, oo)n, function O(x) := G(a) lxl(a~;}+n corresponding to Lizorkin's Liouville 
X+ 
differentiation Do: defined by the symbol ( i~)a := TI~-l l~i Ji(1raisign ei)/2 is admissible. 
0 
THEOREM 5.3. For Po,P1, 6 E [l, oo), q E [1, oo), /3 > 0, A CD~, >-./n = p01 -p11 and 
a measurable function g, let operator T E {Tg, rg*} be with PA C K erT and an admissible 
0-homogeneous function n. Then 
a) inclusion RA(g, T) E £(LP0 (IR.n), z;~~(IR.n)) implies 
IJgJ[~~f ,A(IR.n) II < GIi RA (g, T) 1£( Lpo (IR.n), ~~~(IR.n)) II; 
b) inclusion RA(g, T) E £(Lp0 (IR.n), Lp1 (IR.n)) and Lebesgue-regularity of RA(g, T) imply 
IJgJb~+~A(IR_n) JJ < GIi RA (g, T) 1£(Lpo (IR.n), LPl (IR.n)) IJ. 
' 
REMARK 7. a) The condition of Lebesgue-regularity of RA(g, T) in part b) of Theorem 
5.3 can be substituted with the one of Chebyshev-regularity. 
b) It is well known in the isotropic case that II· ll;,;13 (IR.n)II is an equivalent semi-norm for 
the BMO-Sobolev space of all functions f with finite IIIDl>.+/3 fJBMO(IR.n)II· 
c) Under the conditions of Theorem 5.3, we do not need to require admissability of n 
in the case A = {O} (traditional commutator) because one can adopt the approach from 
[48, 50, 52] to our settings. Thus, it will be sufficient, for example, to require only 
n-1 E L00 (IR.n \ {O} ). While, according to [52], if an operator T with Tl = 0 is defined by 
-
a symbol m(~) E G00 (IR.n \ {O}) even in each variable, T f = mf, with m(fYa~) = f'i,m(~), 
~ E (0 , 1) and m(~) > 0 for ~ # 0, then the 0-homogeneous factor of its (convolution) 
kernel K(x) = n(x)lxl~}n+K) is in G00 (IR.n \ {O}) and n(x) # 0 for x # 0. 
The proof of Theorem 5.3. Assuming T := rg, we begin with part b). Under the 
conditions of the theorem, let us choose some constants~, ~1 , ~ 1 and, then, fix g and a cube 
Qr(wx) C IR_n and choose p E (0, 1) and another cube Qrp(wy) satisfying J(wy)i - xii > 
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(rp~)ha) i for any XE Qr(wx), l < i < n, 
IID0:(n-1)(wy - ·)ILoo(Qr(wx))II < Cb\a\ for some b > 0 and any a EN~, 
~ > ((1 +c)(2nK1 +b)((,a)rnin)-1, c > 0, 
K1 = m?'x (q, lq/(ra)i - 11 + 1), Qr(wy) C Qr6 (wx)-1:Si:Sn (1) 
For a function f, let also TA(Y, a, f) := I::aEA D°'i,(a) (y - a)a be its Taylor polynomial 
of the order A. Note that we can choose a family of integral projectors {Pr,w }Qr(w)cJR.n, 
Pr,w = Pr,w,A E £(L1(Qr(w)), PA) satisfying 
Prwf(y) = ~ (y- w)a r-nf i.f)a (· - w) f with {¢0:}o:EA C cr(Q1(0)). (2) 
, ~ rTu rTu 
o:EA 
Using the identities Pr,wy(f - TA(·, a, J))(x) = Pr,wyf(x) - TA(x, a, J), TA(x, x, J) = J(x) 
and the formal expansion into Taylor series, we obtain 
Prp,wyf (x) - f (x) = 
= ~ (rp)(o: ,J'a)-n (-l)m°' Do: ( I· -xlq) (w ) ~ RA(g , T./3)((-)ac.p ) (· - Wy) (x). (3) ~ a! D(· - x) Y ~ n ,, (rp)l'a 
o:EN0 ')'EA 
With the aid of the induction procedure by ial, one can observe that 
2la l 
Dal· -xlq(wy) = Lci,alwy - xl;+,6-q\J'il(wy - x)~!-l'i with ri < a and (4) 
i=l 
ici,al/lal! < Cqhil( m~ (lq/(,a)j - 11) + l)la-,,i\ < CK~a\ for any 1 < i < 2\0:\_ (5) 
1 :SJ :Sn 
These estimates , the simple inequality m 1!m2 ! < (m1 + m 2 )! , 0-homogeneity of n-1 and 
t he high order Leibniz rule deliver the formulas 
ID o: I · - x lq(wy)I < Clal!(2K1)l o: l(r~1)n+/3 (r~p)- lo:ha min ) for XE Qr(wx), 
sup ID O'. ( I. -xlq ) (wy)I < C(r~1)n+/3 (r~p)- lo: ha min) X 
xE Qr(wx) 0( · - X) 
XL(;) l/3 l!bl/Jl la - /3 1!(2K1) l"-/JI < Clal!(r6r+/J (r~p)-l"l'Yam;n)(b + 2K1) l"I. (6) 
/3 :So: 
Thanks t o t he LPo - Lp1-boundedness of RA(g , T) , Lemma 5.5 , formulae (1 , 3, 4) and 
estimate (6), inclusion g E b~~!A(IRn) follows from the estimates 
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00 
k=O 
The case T = rt* is treated in the same way with the aid of Lemma 5.4, b). To consider 
part a), let us observe that, under the assumptions of this part, boundedness condition of 
part b) holds for functions from V because the condition of Lebesgue regularity of RA(9, T) 
and Theorem 10.1, together with the appropriate Sobolev embedding, imply the estimate 
-,\ A IIRA(g, T)¢ILp 1 (1Rn)II < CIIRA(9, T)¢1ZP~,e(1Rn)II for any ¢ E V. One sees also that the 
kernel corresponding to RA(9, T) is KR(x, y) = (g(y) - TA(Y, x, g))K(x, y), where K(x, y) 
corresponds to T. Using the identity ab - cd = (a - c)b + c(b - d), both parts of Theorem 
11.3 and Lagrange theorem, we obtain the inclusion KR E AVy(oo, £ 00 , l00 , c, c +>.,A) for 
any c E (0, ,\ + {3 - Amax(A)) from the membership g E b~+!A(JRn) provided by b) in the 
' 
following way: 
n 
+V~(r, W, K(·, y), A) L rha)i IIDei I· -yjqlLoo(Qr(w)) II < 
i=l 
(8) 
where 6 is chosen to satisfy Ix - yjq ::=:: IY - wlq for x E Qr(w). Thus, Theorem 6.1 finishes 
the proof of part a) thanks to the identity RA(g, T)l = g. Q.£.V. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (3 E JR, q E 1R+. Then, for any a E NB and x E 1Rn with f1~_ 1 Xi =J 0, 
one has 
a) IDalxlil < Clalllal(-[/3])+(2 1~l;;~(q, jq/(!'a)i - lj + 1)) 1a11xl~lx-al; 
b) \Da\xl~*I < C\a\!lal(-[/3])+((n + 3) ,'~max max(q, \q - lj))lallxl~*lx-aj. 
r'a min 
The proof of Lemma 5.4. The proof of part a) is a simplification of the one of part b). 
So we shall consider the latter. For simplicity we assume that xi > 0 for 1 < i < n. The 
implicit function theorem provides 
q 
Deil I _ q-111-q(,a)i( X )-1 X q* - Xi X q* ,'a' I I q"fa . 
X q* 
(1) 
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Thanks to the Leibniz and composition rules , conducting induction by lal, we see that 
(n+3)1acl 
Dalxl~* = L CjX(q-1)(,j+>.j,o+I:~=I eiJ>.j,il)-6j lxl;},G+qJaJ) X 
j=l 
(2) 
where integer vectors 61, 11 , A1,o and Aj,i are the exponents of the derivatives fallen during 
our calculation process on the factors of the form xO, lxl~2, the numerator of the corre-
sponding summand during the differentiation of ( ra, 1 lq~a )0 and the denominator of the X Q* 
dh summand of the same sum respectively. The estimates ( ra, 
1 
fqq1a) > ramin and 
X Q* 
JaJ-1 
lcjl < C(,amaxmax(q, lq-ll))lal IT IJJ-kl < C(,amaxmax(q, lq-ll))lallal(-[,G])+lal! (3) 
k=O 
are used to finish the proof of part b). Q.£.V. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let laal < Cobia! 1~i' for any a E Na. Then the series I:aENo aaxa con-
verges absolutely on Qrs ·- {x E IRn : Ix.ii < K(nb)- 1 } for K < l and, in particular, 
uniformly for K < l. 
The proof of Lemma 5.5. The decisive ingredient is the estimate 
6. An extrapolation theorem 
In this section, we prove an extrapolation theorem used both to obtain necessary 
conditions for the good approximation in the previous section and to establish the most 
general sufficient conditions in the next section. Not possessing its most general form , this 
theore1n is still suffie1ent for our purposes achieved in the next section. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume A C Na, IAI < oo, A, Ao , A1 E IR, A1 > A > 0, q > l , 
Vo E [po ,P(X)L Po ,P1,vo,v1,u,TJ,e E (O,oo], n/p(X) = n(v01 - v11) =Ao-Ai-A> 0, 
TE AVy(u, L q, l(X), Ao, Ai , A) n £ (LP 0 (1Rn), z;~~(IRn)) and either q- 1 +p~1 < l , or Po= P(X)· 
Let also either v0 = pCX>, or A ::J D;. Then 
a) TE £ (Lv0 (IRn) , lt~~(IRn)); 
b) TE £ (Lv0 ,17 (IRn) b~{~(IRn)) for Vo E (Po,P(X)). 
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The proof of Theorem 6.1. Part b) follows from a) due to the real interpolation method. 
One can assume that p0 < Vo < p00 • Let us fix arbitrary function J E Lp00 (~n), cube 
Qr(w) C ~n and choose r;, > 1 to satisfy LJzEQr(w) Qr6(z) C Qrl'C(w). Assume also that 
kernel K(x , y) is associated with T. One can use the following decomposition off: f = 
f 1 + J2 , J1 = XQr,,_(w)f. Boundedness assumption and Holder inequality imply 
(rr;, )-n/pi IIT f 11r:~;(~n) II < (rr;, )n(p~1-p01 ) IITl£(LPO (~n)' ~~;(~n)) 1111 f 1 ILPO (~n) II < 
< IITl£(LPo(~n) ,[:~~(~n))llllf1ILPoo(~n)II- (1) 
Let us observe that, similar to [1], Holder inequality and the definition of the AD-class 
with k E N0 and b > l provide the estimates 
Combination of estimates (1 , 2) and Holder inequality prove the case v0 = p00 : 
r-n/ min(p,u) 1111 {bkAr-ADu(b-kr, ·, T f, A) }kENo Ile II f I Lmin(p,u) ( Qr( W)) II < 
< C(IITl£(Lpo(~n), r;~;(~n))II + CAv)IIJILPoo(~n)II-
Complex interpolation method finishes the proof of part a) for Vo E (Po, p00 ). Q.E .D. 
7. Sufficient conditions for the approximation of a general SSIO 
This section is devoted to studying sufficient conditions for a SSIO to be well approx-
imated. It begins with Proposition 1, where some ideas of our approach are presented in 
particular case of the extended form of Hofmann's question. Theorem 7.3 contains the 
most general form of sufficient conditions expressed in terms of the local variants of the lo-
cal approximation spaces of Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel types. In Corollary 7.2, we reduce 
the generality at the expense of the usage of the ordinary local approximation spaces of 
Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel types. Theorem 7.3 deals with yet other sufficient conditions 
not covered by the previous theorems. In the end of the section, we provide the way of 
further generalizations of the results of this section with the aid of Theorem 6.1. 
In the following proposition, we consider a model case of mappings into a seminormed 
local approximation space of Sobolev-Slobodeckiy type, ti 1 (~n) = [A 1 (~n). P,P , P,P, 
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PROPOSITION 1. For ra = I , p E (0, oo ), integer O < /3 < f3 + A < l , the bound-
edness of the commutator [IDl ,e, M(g)] E £(Lp(ffi.n) , b~:J~l) follows from the inclusion 
g E T~~:,1{o} (ffi.n). In particular , we have the following estimate: 
The proof of Proposition 1. One sees that the kernel of [ID l,e, l\1 (g)] is 
(g(y) - g(x))IY - xj-(n+,6)_ Let us fix a cube Qt(z) C ffi.n, a function f E Lp0 (ffi.n) and 
estimate the corresponding V-functional. Assume that 6.i(t, z) := Q8bi+1t(z) !:lQ8bit(z) 
for 'i E N0 , some b > l and sufficiently large 5 > 1. Designating cg := [IDl ,e, M(g)], 
!1 := f XQu5(z), !2 = J - !1, we obtain with the aid of the identity cp'lj) - Pt ,z,{O}CfJPt ,z, {O} 1/J = 
1/J ( I - Pt,z,{O}) cp + Pt ,z,{O} cp( I - Pt ,z,{O} )1/J that 
t -,\v1(t , z, [IDl,e, M(g)]f2, {O}) < 
< t-,\ r V1(t ,z, g, {O})Voo(t ,z, I· -y,- (n+,6), 0)dy+ 
} JRn\Qt8(z) 
+t-,\ r 'Doo(t, Z,Pt ,z,{o}(g(y) - g(·)) , 0)V1(t , z, I· -y,-(n+,6)' {O} )IJ(y)ldy = 
} JRn\Qt8(z) 
=: 11(t, z) + 12 (t, z). (1) 
Thus, we obtain 
! 1 ( t, z) < 
00 
< cc>-vl ( t, z, g, {O}) ~ 1n lz ~ Yl-(n+,6) XC>. ,(t ,z) If (y) ldy < 
i=O JR 
00 
i =O 
< Ct-,\-,6V 1 (t, z, g, {O}) sup 'D1 (5bit, z, f , 0). (2) 
iENo 
With the aid of the Minkowski inequality and the Lagrange theorem, we obtain in a similar 
manner that 
00 
i=O 
00 
i=O 
(3) 
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Together with this estimate and the definition of AV-classes, Hardy and Minkowski in-
equalities imply 
(4) 
To deal with 13 , we take some a E (~ , p). Let us also choose 52 satisfying Qt6(z) C 
nwEQt(z)Qt62 ( w) and use Holder and Minkowski inequalities, along with the decomposition 
Qr(w) := UiE-No~i(r, w), to see that 
l3(t , z) := t->-v1(t, z, RA(g, T)f1 , {O}) < 
< t->-v1 (t, z, f lg(y)--'- g(·)II · -y1-(n+13 ) J(y)ldy, 0) < 
} Qu;2 ( · ) 
< C'D1 ( t , z' ~ b-iA (b-it82)-(A+/3)v~, ( b-it82, . , g , { 0} )'Da ( b-it82, . , f, 0), 0) , because 
(5) 
00 L 1 . . lg(y) - g(x)llx -yl-(n+/3)1J(y)ldy < 
i=O Qb- 2 t82 (x )\Qb- 2 t82 (x ) 
00 
(6) 
i=O 
Thus, Hardy, Minkowski and Fefferman-Stein inequalities provide the estimate 
1 p dtdy ( (A+/J) C {h )p dtdy ( I 3 ( t' z)) < C t- Va' ( t' y ' g' { 0}) Va ( t ' y ' f ' VJ) . IR+ x JRn t t (7) 
Eventually, thanks to estimates (1 , 2, 4, 7) and the Carleson embedding theorem, we 
establish the key estimate 
Therefore, the proof of the proposition is finished by Theorem 10.1 , c), d) and k) 
showing that 
It the rest of this section, we use the following assumptions: 
A1 : for O < i < 2, 0 < j < 5, w i, O"i, O" E [1,oo], Aj E ffi., >.. ,,,s > 0, {3 > 0, 
Po ,Pl , q, u , a E (0 , oo], r E [1 , oo], a1 E (0 , 1), A , B , D C Na , IBI < oo , assume spa < l , 
0 
-l - -l '/ D * A D* A D B - 1 - 1 < 1 1 - 1 - 1 < 1 P2 - P1 - /\ n, t3 C C min(>. ,>-2)+/J ' + C , a + W1 _ , 1:, + W2 _ , 
Po1+0"11 < 1, (max(a, ())-1+p01+(min(O"o , 0"2))-1 < 1, >.. E (>..4 , >..o), s+, = p01+r-1-P:11, 
>..1 - >..o = >..3 - >..2 = >..s - >..4 = /3 - ns; 
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A . ( -1 -1) < 2 · q - P1 + - 1 · 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A1 and A2 be valid, as well as one of the following groups of con-
ditions: 
- ' i) 1 = u Y >. ,B = b>. ,B (JR.n) and X >.+,6,'Y ,A = bl >.+,6,'Y,A (JR.n) · 
I:, ' Pl ,q,a1 Pl ,q,a1 r,u ,q,a r,u ,q,a ' 
ii) 1 = min(u q) ;--l +w-l < 1, y>.,B = [>.,B (JR.n) and x>-+,6 ,'Y,A(JR.n) = ll>.+,6,'Y,A(JR.n). 
I:, , , I:, 2 Pl ,q ,a1 Pl ,q,a1 r,u,q ,a r,u,q,a 
Assume also that either w2 = oo, a1 < 1, or a1 = 1. Let a super singular integral oper-
ator T of the strong type (f~,1 (1Rn), Lo-(JR.n)) be in the classes ADy(w0 , Lo-0, l(X), Ao, A1, D), 
ADy(w1, Lo-1 , l(X), A2, A3, 0) and RADy(Lo-2, W2, l(X), A4, A5, 0), which definitions use, corre-
spondingly, the constants 60 , 61 , 62 satisfying 
UwEQt (z) Qtmax(80 ,81)(w) C Qt8(z) C n wEQt(z) Qt82(w) for some 6 > 0 and any Qt(z) C JR.n. 
Then one has: 
a) IIRA(g , T)l£(Lp0(1R.n), Yp~',:,aJII < CllglX{!,~:J·AII; 
b) IIRA(g , T)l£(Lp0(1R.n), Yp~',~i1)II < CllglX{!,~:J·AII and 
IIRA(g,T)l£(Lp0 (1Rn) ,Lp2 (1Rn))II < CllglX{!,~:J,AII for P1A < n and one of the following 
groups of conditions to be valid: 
bi) p01 + A/ n > p11, n/r E (A4, A2), (-1 + p01 + (min(o-1 , 0-2)-1 < 1 + (A+ (3)/n), 
(A+ (3 )/ n + W11 > (-1,-
bii) r = W1 = W2 = 0"1 = 0"2 = oo , A2 = A4 = 0 and A/n + Po1 - P11 E (0 , 1). 
The proof of Theorem 7.1. Let us begin with part a). Theorem 3.4, Lemma 4.6 and 
Corollary 4.4 show that the residual operation annihilates all local components of T. As 
in t he proof of Theorem 5.3, a), we see that the kernel of RA(g , T) possesses the form 
K R(x, y) = (g(y ) - TA(Y , x, g))K(x , y) , where TA(Y , x , g) := L aEA Da!/a) (y - a)a. Let 
us fix a cube Qt (z) C ]Rn, a function f E LPo (JR.n) and estimate the corresponding D-
functional. Assume that wJ , wJ , wJ are the functions from the definitions of the classes 
ADy(wo, Lo-0, l(X), Ao, A1, D), ADy(w1, Lo-1 , l(X), A2 , A3, 0), RADy(Lo-2, w2 , lOC>, Ao , A1, 0) and 
6 f(t,z) := Qc5jbi+1t(z) 6Q c5j bit(z) for i E No , 0 < j < 2. Designating f1 := fXQt 8 (z), 
f2 = f - f1, we obtain wit h t he aid of the identity <p'lj) - Pt ,z,A<{)Pt,z,D'l/J = 'l/J( I - Pt,z,A )<p + 
Pt.z ,A <p( I - Pt,z,D )'l/J that 
t->-v a1 (t, z, R A(g, T )f2 , B) < t - >-vl (t , z, R A(g, T )f2 , B) < 
< t - >. ( Da(t, z, TA(Y, ·, g), A )Dw1 (t , z, K (·, y ), 0)1f(y)l dy+ }Jff.n\Qto(z) 
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+t-A ( D00 (t, Z,Pt,z,A(g(y) - TA(Y, ·, g)), 0)Dw0 (t , z, K(·, y), D)lf(y)!dy = 
I1IJ1.n\Qu5(z) 
=:11(t,z)+I2(t,z). (1) 
Thanks to conditions of the theorem, one can find CT5 satisfying CT11 + CT51 = 1, CT5 < Po· 
Thus, we obtain 
I1 (t, z) < 
< t-A L ~ Va(t, z, D"g, (A - a)+) X 
a. 
a.EA 
(X) 
XL r Doo(t, z, (· - y)a.)Du1 (t, z, K(,, Y)X~}(t,z), 0)1/(y)ldy < 
. O l~n i= 
(X) 
i=O 
< CC1v L t(a.,'Ya)-(A+f3)Da(t, z, Da.g, (A - a)+) sup(81bit)nsv(T5 (81bit, z, f, 0). (2) 
a.EA iENo 
There are parameters 0'3, 0'4 satisfying O'o 1 + 0'31 + 0'41 = 1, 0'3 < max(a , (), 0'4 < PO· 
With the aid of Holder and Minkowski inequalities, we obtain using dimP A = !Al < oo, 
for a2 = min( a 1 , 1/2), 
(X) 
I2(t , z) <CL bi(A+/3-Ai-ns)va2(t, z, (bi8ot)-(A+/3)D~3 (bi8ot, x, g, A), 0) X 
i=O 
(3) 
Together with this estimate and the definition of AD-classes , Hardy and Minkowski in-
equalities imply 
(4) 
According to conditions of the theorem, let us choose parameters CT6 , CT7 , w3 to satisfy 
CJ21 + CJ61 + CJ71 = 1, CJ7 < p0 , CJ6 < max(a , () , w31 + w21 = 1 and use Holder and 
Minkowski inequalities to see that, for w2 = oo, or, correspondingly, a 1 = 1, one has 
]3(t, z) := t-Ava1 (t, z, RA(g, T)/1, B) < 
< t-Ava1 (t, z, r lg(y) - TA(Y , ·, g)IIK(·, y)J(y)ldy , 0) =: s < J Qt82 (,) 
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< CD a1 (t , z' f>-i(A+/3-( -"s +ns)) ( b-it82 )-(A+/3) v ~6 ( b-it82' . ' g' A) sup w? ( t' y) X 
i=O yEQt(z) 
X (b-it62)nsD(T7 (b-it62, ·, f, 0) , 0) , Or (5) 
00 
i=O 
(6) 
Thus, Hardy, Minkowski and Fefferman-Stein inequalities provide the estimate 
Eventually, thanks to estimates (1 , 2, 4, 7) and Theorems 11.3 and 11.4, we establish the 
key estimate 
II RA(g T)JIY·\B (IRn)II < C max cj (~ II DO'.glX>.+,8-(a,')'a),1',(A-a)+(IRn)II+ ' Pl ,q ,a1 O< .<2 AV D r,u ,q ,a 
_J - aEA 
+llg1x:,!,~:~!(CT3 ,CT7) (IRn) IIT) II f ILPO (IRn) 11. (8) 
Therefore, the proof of part a) is finished by Theorem 10.1 , a), b) , e), J) showing that 
~ II DO'.g1x >-+,8- (a,1'a) ,1',(A-a)+ (IRn) II + llglX>.+,e,,,,A (IRn) II < c 11g1x>-+.B ,r,A( IRn) 11. D r ,u ,q,a r,u,q,max(CT3 , CT7 ) T r ,u, q ,a 
a EA 
To consider part b) , we choose a2 , a3 , O-s, O-g , 0-10 , qi , S1 E (0, oo] and p = >-in+ io1 -
P11 > 0 to satisfy a;-1 > W11+r-1, a;-1 > w;-1+a-101+r-1, W1 < a3 , (>.+,B)/n+a31 > c-1, 
a31+Pa1+(min(a-1 , a-2))-1 < 1, q11 = p11-A, s1 = >.+ ,B +n,, max(a-s , a-g) < Po , 0-10 < q1. 
In the first case of part b), definitions of the AD and RAD classes , along with Holder and 
l\1inkowski inequalities , deliver the following estimates 
Da2(t , z, RA(g , T)f2 , 0) < ( Da2(t , z , (g(y) -TA(Y , ·, g))K(- , y), 0)1J(y)Jdy < 
} iRn \ Qt15 (z) 
00 
< c "fr, l /(t ,z) Da, (t , z , (g(y) - TA(Y, ·, g)) K (- , y) , 0)1! (y)ldy < 
00 
< C L bi(n/r->.2)w;(t , z) II sup~-s1 D~3(~ , ·,g A)ILr(Qt(z)) IIMt8 J (z); (9) 
i=O ~>0 
Da2(t ,z, RA(g,T )f1 ,0) < Da2(t , z , ( (g(y) -TA(Y , ·,g))K(· , y)J(y)dy,0) < J Qt152 (-) 
00 
< Da,(t , Z, L 1, . (g (y) - TA(Y, ·, g))K(-, y)J (y)dy , 0) < 
i=O 6. i (t , ) 
00 
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Thus, thanks to the boundedness of fractional and Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions, 
we obtain 
In the second case of part b), Theorem 11. 2 provide the pointwise estimate 
RA(g, T)f(x) < C(C1v + ciAv)llglb~:!(IRn)II f IY - xln(p-l)lf(y)ldy, }JRn 
implying (12) too due to the boundedness property of the potential operator. Therefore, 
to prove the second inequality of part b), it is sufficient to observe that Theorem 10.3 
provide the embedding X;,!,~:J,A (JRn) C l:,\t (IRn). Eventually, with the aid of Theorem 
10.2 , we see that, thanks to its Lebesgue regularity, RA(g, T)f is such a representative of 
the class RA(g, T)f + PB that is also in Yp~ ·,~L (IRn)). Due to part a), this observation 
finishes the proof. Q. £. D. 
Using Theorem 10. 3 , we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let A1 and A2 be valid with , + u-1 > r-1, (A + (3)/n + , -
(min(r, q))-1 + a-1 > 0, as well as one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) 1 = u y>.,B = b>.,B (IRn) and 'v'-l + u- 1 > q- 1 · 
I:, ' Pl ,q,a1 Pl ,q,a1 t , 
· ·) ;- · ( ) ;- -1 -1 1 y>. B l->. B (TT])n) 
'l'l 1:, = m1n U, q , 1:, + W2 < , p1',q,a1 = p{ ,q,a1 ~ · 
Assume also that either w2 = oo, a1 < 1, or a1 = l. Let a supersingular integral op-
erator T of strong type (l~, 1 (IRn), La-(IRn)) be in the classes ADy(w0 , La-0 , l00 , Ao, A1 , D) , 
ADy( W1, La-1 , l00 , A2 , A3 , 0) and RADy(La-2, W2, l00 , A4, A5 , 0), which definitions use constants 
60, 51 , 62 correspondingly satisfying 
U wEQt(z) Qtmax(c5o,c51)(w ) C Qtc,( z) C n wEQt(z) Qt82(w) for some 5 > 0 and any Qt(z) C IRn. 
Then one has: 
a) IIRA(g, T)IL:(Lpo(IRn), Yp~',: ,aJII < CllglZ~t,~+n-y,A(JRn)II; 
b) IIRA (g, T) J£(Lp0 (IRn), Yp~ ·,~11) II < Cllglf;,t,~+n,,A(JRn) II and 
IIRA(g , T)IL:(Lp0 (IRn) , Lp2 (1Rn)) II < Cllglf;,t,~+n,,AII for P1A < n and one of the following 
groups of conditions to be valid: 
bi) p01 + A/n > p11, n/r E (A4, A2) ; (-1 + p01 + (min(0"1, 0"2)- 1 < 1 + (A+ (3)/n), 
(A+ (3)/n + w11 > (-1; 
bii T = W1 = W2 = 0"1 = 0"2 = oo, A2 = A4 = 0 and Po1 - P21 E (0, 1). 
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THEOREM 7.3. Let A 1 and A 2 be valid with , = 0 and either r < oo ) or r = q = oo) 
as well as one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) ( - r y .\B - b>.,B (JR.n) . 
- J Pl ,q,a1 - Pl ,q,a1 J 
· ' ) ( · ( ) (-1 - 1 1 y>. B l->. B (TTDn) 
'l'l = m1n r, q ; + W2 < ; p1',q,a1 = p{ ,q,a1 .1.N:.. • 
Assume also that either w2 = oo) a 1 < 1; or a 1 = 1. Let a super singular integral op-
erator T of strong type (Z~, 1(JR.n),La(lR.n)) be in the classes ADy(wo , La0 ,l00 , Ao , A1 , D) ) 
ADy(w1 , La1, l00 , A2 , A3 , 0) and RADy(La2, W2, loo , A4 , A5 , 0); which definitions use constants 
50 , 51 , 62 correspondingly satisfying 
UwEQt(z) Qtmax(80,81)(w) C Qtc5(z ) C nwEQt(z) Qt82(w) for some c5 > 0 and any Qt(z ) C JR.n. 
Then one has: 
a) IIRA(g, T) 1£(LPo (JR.n), Yp~',~a1 (JR.n)) II < CllglZ;,t,~,A (JR.n) II; 
b) IIRA(g, T)J£(Lp0 (JR.n), Yp~·,~l1 (JR.n))II < CJJgJZ;,t,~'A(JR.n)JJ and 
IJRA(g,T)J£(Lp0 (JR.n) , Lp2 (JR.n))JJ < CIJgJl;,t,~,A(JR.n)JJ for P1A < n and one of the following 
groups of conditions to be valid: 
bi) Po1 + .-\/n > P11) n/r E (A4, A2) ; (-1 + Po1 + (min(CT1 , CT2) - 1 < 1 + (.-\ + {3)/n), 
(.-\ + {3)/n + W1l > (-1; 
bii) r = W1 = W2 = CT1 = CT2 = oo, A2 = A4 = 0 and Po1 - p:;1 E (0 , 1). 
The proof of Theorem 7.3 is conducted as that of Theorem 7.1 except for the following 
step: we use Holder inequality and Theorem 11.4 instead of Theorems 11.3 and 11.4 to 
derive estimate (8) from relations (1, 2, 4, 7). Parts c, d) , g) , h) of Theorem 10.1 are 
employed instead of a), b), e), f) respectively. Q.£ .D. 
REMARK 8. Conditions on the relation between parameters q and p1 in the conditions 
of the results of t his section can be relaxed due to Theorem 6.1 and the next lemma proved 
similarly to estimating 11 + 12 in the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
L EMMA 7.4. For O < i < 1, 0 < j < 3, wi, CTi E [1,ooL Aj E JR, s > 0, A , B , D c Na, 
- 0 
JBI < oo and a function g E b~~00 (JR.n) ) assume A cD; , A+ D C B , .-\ 1 - .-\0 . .-\3 - A2 ; 
and integral operator T is in ADy (w0 , La0 , l00 , Ao, .-\1, D) n ADy(w1, La1, l00 , .-\2, .-\3 , 0). 
Then one has RA(g , T) E ADy(min(w0 , w1), Lmin (ao,a1), l00 , µo , µ1 , B) for µo - µ1 = Ao -
A1 + S; µo = min(Ao + s - Amax(A) , A2 ). 
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8. Convolution SSIO with anisotropic homogeneous kernels 
In this section, we apply the results of the previous section to a convolution SSIO 
with a homogeneous kernel defined by a 0-homogeneous function n contained in some 
Nikol'skii-type space on an annulus of the origin. 
For x E IRn, let Ix I be either Ix I q, or Ix I q*. Here we consider approximation properties of 
the translation-invariant supersingular integral operators rt of strong type ( zi0 ,1, LPo) with 
the associated kernel K~(x, y) = D(x-y)lx-yl-(n+,6), where n is a 0-homogeneous function 
D(r1ax) = D(x) for any r E IR+ and a member of Nikol 'skii space B;~00 (Q~(O) \ Q1(0)) with 
some ( > 1. 
LEMMA 8.1. Assume /3, ,,\ , s0 > 0, p E [1 , oo], rt is the operator described above. Then 
one has 
a) r E A'Dy(wo, LCTQ ) loo, Ao , A1, D) for so/n + Wa1 - p-l > 0, O-o < P, A1 - /3 = Ao < So, 
D :=) D* · so' 
b) r E A'Dy(w1 , LCT1 , loo , A2 , A3 , 0) formax(w1,o-1) < p, A3 - /3 = A2 < O; 
c) r E RA'Dy(LCT2 , W2, loo , A4 , A5 , 0) for W2 E (0 , oo], 0-2 < p, A5 - /3 = A4 > 0. 
The proof of Lemma 8.1. In [64], the identity B;~00 (Q~(O) \ Q1(0)) = B;~00 ,w0 (Q~(O) \ 
Q1(0)) was established for s0 /n + wa1 - p-1 > 0. One can also note that lxl-(n+,8) is a 
bounded pointwise multiplier in this space. There are k~ E N and 5, b > l satisfying 
U Q6ck~+1>c5(w) C Q~(O) \ Q 1(0). 
wEQ (kc+l) (O) \ Q kc (0) 
b " o b "o 
Therefore , with the aid of the following homogeneity observations 
11 n1 -1- (n+,6)1 b;~oo,wo(Qre(w) \ Qr(O)) II = r-(n/p'+,6+so)11n1 -1-(n+,B)lb;~oo,wo (Qe(O) \ Q1(0))II , 
11 n1-1 -(n+,8)I Lp(Qre(O)\Qr(O)) II = r-(n/p'+,8) 11n1-1-(n+,8) ILp(Q~(O)\Q1(0)) II for r > 0, w E IRn , 
using designations of the proof of Theorem 7.1 , we obtain that 
w?(t, z) < C jjDJB;~00 ,w0 (Qe(O) \ Q1(0)) II for Ao= so , A1 =so+ /3, o-o = p; 
w;(t , z) < CjjDjLp(Q~(O) \ Q1(0)) II for w1 = 0-1 = p , A2 = 0, A3 = /3; 
w;(t, z) < CjjDJLP(Qe(O) \ Q1(0)) II for w2 = oo, 0-2 = p, A4 = 0, As= /3 . 
The assertions of the lemma for the other values of the parameters of the AV-classes under 
consideration follow from Remark 4. Q.£.V. 
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It the rest of this section, we use the following assumptions: 
A3 : for /3, A,so E (O , oo), p E (1,oo],, > 0, Po ,P1 , q,u,a E (O , oo], r E [1 , oo], a1 E 
(0, 1], B C No, assume A+ D;o C B , IBI < oo , i21 = P11 - >)n, a- 1 + p-1 < 1, ( > 1, 
(max(a, ())- 1 + p01 + p-1 < 1, A E (0, so); 
0 0 
A 4 : A = D~ =D~=Dl+/3; 
As: r = Po 1 + r- 1 - P11; 
A5: (q-1 - P11 )+ < , . 
This lemma, Theorems 7.1, 7.3 and Corollary 7.2 imply the following three assertions. 
COROLLARY 8.2 . Let A 3 ) A 4 ; As and A 6 be valid) as well as one of the following groups 
of conditions: 
i) ( = u Y >. ,B = b>. ,B (IR.n) and X >.+{3,,,A = bl >.+{3,,, A (IR.n) · 
J Pl ,q ,a1 Pl ,q,a1 r,u,q,a r ,u,q ,a J 
ii) ( = min(u , q) > 1 Y >. ,B = [>. ,B (IRn) and X >.+{3,,,A = u>-+/3,,,A (IRn). 
J Pl ,q ,a1 Pl ,q ,a1 r ,u ,q ,a r ,u,q,a 
Assume also that T E {Tg, r g* }. Then one has: 
a) IIRA(g, T )l £ (L (IRn) y>. ,B ) II < Cllgjx>-+/3,,, A11 · PO ' Pl ,q,a1 r,u,q,a J 
b) II RA(g , T )l £ (Lpo(IRn), Yp~ ',~L)II < CllglX;,!,~:z,AII and 
II RA(g ,T)l£(Lpo(IRn),Lp2(IRn))II < Cll glX;,!,~:J,AI I for p = r = CX) ) P1A < n) Po 1 - P2 1 E 
(0, 1). 
COROLLARY 8.3 . Let A 3 ) A4 ) As and A 6 with (,\+ (3)/n +, - (min(r, q))- 1 + a- 1 > 0) 
p01 + u- 1 > p11 be valid) as well as one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) ( = u y>. ,B = b>. ,B (IRn) and p- 1 + u - 1 + r- 1 > p- 1 + q- 1 · ; Pl ,q,a1 Pl ,q,a1 0 1 J 
ii) ( = min(u. q) > l ) y>. ,B = [>.,B (IRn) . 
1 Pl ,q,a1 Pl ,q,a1 
Assume also that T E {Tg, r g* }. Then one has: 
a) IIRA(g , T)j£(Lpo(IR.n), Yp~ ',~,aJII < Cljglf{-;,~+n,,A(IRn)II; 
b) II RA(g , T)j £ (Lp0 (~n), Yp~ ,,~~1)11 < Cjlgjf;,t ,~+n,,A(IRn)II and 
II R A(g, T)l £ (LPo(IRn), LP2(IRn))II < Cjl gll{t,~+n,,A(IRn)II for p = r = CX) ) P1A < n) Po 1 -
P2 1 E (0 1). 
COROLLARY 8.4 . Let A 3 ) A4 and As with, = 0 and either r < oo) or r = . q = oo be 
valid) as well as one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) ( - r Y >. .B - b>. ,B (IR.n) . 
- ; Pl ,q,a1 - Pl ,q,a1 J 
ii) ( = min(r q) > l ) y>. ,B = f>. ,B (IRn). Pl ,q,a1 Pl ,q,a1 
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Assume also that r E {rt, rt*}. Then one has: 
a) IIRA(g , r)l£(LPo(IRn) , Yp~ ',~,aJII < Cllglf;,t~,A(IRn)II; 
b) IIRA(g , r)l£(Lp0 (IRn) , Yp~',fL )II < Cllglf;,t~,A(IRn)II and 
IIRA(g , r)l£(Lpo(IRn) , Lp2(IRn))II < Cllgll;,t~'A(IRn)II for p = r = 00 ; P1A < n ) Po 1 - P2 1 E 
(0 , 1). 
In particular, combining, correspondingly, each of corollaries 8.3 , 8.4 and Theorem 
10.4, we obtain the next two results. 
0 
A = D~ =D; ) p01 - p11 + u-1 > Q7 (min(p1, q))-1 < Po-1 + r-1, s/n + r-1 + l/p' -
(min(r, q))-1 > OJ s > ).. + (3 )Assume also that either s/n - (min(r, q))-1 + 1 > Po1 + p-1 J 
or (-1 + p01 + p-1 < 17 and that operator r E {rt, rt*}. Then 
for ( = U; Po1 + u-1 + r-1 > P11 + q-1, one has 
a) IIRA(g , r)l£(Lp0 (IRn), b;{!(IRn))II < Cllgll:;:(IRn)II ; 
b) IIRA(g, r)l£(Lp0 (IRn) , b;~~t(IRn))II < Cllgll:;:(IRn)II and 
IIRA(g,r)l£(Lp0 (IRn),Lp2(IRn))II < Cllgll:::(IRn)II if, in addition7 p = r = 00 7 P1A < n 7 
Po1 - P2 1 E (0, 1); 
for (=min( u , q) > 17 one has 
c) IIRA(g , r)l£(Lpo(IRn) , l;{!(IRn))II < Cllgll:::(IRn)II J 
d) IIRA(g,r)l£(Lp0 (IRn) , l;~~t(IRn))II < Cllgll:;:(IRn)II and 
IIRA(g,r)l£(Lp0 (IRn) , Lp2(IRn))II < Cllgll:;:(IRn)II if, in addition7 p = r = 00 7 P1A < n 7 
Po1 - P2 1 E (0 , 1). 
COROLLARY 8.6. Let A3 7 A4 and A5 be valid with 1 = 0 and either r < 00 7 or 
r = q = 00 7 as well as (-1 + p01 + p-1 < 1 + (>. + (3 )/n and r E {rt, r t* }. Then 
for ( = r 7 one has 
a) II RA(g , r) 1£(LPo (IRn) , b;{!(IRn)) II < Cllgll:;:(IRn) II ; 
b) IIRA(g, r)l£(Lp0 (IRn), b;~~t (IRn))II < Cllgll:;:(IRn)II and 
IIRA(g,r)l£(Lp0 (IRn),Lp2(IRn))II < Cllgll:::(IRn)II if, in addition7 p = r = 00 7 P1A < n 7 
Po 1 - P21 E (0 , 1) ; 
for ( = min(r, q) > 17 one has 
C) II RA (g, r) I£( LPO (IRn) , l;{! (IRn)) II < CII 9! l::: (IRn) II; 
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d) IIRA(g,T)l£(Lp0 (IRn),l;~~t(JRn)) II < Cllglli::(IRn)II and 
IIRA(g,T)l£(Lpo(IRn),Lp2(IRn))II < Cllglli::(IRn)II if) in addition) p = r = CX)) P1A < n) 
Po 1 - P21 E (0, 1). 
REMARK 9. As was pointed out in the end of Section 7, one can use Lemmas 7.4, 8.1 
and Theorem 6.1 to extend results of the current section. 
9. Fractional derivatives. Optimality of the isotropic case 
To see the optimality of the isotropic case 'Ya= (1, ... , 1) , let us note that, under the 
conditions of Corollaries 8.2 - 8.4, we have O < A < 'Yamin, while one always has 'Yamin < 1. 
Noting that, for A+ (3 < 'Yamin , the anisotropic fractional differentiation operator IDl.8 
with symbol l~lt, (3 > 0 is associated with the kernel of the form 0 ,3(x-y) lx-yl-(n+.8), and 
that, in accordance with (52], 0,3(x) is not equal to O on IRn\ {O} and is in C00 (IRn\ {O}) , 
we use Corollary 8.4 and Remark 7, c) to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 9.1. Assume Po,Pl, B E (1 , oo)) q E (1, oo); (3, A > 0) (3 + A E (0, 'YaminL 
A/n = p01 - p11 . Then 
a) the inclusion IDl.8 M(g) - M(g)IDJ.8 E £(LP0 (IRn), f'\.~(IRn)) implies PO , 
llgJ[~~f,{O}(JR.n)II < CIIJDl.8M(g)- M(g)IDl.81£(Lp0 (IRn),Z:~~(IRn))II; 
b) the inclusion IDl .8 M(g) - M(g)IDl.8 E £(Lp0 (1R.n), Lp1 (IRn)) implies 
llglb~~!{O} (IRn) II < CII JDl,8 M(g) - M(g) JDl.81£(Lpo (IRn), LPl (IRn)) JI . 
The situation with necessary conditions is essentially better with Lizorkin's Liouville 
fractional differentiation from Example 5.2 (with IT~ 1 O\ -/- 0) thanks to Theorem 5.3. 
0 
THEOREM 9.2. Let Po,P1, BE (1 , 00) 7 /3/"ta = 0'. 7 q E (1, 00) 7 a E (0, oo)n 7 A CD(* ) 7 a ,,a 
A/n = p01 - p1\ and g be a measurable function. Then 
a) the inclusion RA (g, D0 ) E £( LPo (IRn) , f'\~ (IRn)) implies PO , 
ll gll~~{A (IRn) II < CII RA (g, T) 1£(LPO (JR.n), r:~~(IRn)) II; 
b) the inclusion RA (g, D0 ) E £( LPo (IRn) , Lp1 (IRn)) and Lebesgue-regularity of RA (g, D0 ) 
imply 
ll glb~~!A(JRn) II < CIIRA(g, T)l£(Lp0 (IRn) , Lp1 (IRn)) IJ. 
,  
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A theorem of P. I. Lizorkin [43] shows that his variant of Riemann-Liouville differen-
tiation (see Example 5.2, b)) is of strong type (l~~:;(Ya)(IRn), Lp(IRn)). But it is an object for 
a multilinear approximation which will be considered in a future article. 
For 1 < i < n, let Ri be a Riesz transform described by the multiplier xi /l xl2* and 
RCI. := IT~ l Rfi for a E No. 
In the isotropic case, results of Sections 5, 8 imply the following extended answer to S. 
Hofmann's question mentioned in Introduction. 
THEOREM 9.3. For/3,A > 07 p E (0,00) 7 m E N07 m < (3 < (3+A < m+l and 
T E {RalDl/3}~:~Jn, the boundedness IDl,\RD:n(g, T) E £(Lp(IRn)) is equivalent to the 
inclusion IDl/3+,\g E BMO(IRn). In particular7 we have the following estimate: 
Let us note that, in particular, considering, for example, both IDl /3 M(g) and RD:n (g, IDl/3) 
as operators from Lg,2 into Lp, we are approxin1ating the inconvenient operator IDl/3 M(g) 
by the linear combination of pseudodifferential operators with variable coefficients modulo 
compact residual RD:n (IDl/3), when function g is contained in BMO-Sobolev space. 
These results reveal the following two differences between the case, when T is a purely 
differential operator, for instance, T = I:lal Sm Da, ~ k, and operators like fractional dif-
ferentiation. Firstly, Corollary 4.5 show that approximation properties of the residual 
operator is of a coercive nature for the former case: it does not depend on the Sobolev 
norm of g but only on IISmglLpll· But the necessary condition related to Hofmann's ques-
tion shows that the latter case depends on the norm of g in the BM 0-Sobolev space. 
Secondly, the residuals of the former operators do not add smoothness in distinction with 
the residuals of the latter ones. 
10. Some properties of function spaces 
This section contains the auxiliary results pertaining to the theory of function spaces. 
The next theorem contains results in a generality sufficient for our purposes. 
0 
THEOREM 10.1. Fors, ry > 07 p, q, u, a, a1 E (0, ooL 0 # D cD; and (3 E D7 one has: 
a) llflbls ,-y,D (JRn)II;:::::: llflbls,-y,D (JRn)II · p,u,q ,a p,u,q ,a T', 
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b) jjfjZZ;:~:?,a(I~n)II ~ IIJIZZ;:~:?,a(IRn)llr; 
c) IIJlb;:?,a(JRn)II ~ IIJlb;:?,a(IRn)llr; 
d) IIJIZ;:?,a(IRn)II ~ IIJIZ;:?,a(1Rn)llr; 
e) Df3 E £(bzs ,,,D (IRn) bzs- (cx ,,a),,,(D-/3)+ (IRn)) for a finite a < u. p,u,q,a , p,u,q,a - J 
f) Df3 E £(bzs ,,,D (IRn) bzs-(cx,, a) ,,,(D-/3)+ (IRn)) -tor a < min(u q oo). p,u,q,a , p,u,q,a J' , , J 
g) Df3 E £( b;:?,a (IRn), b;~~~,'Ya) ,(D-/3)+ (IRn)) for a finite a < p; 
h) Df3 E £(z;:?,a(IRn), z;~~~ ,, a) ,(D-/3)+(IRn)) for a< min(p , q, oo); 
i) t;s ,D (IRn) C t;s ,D (IRn) for a finite a1 < max( a, P); p ,q ,a p,q ,a1 
The proof of Theorem 10.1. Let us designate c = s-Amax(D) > 0 and r := min(p , q, u , a, 1) 
and note that , thanks to Holder inequality, we may assume a < a1 in parts i), k) without 
real loss of generality. Immediate consequences of the definitions are 
ll flbl 5 '' 'D (IRn)II < llflbls ,'Y,D (IRn)llr llfj lls,,,D (IRn)II < llfjlls,, ,D (IRn)llr, (1) p,u,q,a p,u,q ,a , p,u,q,a p,u,q,a 
llflbs ,D (IRn)II < llflbs,D (IRn)llr, 11 11r,D (IRn)II < 1111r,D (IRn)llr- (2) p,q ,a p,q,a p,q,a p,q,a 
In the same time, Lemma 11. 5 provides the key estimates 
r-sv~l (r , w , J , A)< C(Dcq (r, w, J , A)+ ll {b- iE(rb-i)-SDa(rb-i, w , J , A)hENollrll) , (3) 
r (/3,,a) -sval (r , w , D 13 J , (A- !3)+) < C(Da1 (r, w, ll{b-iE(rb-i)-SDa (rb- i, ·, J, A)hENollrll , 0)+ 
+Da(rK, w, J , A)). (4) 
The rest of the proof is conducted in a routine way with the aid of (3 , 4) and Hardy, 
Minkowski and Fefferman-Stein inequalities as is presented in [22]. Note that the cases 
a1 = a and {3 = 0 corresponds , respectively, to parts a) - h) and i) , k). Q.[ .D . 
THEOREM 10.2 . . For D; C A C B C N0\ jBj < oo ) s , '"'f > 0) a E [0, oo) and 
P, q E (0, ooL let the space x s,D be either bs ,D (IRn) or fs ,D (IRn). Then) for any function p,q,a p,q,a J p,q,a 
J E x ;::,a ) there is a unique polynomial pf E PB\ A satisfying 
a) II J - Pf lX ;::all < C II J IX ;::a ll ; 
b) pf = 0 if J is Lebesgue-regular with respect to PA. 
REMARK 10. Part b) of Theorem 10.2 remains true with the requirement of Chebyshev 
regulari ty instead of Lebesgue one. 
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The proof of Theorem 10.2. Designations from the proof of Lemma 11.6 will be used. 
Let us begin with an attempt to find pf for a fixed f E x;::.a· Choosing r;, > 0 to satisfy 
Qr(w) C nzEQ,(z) Qrrs(z), we observe that, for any w E }Rn and f from the Nikol'skii-type 
space bs,B (IRn) ~ bs ,D (IRn) n [s,D (IRn) one has p,oo,a p,q,a p,q,a , 
r -sva(r, w, f, A) < CD~(r, w, (rr;,)- 8 Da(rr;,, ·, f, A), 0) < 
< cr-n/allflb;:!,a(IRn)II r~ 0. (1) 
For D C NB and any polynomial 7f E PB, 1r(x) = LaEB caxa, let PD7r(x) be its part 
LaEBnD CaXa. Thus, due to Lemma 11.6, a), b), we have, for t > t/b > r, b > l and 
D = B\A, 
IIPD7ft,wf - PD7ft /b,wflLoo(Qr(w))II < C(r/t/'min(B\A)Da(t , W, f, B). (2) 
Therefore, there exists PD!:= PD7rr,wf + LiENo PD(7rrbi+1 ,w f-1rrbi ,w f) uniformly on Qr(w) 
satisfying 
Da(r, W, f-pDf, A) < C(Da(r, W, f, B)+ll{b-iAmin(B\A)Da(rb\ W, f , B)}iENollmin(a,1) IJ). (3) 
On one hand, p D f does not depend on r. On the other hand, for some r;, > 0 and any other 
w1 E IRn, there exists sufficiently big r0 such that, fort > r0 , due to Lemma 11.6, a) , c) 
and (2), we have Qtrs(w) ~ Qt(w1) ~ Qr(w) and 
IIPD(7rt,wf - 7ft,w1f)JLoo(Qr(w))II < C(r/t)Amin(B\A)-s(tr;,)-s(Da(tr;,, W, J, B). (4) 
Thus, it can be seen from (1) that the right-hand side of ( 4) tends to O with t ~ oo, and 
PD! does not depend on w too. With the aid of (3), we obtain, for r = min(p, q, a, 1), 
r-sva(r, w, f - PD!, A) < C(r-SDa(r, w, f, B)+ 
+IJ{bi(s -Amin(B\A))(rbi)- 8 Da(rb\ W, f , B)}iENollrll). 
Applying Hardy and Minkowski inequalities to (5), we finish the proof of part a). 
(5) 
Under the conditions of part b), the norm IIJJLu(IRn)JJ is finite for some u E (O,oo). 
Because the dimension of PB is finite, we see from Lemma 11.6, b) that, for any w E IRn, 
IIPD7rr,wJ Loo(Qr(w))II < Cll1rr,wlLoo(Qr(w))II < 
< CDu(r, w, f , 0) < cr-n/ullJILu(IRn)ll 1~ 0, 
while PD!= limr-+oo PD7rr ,w f. It proves the theorem. Q.£.D. 
The next theorem is established in [ 65]. 
(6) 
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THEOREM 10.3. [65] For D c Na, JDJ E (0, oo), s, r > 0, a, u E [O , oo), P, q E (0, ooL 
assumer+ u-1 > p-1, s/n + r - (min(p, q))-1 + a-1 > 0. Then the following relations 
take place: 
a) zs+n'Y,D (IRn) = zz s,'Y,D (IRn) p,q p ,u, q,a , 
for r = 0 and 'U > O; 
b) zs+n'Y,D (IRn) = llS ,'Y, D (IRn) for r u > 0 · p,CXJ p,u,q,a J' , , 
c) ls+n'Y,D (IRn) = blS,'Y ,D (IRn) for /'\j u > 0 /'\j + u-1 > q- 1 . p,CXJ p ,u, q ,a J' t, , t , 
d) zs+n'Y,D (v) c bzs ,'Y,D (IRn) for r = 0 u < min(p q) · p,q p ,u ,q,a , , , 
e) bl S,'Y,D (IRn) c zs+n'Y,D (IRn) for r = 0 q < u. p,u,q ,a p,q , 
The following theorem is a simple consequence of [64, 66, 62]. 
THEOREM 10.4. Forp, q, a E (0, ooL s > 0, AC Na, JAi < oo, let s/n+(max(a, l))-1 > 
(-1, A =:) D;. Then one has 
11. Auxiliary results 
The first theorem here is proved by I. M. Gel 'fand and G. E. Shilov. 
THEOREM 11.1. [29] Let f E V' be compactly supported. Then there are m E N0 , 
{f a}JalSm C LCXJ satisfying f = LialSm M(f a)Da. 
The next result is a well-known addition to Theorem 10.1. 
0 ~ 
THEOREM 11.2. Fors > 0 and A CD; , space b~ACX)(IRn) 
' 
a) possesses the fallowing equivalent norm 
The following theorem is obtained in [65]. 
THEOREM 11.3. [65] Fors,,> 0, p0 ,p1 ,q,r E (0,oo), b > l , let cr- 1 = ~+p11 > 
(min(p1 , q)) - 1 > 0, r = p01 - p11 + r - 1. Then there is a constant C > 0 satisfying, for 
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any functions f , g measurable on IR+ x IRn) 
a) II f glL (P1,q*) II < GIi M B;,qglLr(IRn) 11 IIAb(f) I Lpo (IRn) II, 
b) ll fglL(q*,P1 )I I < CIIML;,qglLr(IRn)III IAb(f)ILpo(IRn)I I, 
where Ab(f)(x) = sup~~bt(Y) llf(t, ·)ILoo(Qbt (Y)) II-
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The last assertion contains the results on the boundedness of fractional and Hardy-
Littlewood maximal functions. 
THEOREM 11.4. Fors > OJ a, p , q E (0, ooL let p- 1 = s + q-1 and either a < p < oo ) 
or a- 1 = p- 1 = s. Then one has 
The rest of this section is constituted of results proved with the aid of ideas utilized in 
[27, 67, 22]. 
For A c Na , a E (0, oo], Qr(w) c IRn, we assume that 'lrr ,w = 'lrr ,w,A is a (non-linear) 
approximation operator from La(Qr(w)) onto PA satisfying r-n/all f-1rr,w f lLa(Qr(w))II < 
(1 + c) Da(r , w, f , A) for some c > 0. Let also ll1r lQr(w)II* := I:aEA laalr (a,,a) . 
LEMMA 11.5. For a, a1 E (1, ooL s > OJ b > l ) (3 E No) { a E A : a > /3} # 0) 
f E b;;:,a (IRn) n ~'.:,a (IRn) and (/3, '"'la) < s) the following estimates hold: 
a) D~1(r,w, f ,A) < C(Da1(r ,w, f , A) + ll{b>-max(A)iDa(rb-i,w, f ,A)}iENol lmin(a1,1)II); 
b) Dal (r, w, D13 f ' (A - /3)+) < cr- (/3,,a) (Dal (r, w, II {bi(/3,,a) Da(rb-i'.' f) A) hENo ll1 II, 0)+ 
+Da(r~ , w, f , A))) where Qn~(w) => LJ zEQ r(w) Qr(z) · 
The proof of Lemma 11.5. To prove part a), we note t hat 
aEA 
Thus, a rough estimate II(, - w)al L00 (Qr(w))II < Cr(a,,a) and Lemma 11.6 , a), c) prove 
a). To consider b) , we need a counterpart of (1) at each point x instead of w: 
D13 (f - 7rr,wf)(x) = L D13 (1rb-kr,x f - 7rb-k-lr,xf)(x)+ 
kENo 
(2) 
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which is true thanks to Corollary 11.7. Another application of Lemma 11.6 , a), c) to (2) 
is followed by the pointwise estimate implying part b): 
ID/J(f- 'lrr ,w f)( x) I < C L(bi/r)( /J,'Ya) va(rb-i,x , f , A) +Va(rK,w , f , A). Q.E.V . (3) 
kENo 
LEMMA 11.6. Assume a E (0 , ooL K > 1, {3 E Na. Then, for any Qr(w) c Qt(z), 
t < Kr , one has 
a) ll1rr,wf - 'lrt ,z flLoo(Qr(w))II < C(K, a)Va(t , z, f, A); 
b) ll1rlQr(w)II* ~ ll1rlLa(Qr(w))II for any 7r EPA ; 
c) IIDa1rlLoo(Qr(w))II < C(a,a)r-(n/a+(a ,'Ya ))ll1rlLa(Qr(w))II for any 7r EPA. 
COROLLARY 11.7. Assume s , E > 0, {3 E A C NB, IAI < oo, a E (0, ooL ({3 , "fa) < 
s. Then, at any point x E IRn with suprE(O,c:) r-sva(r , x, f , A) < oo, there exists Peano 
derivative limr-o DfJ Kr ,x f ( x) coinciding with the ordinary and generalized ones. 
CHAPTER 3 
Banach-valued functions 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter1 , we study the opportunity of the bounded extension of linear and 
sub-linear anisotropic singular operators, which are bounded from one of the vector-valued 
anisotropic spaces of Besov, Lebesgue, Lizorkin-Triebel or Lorentz type into another. After 
[5], where the "lower case" of extrapolation towards Hardy-Lorentz and Lorentz spaces 
was considered, it is its complemention developing universal approach presented in [1] and 
based, in particular, on the introduction of AD-classes of singular integral operators. In 
the classical vector-valued Calderon-Zygmund theory the case of extrapolation towards 
BNIO has been studied relatively recently in (69]. An account on previous developments 
related to our results (but not presented here) and comparisons with known sufficient 
conditions can be found in Chapters I,II and [1, 5]. 
Statements contained here generalize and add to results of (6, 2, 3, 14, 15, 70, 71, 
69, 72, 7]and have the following distinctive features, even in the isotropic setting: 
a) a wide range of the couples (X, Y) of Banach-valued anisotropic spaces is considered, 
for which T admits the extension TE £(X, Y); 
b) an inhomogeneity of the dependence on some parameter is revealed; 
c) results are sharp in a sense; 
d) the results established include "weak" (in the sense of (69]) variants of sufficient con-
ditions; 
e) duality considerations are used on particular occasions only; 
f) the usage of the interpolation theory during consideration of intermediate couples of 
spaces is very limited; 
g) we obtain results which are "off-diagonal" by summability and other parameters cov-
ering, in particular, boundedness properties of the operators of potential type. 
1The content of this chapter will be mainly included in [68]. 
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In [73)(1988), Nakai and Yabuta relaxed the sufficient conditions for the boundedness of 
isotropic SIOs from a Morrey-Campanato, or a Lipschitz space of generalized smoothness 
(including the case of the ordinary power smoothness < 1) of scalar-valued functions into 
another such space established by Peetre ([74], 1966). Their sufficient conditions were 
formulated in the style of [69] with the addition of an orthogonality requirement. Later 
in [75, 76, 77] (1987-88), they found sufficient conditions on the kernel of an operator T 
bounded in a Lebesgue space for the existence of its bounded extension on isotropic Besov 
and Lizorkin-Triebel spaces of generalized smoothness covering arbitrary power one. Their 
conditions were written in terms of an estimate of the residual of an appropriate Taylor 
expansion of its kernel K(x , y) by the variable x, and , similarly to our settings, they were 
different in the cases of integer and fractional power smoothness. In the most general 
form, their conditions were used by K. Yabuta in [77]: for 1 < r < oo, 
J 
(z,d) 
~ a (x - z)a K(x, y) - ~ ox K(z, y) 
1 Qt. 
lal~l 
r 1/r 
dy < Cd-d/r' ex~ zly w ex~ zl ) 
with A(z, d) = {y : d < IY - zl < 2d}, d > 0, and positive and nondecreasing w satisfies 
f01 w~t < oo. Condition(*) impliesinclusioninourclass (see Def. 2.4) ADy(Lr ,oo,l 1 ,l,l , Dt) , 
where Ds = { a E N0 : !al < s} (in the isotropic case). 
In Subsection 3.1 , we use a different approach relying on proper decompositions of 
the operators under consideration and properties of functions spaces involved to obtain 
counterparts of these results and their extensions in our settings. 
Progress in the study of the diagonal case (for example, T : LP -+ Lq with p = q) of 
SIOs with operator-valued kernels was made in the form of an extension scheme as the 
tensor product T ® Id of an SIO T with a scalar-valued kernel in the works of Benedek, 
Calderon , and Panzone [70] and Bourgain [71]. Bourgain considered an extension of T to 
Bochner- Lebesgue spaces of functions with t he values in a UMD space with unconditional 
basis. A perfect form of this case was obtained in the study of Rubio de Francia, Ruiz , 
and Torrea [69], which is rich in applications. Their study includes the range of Banach-
valued spaces of nonsmooth functions including Bochner-Lebesgue spaces and H1 (~n, A) , 
L1(~n , A) , L1 ,oo)(~n, A), L00 (~n, A) and BMO)(~n, A) and contains sufficient conditions 
for the boundedness of SI Os that are expressed in difference terms ( as in the Hormander 
condition) and are equivalent to the inclusion in the classes ADz( Lq ,oo, l1 ,0,0, {0}) and 
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AV~*(Lq , oo, l1 , 0, 0, {O} ), defined in Section 2, where z = x for the "lower" case (i.e. , for 
the extrapolation to the (H1 ~ L1 ) or (L1 ~ L1,00 ) boundedness) and z = y for the 
"upper" case (i.e., for the extrapolation to the (L00 ~ BMO) boundedness). 
In Subsection 3.2, we generalize results from [70, 71, 69), providing also some ad-
ditions to Subsection 3.1, by means of an appropriate modification of the corresponding 
approach from [69] involving, in par~icular, some new tools to avoid some "underwater 
rocks" connected with the usage of R. Fefferman-Stein-Stromberg type inequalities. 
In Section 6, we study the opportunity of the bounded extension of anisotropic subad-
ditive singular operators (SO) which are bounded from one of the vector-valued anisotropic 
spaces of Lebesgue type into Bochner-Marcinkiewicz spaces. 
An account on the previous closest developments related to our results (but not pre-
sented here) and comparisons with known sufficient conditions can be found in [4, 78] and 
Chapter I. Let us comment shortly on the recent development. 
Hebisch [79] applied a method for deriving estimates that were based on the homogene-
ity of the Hardy- Littlewood maximal function. Later, Duong, McIntosh, and Robinson 
[4, 80] obtained new sufficient conditions for weak (1, 1 )-type estimate for an operator T 
of strong type (p ,p), p E (1, oo). Their conditions are formulated in terms of global ap-
proximation, and the proof is based on the Hebisch technique and an analogue of the 
Harnack inequality. In [5, 1), both the usage of the Harnack inequality was excluded 
and the role of p-convexity and local approximation was investigated. AV and AAV-
classes introduced there (playing the same role as Hormander condition in the Calder6n-
Zygmund theory) permitted to cover the extrapolation to Hardy-Lorentz , Lorentz , Besov 
and Lizorkin-Triebel anisotropic spaces of vector-valued functions. Another direction of 
the development was undertaken by Blunck and Kunstmann who found an opportunity 
to show weak (p ,p)-type of a (nonintegral) operator of strong (8 , 8)-type with p E (1 , 8) 
which did not possess weak (1 , 1)-type. They used a Calder6n- Zygmund decomposition 
of an LP-function for p > l. A counterpart of Blunck and Kunstmann 's approach suit-
able for the extrapolation of Kata's Square Root operator and involving an analog of the 
Calder6n- Zygmund decomposition for a function from isotropic seminormed Sobolev space 
was considered by Auscher in [81]. One should note that the last two articles are dealing 
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with the ,,diagonal" by summability case only, i.e. with operators from LP or from w; into 
Lq with p = q, with isotropic spaces of scalar-valued functions and with linear operators. 
2. Definitions and designations 
In this section , we introduce , in a general form , the notations of the thesis work related 
to the setting of Banach-valued functions belonging to anisotropic function spaces. 
Let N, Z, JR be the sets of natural , integer and real numbers respectively, N0 =N U {O} , 
1R+ = (0, oo). If p E (0, oo], then let its conjugate be p' := (1 - (max(p , l) )-1)-1 . For 
t E (0, oo], assume lt to be the ( quasi)normed space of the sequences { O'.i} with the bounded 
(quasi)norm 11 {0'.i }llt ll = (I:i 10'.ilt// t fort=/- oo , or 11 {0'.i} lloal l = supi 10'.il; co = { {O'.i}i E 
loo : limlil-oa 10'.il = O}. Let l~ belt fort E (0, oo) and l~ := co. 
For a Banach space A, A* denotes the adjoint to A, and, for g E A* , a E A, the 
corresponding bilinear form is g(a) = (g, a). Let also II · IAI! = II· !IA be the norm of A. For 
(quasi) Banach spaces A, B , let £(A , B) be the space of all linear continuous operators from 
A into B , £(A) := £ (A, A). For a (quasi) (semi)normed space A and its closed subspace 
A1 , we designate by means of N(A) and A/A1 its null-space {y EA : IIYIAII = O} and 
its factor-space by A1 respectively. Let us recall t hat a Banach space A possesses Radon-
Nikodim property, if the theorem with the same name is valid for A-valued measures. For 
a measure space (E , µ), the symbol M(E) denotes the space of all real-valued functions 
measurable on E by the measure µ . Let us recall that an ideal space (structure, lattice) 
X ( E) is a Banach function space embedded into M ( E) and satisfying the property 
Ill < 191 , g E X(E) ==} f E X(E), II JIX(E)II < llglX(E)II . 
For a subset G C ]Rn measurable by a o--additive measure on ]Rn , t he symbol X(G, A) 
means some subspace of the space of the strongly measurable functions f : G ----+ A with fi-
nite (quasi )norm II J IX(G , A)II := IIIIJIIAIX(G)I!, where X(G) is an ideal space of functions 
on G, X(G) = X (G, JR). In particular, for p, q E (0 oo], Lp,q(G,A) is the Bochner-Lorentz 
space with the (quasi)norm II JILp,q(G, A) II = llll !IIAILp,q(G) II - Sometimes we shall omit 
parameters G or A in the absence of ambiguity. Let W be a set. Then, for an arbi-
trary space X (No x w) of functions on N0 x W, we assume that function f = f ( i, 'ljJ), 
'l E No , w E w i in Xlag(No X w) (Xsup(No X w)) if the function J'(i, 1/J) := ~~~i J(k 1/J) 
(J'(i; 7/J) := supk~i f (k 'l/J)) is contained in X(No X w)· similarly j E xdlo9(No X w) if 
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f'(i, 'l/J) := Lk"?.i(k-i+l)f(k, 'l/J) is in X(N0 x \JI) (see remark 4). By means of M(D, µ, A), 
we designate the space of all Bochner-measurable A-valued functions defined on the mea-
sure space (D, µ), M(D, µ) := M(D, µ, JR), M = M(JRn, dx, JR) (dx is Lebesgue measure). 
We introduce the class H L = H L(D, µ) of all ideal spaces, in which the maximal 
operator f f---7 (NIIJI0")0"- 1 for some rJ E (0, oo]. Let IEI and IDI be, correspondingly, the 
Lebesgue measure J XE(x)dx of E C_ ]Rn and the number of the elements of D C N0. 
For a function f E M(D, µ), one has rJ(/, t) := l{x : If (x)I > t}I, and /* means the 
nonincreasing right-continuous rearrangement of f. 
For two sequences a = { ai}iEz, (3 = {f3ihEz, their convolution is understood to be 
5 = { 5i}iEz = a* /3, 5z = LiEZ az-if3i. 
The anisotropy of ]Rn is characterized by means of anisotropy vector ra E JR~, l,al = n, 
which we suppose to be fixed. It generates ,a-distance P,a (x, y) := Ix - Yl,a with lxl,a := 
max1::;i::;n lxill/(,a)i, Ix+ Yl,a < c,a(lxl,a + IYl,a). 
We assume the presence of the partial order a < (3 ~ ai < /3i, i = 1, ... , n in N0. 
Let Q0 := [-1 , l]n and Qt(z) := z + traQ0 for t > 0, z E JRn. For , > 0 and a finite 
D C No, let us denote D; := {a : O'. E No, (a ,,a) < ,}, Amax(D) = maxaED(a ,,a), 
D 
Amin(D) = minaED(a, ra), for O'. E No Da= {/3 : O'. > /3 E NS}, aD = {a : O'. E D, O'. is 
maximal in D (/3 E D, (3 > a =} /3 = a)}. For the sake of the shift invariance of any space 
PD = PD(A) := {LaED CaXa : Ca E A} of A-valued polynomials, we always impose the 
A D J 
restriction: D c No D = D := UaED Da· We understand that f 1- PD if /1r = 0 for 
every 1r E PD. 
Let C0 ( G) be the space of all infinitely differentiable functions with compact support 
included in G. 
For some K > 1, some Banach space A, some¢ E C0 (Q1(0)) with JJRn ¢ = 1, and any 
function f E Li,tac(lRn , a), we shall use the following maximal function: 
M* f(x) := sup{ll<!>t * /(y)IAII: t > 0, IY - x l,a < Kt, ¢ E cgo(Q1(0)), r ¢ = l}. }]Rn 
For u, s E (0, oo], A E JR by means of M~'~A, we designate the functional: 
, , 
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DEFINITION 2.1. [22] For u , U1 E [l , oo), t > 0, D C N0, x E IR_n and a Banach space 
A , we introduce D-functional as 
Du,u1 (t , X, f , D , A):= t-n~:i~~A) IIJ - glLu,u1 (Qt(x) , A) JI, Du(.··):= Du,u(- · · ). 
By means of 1ft ,x = 1ft ,x,D : Lu,u1 (Qt(x), A)-+ Pn(A), we designate a (nonlinear) operator 
satisfying , for some fixed Eo > 0, !If - 1ft ,xf1Lu,u1 (Qt(x) , A)II < (1 + Eo)Du,u1 (t , x, J, D , A) 
for every J E Lu,u1 (Qt(x) , A). Let also Du,u1 (t , x , J, D) := Du,u1 (t , x , J, D, IR.). 
If a function f = f (x, y) depends on two (possibly multidimensional) variables x , y , 
and fw(Y) := f (w , y) , J~(x) := J (x, w), then we assume 
Dt(t , z, J (x , y) , D , A) = Du(t , z , fx , D , A) , 1fi,z,Df (x , y) := 1ft ,z,Dfx, 
D~(t , z , f (x , y) , D , A)= Du(t , z , f~ , D , A) , 1r~z,nf (x , y) := 1ft ,z,nf~. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Quasi-normed Abelian group A is understood to be p-convex for 
some p E (0 , 1] if one has II L i ai JAIJ < II { llaiJA II} Jlp II for any { ai}iEN C A. 
We define vect or-valued anisotropic local approximation spaces of Besov and Lizorkin-
Triebel type with the aid of AD-functional as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For p E (0 , oo]n , q E (0 , oo), u E (0 , oo), , E [0 , oo) , DC N0, JDJ < oo 
~ D ~ D 
and an ideal space Y = Y (IR.n) by means of bJ;,q,u (IR.n , A) , or l~q,u (IR.n , A) , we designate , 
correspondingly, the anisotropic ( quasi) (semi)normed space of A-valued functions f E 
Lic(IR_n, A ) with the finite ( quasi) (semi)norm 
1 
ll f lb~.iu(!Rn, A) II = (Lx, IIC'YDu(t ·, f , D , A)IY (!Rn) ll q~t);; , 
~b,,D (TIJ) n A) ·- b' 'D (TTD n A) p,q,u lfu , .- Lp,q,u lfu , , or 
1 
II I ll~~u(!Rn A) II = (1= W'YDu(t , ·, 1 D, AW ~t r Y (!Rn) • 
T,,D (ffi.n A) : = l''D (ffi.n, A). p ,q ,u L p,q,u 
As in [5] and Chapter I we deal with one of the following cases. Let A, B be Banach 
spaces. We say that operator T bounded from Le0 (IR.n, A) int o Le1 ,e2 (IR.n, B ) for some 
Bo ; 81, 82 E ( 0 oo J is a singular integral operator (SI O) if there exist s corresponding to it 
strongly measurable operator-valued kernel K: IR_n x IR_n -+ £ (A, B ) satisfying (T j )(x) := 
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J K(x , y)f (y)dy for a. e. x E ]Rn\ suppf and every f E L00 (1Rn , A) with compact support 
and if it is in one of the classes defined below. 
For q, qi E (0, oo], Ai E JR symbol E:,qi,>.i designates the weighted Lorentz space defined 
by the ( quasi)norm II (J(,) I · -wl>-1 +n/q' 1Lq,q1 (JRn, A) II , E:,>.1 := E:,q,>.i . 
DEFINITION 2.4. [5, 1] Let X := X(N0 x lR+ x JRn) be (quasi)normed space of real-
valued functions, Ao,Ai E [-n,oo), u;q,qi E (O,oo], ~ i(r,w) = Q<Srbi+1(w) \ Q<Srbi(w) ,i E 
N0 , and a finite D c N0. If, for some c5 > 0, b > 1 the functionµ= µ(T) : N0 xlR+ xlRn ~ JR 
described below is in X, then we say that operator T is a member of class F for the 
following couples (µ, F): 
F = ADx(u , Lq, X, Ao , Ai , D) = ADx(u, Lq , X) , llµIXII =CAD< oo, 
µi(r , w) = µi(r , w, T) := llr->.0 Dt(r, w, K(, , y)x~i(r,w) (·) , D, .C(A, B))IE:,>.1 11, i E No; 
F = ADx(Lq , u, X, Ao , Ai , D) = ADx(Lq, u, X) , llµIXII =CAD< 00, 
µi(r , w) = µi(r, w , T) := r->-0 Dt(r, w, K(,, y)x~i(r,w)(·), D, E:,>.1 (JRn , .C(A, B))), i E No; 
F = AD~*(Lq, u, X, Ao , Ai, D) = AD~*(Lq, u , X), llµ(A)IXII = CAD < oo, 
µi(r , w) = µi(r, w, T) := sup r->.0 D't_(r, w, K(·, y)ax~i(r,w)C), D, E:,>.1 (JRn, B)), 'l E No; 
JJaJA IJ ~i 
F = AD~(u, Lq , X , Ao, Ai, D) = AD~(u, Lq , X) , llµ(g)IXII < CllglB*II for g EB* , 
µi(r, w) = µi(r, w, g, T) := llr->.0 D't,(r, w, K*(, , y)gx~i(r,w)(·), D , A*)IE:,>.111 , i E No; 
F = AD~*w ( u, Lq , X, Ao , Ai , D) = AD~*w ( u, Lq, X), llµ(A , g) IX II < Cllgl B* II for g E B*, 
µi(r, w) = µi(r, w, g, T) := sup r->.0 D't_(r, w, (g, K(, , y)a) x ~i(r,w)( ·) , D) I E:,>.1 (JRn) , i E No. 
JJaJAIJ~ i 
We also say that Tis in F defined byµ= µ(T) E L00 (lR+ x JRn) for the following couples 
(µ , F): F = ADx(u, Lq,q1 , Ao , Ai , D) = ADx(u, Lq,qi), 
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µ(r, w) = µ(r, w, T ) := r - >. 0 Dt (r , w , K(· , y)I · -wl>.i+n/q' , D , Lq,q1 (~n \ Qrobi(w) , £(A , B))). 
In the case X := L00 (~+ x ~n , l) , where l is a sequence space, we shall use l instead 
of X. The lowest bound of every constant C used in Definition 2.4 will be designated by 
means of C AV for the corresponding AD-class. 
COROLLARY 2.5. [5] The following inclusions take place ( the parameters omitted co-
incide in every particular inclusion). For DC D' C No; Ao , A1 , µo , µ1 E ~ ; Uo ,u1 , qo , q1 E 
[l ,oo], r,s E (O,oo], µo < Ao ; µo - Ao= µ1-A1 ; uo > q > u1 , qo > q1 ; one has: 
ADh.) (uo , Lq0 , ..• , D) c AD~:)·)(u1 , Lq1 , ••• , D') , 
AD~\ \Lq0 , uo , · . . ,D) C AD~:)·\Lq1 ,u1 , ... ,D') , 
ADh·\ ... , Zr , Ao , A1 , D) c ADh· \ ... , ls ,lag , µo , µ1 , D') for r , s E (0 , oo), 
AD~:)·) (u0 , Lq , ... ) c AD~:)·) (Lq, uo , ... ) C AD~:)·) (u1 , Lq , ... ). 
REMARK 1. Note that the definitions of AD-classes are equivalent to their continuous 
forms. It shows their independence of the value of b > l. For instance, the definition of 
class ADx(u, Lq, X , Ao , A1 , D ) for X := X(N0 x ~+ x ~n) being equal to X 1 := lt(Y (~ + x 
~n)), or X 1 := lt, lag(Y (~ x ~ n)), can be written with the aid of the functionµ= µ(T ) : 
[l, oo) X ~+ X ~n ----* ~' 
where Lr(r, w) = Qorbr \ Qorr , T E [l , oo), cont ained in Y1 := Lt dT ([l , oo), Y(~ x ~n)), 
> T 
or Y2 := Lt 1nTdT ([ l , oo), Y(~ x ~n)) respectively. This explains t he usage of subscript log. 
' T 
D EFINITION 2.6 . [5 , 1] Let D 0 , D1 C N0. We say that operator T is in t he class 
ORTx(Do , D1) if T¢ j_ P D1 for each qJ E Co, qJ j_ P Do· 
D EFINITION 2.7. [5, 1] We say that operator T with the kernel K (x, y) is in ADy-class 
if an operator yr with the kernel K I (x, y) = K (y, x) is in ADx-class . 
We say that operator Tis in ORTy( D 0 , D1)-class if t he operator T * is in ORTx( D 0 , D1 ) -
class . 
R EMARK 2. Corollary 5.4 shows that T* E ORTy( D 0 , D1 ) <¢:=} TPD1 (A) C PD0 (B ). 
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The next definition is a particular case of the notions of Lebesgue and Chebyshev 
regularity of functions and operators with respect to a class of polynomials introduced in 
[61 ). 
DEFINITION 2.8. [61) Let A , B be Banach spaces, and M(IRn, B) be the space of all 
Bochner measurable functions on IRn. We say that a function f E M (IRn, B) is Lebesgue-
' or Marcinkiewicz-regular if f E Lp(IRn , B), or, correspondingly, f E Lp,oo(IRn, B) for some 
p E (0, oo). We say that a function f E M(IRn, B) is Chebyshev-regular if limt-oo(llflBll)*(t) = 
0. We say that an operator T is Lebesgue, Marcinkiewicz, or Chebyshev- regular if T f 
is, correspondingly, Lebesgue, Marcinkiewicz, or Chebyshev regular for every f from a set 
dense in the domain of T. 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let p, q E (0, oo], a finite D C N0, A be a Banach space, and G C IRn 
be a measurable subset. By means of L~q(G, A), we designate the (quasi)seminormed 
space of all functions f of the form f = g + 1r , where g E Lp,q(G, A) and 1r E PD(A), 
endowed with the finite ( quasi) (semi)norm 
In particular, Lp,q(IRn, A) is the subspace of all Chebyshev regular functions in L~q(IRn, A). 
3. Main results 
3.1. Vector-valued functions. In this subsection, we state the main results corre-
sponding to the setting of (single) vector-valued functions and anisotropic spaces. 
Note that Hardy-Lorentz spaces of vector-valued functions 
Hp,q(IRn , A) mentioned below are defined by means of quasi-norms 11 M* f ILp ,q(I~n) II-
The next two theorems, which assertions we shall extend in Subsection 3.2, are estab-
lished in [5) and deal with the case of "lower" extrapolation (in the sense of [1]). 
THEOREM 3.1. [5) Let SIO T with £(A, B)-valued kernel K(x , y) satisfy the conditions 
T E ORTx(Do , D1) , T E Le := £(Le0 (IRn , A) , Le1 ,e2 (IRn , B)) for A1 E [-n, oo) , Ao > 0, 
finite Do, D1 C Na, D1 = D;l , Bo , t , qo , ql , Vo, V1, s, Wo E (0 , oo) and for either 81 E (1 , oo), 
82 E (0 , oo), or 81 = 82 = 1; 
let also Ao - A1 = n(l/Bo - l/81) , Pi = (1 + Ai/n)-1, i = 0, 1, u, q E [1 , oo), q > Pi , Bo > Po 
and TE ADx(u , Lq , X , Ao , A1, Do)UADx(Lq , u , X , Ao , A1, Do)UAD~* (Lq , oo , X, Ao , A1, Do). 
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Then, for l / v1 - 1 / v0 = l / 81 - 1 / 80 , operator T possesses unique bounded extension to be 
in £(W1, W2) with the norm IITl £(W1 , W2)II < C(CAv + IITl £e ll) for the following pairs 
of spaces (W1 , W2 ) and groups of parameters. 
Assuming min{l, t ,p1} > max(qo ,Po) and one of the following conditions to be satis-
fied: 
i) X = Loo(IR+ X IRn , lfzog), A1 = Amax(D1); 
ii) X = Loo(IR+ X IRn , lf), A1 > Amax(D1) ; 
one has: 
a) TE £(Hp0 ,q0 (IRn , A) , Hp1 ,t(IRn, B)) n £(Hv0 ,s(IRn, A), Hv1 ,s(IRn, B)) for vo E (Po , Bo); 
b) TE £(Hv0 ,w0 (IRn , A) , Hv 1 ,s (IRn, B)) for V1 < q, s E [vo , oo], max(vo, wo) < min(v1, s, 1) 
for either Bo> l ,vo E (Po , 1], or Bo< l ,vo E (Po,Bo); 
c) in particular, for Ao= A1,Bo = 81 > 1 TE £(Hpo(IRn ,A),}JPO,t(IRn,B)) n 
pE(po ,1] pE(l ,Oo) 
Assuming max{t , q0 } < q1, p0 < p1, (min(l,p1))-1 + 1/q1 < l /t + l/qo and one of the 
following groups of conditions: 
i) Pl < 1, X = lfz09 (L00 (IR+ X IRn)) and A1 = Amax(D1); 
ii) Pl< 1, X = lf max(L00 (IR+ X IRn)) and A1 > Amax(D1); ) 
iii) P1 = 1, X = lfdz09 (L00 (IR+ x IRn)) and A1 = Amax(D1); 
iv) Pl = 1, X = lfz09 (L 00 (IR+ X IRn)) and A1 > Amax(D1); 
one has: 
THEOREM 3.2. [5] Let SIO T with £ (A , B)-valued kernel K(x , y) satisfy the conditions 
T E Le := £ (Le 0 (IRn , A), Le1 ,00 (IRn, B )) for 80 , fJ1, t, q0 , q1, Vo, v1, s, Wo E (0, oo]; let also 
Ao> 0, A1 E [-n, oo), Ao-A1 = n(l/80 -1/81), finit e D c N0, Pi= (l+Ai/n)-1, i = 0, 1, 
u , q E [1 , oo), q > Pi , Bo > Po , T E ADx(u, Lq , X , Ao, A1 , D) U ADx( Lq, u, X, Ao , A1, D) U 
AD~* (Lq , oo , X , Ao , A1 , D). 
Th en, for l /v1 - l /vo = 1/81 - 1/ 80 , operator T possesses unique bounded extension 
to be in £ (W1 , W2) with the norm IITl £ (W1, W2)11 < C(CAv + IIT l£ ell) fo r the· following 
pairs of spaces (W1 , W2) and groups of parameters. 
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Assuming min{l, t,p1} > max(q0 ,p0 ) and X = L 00 (IR+ x JRn, lf), one has: 
a) TE £(Hp0 ,q0 (1Rn, A), Lp1 ,t (1Rn , B)) n £(Hv0 ,s (1Rn , A), Lv1 ,s (1Rn, B)) for Vo E (Po, Bo); 
b) TE £(Hv0 ,w0 (1Rn, A), Lv1 ,s(1Rn, B)) for V1 < q, s E [vo, oo], max(vo, wo) < min(v1, s, 1) 
and for either Bo> 1,vo E (Po , lL or Bo< 1,vo E (Po,Bo); 
c) in particular, for Ao = A1, Bo = B1 7 
TE £(HP0 (1Rn, A), Lp0 ,t (JR11: , B)) n £(Hp,s (1Rn, A), Lp,s (JRn, B)). 
pE (Po ,Bo) 
d) T E £( L1 (JRn, A), Lv1 ,oo (JRn, B)) under the conditions of part b) with u = oo 7 D = { 0} 7 
vo = 1, 1 - l/v1 = 1/Bo - l/B1 and for either P1 = v1 = 1 > t) or P1 = v1 > 1. 
Assuming max{t , qo} < qi, Po< Pi, (min(l,p1))-1 + l/q1 < 1/t + 1/qo and one of the 
fallowing groups of conditions: 
'i) X = l?sup(L00 (1R+ X JRn)) and Pl < 1; 
ii) X = l?z09 (L00 (1R+ X JRn)) and PI= 1; 
one has: 
e) TE £(Hp0 ,q0 (1Rn, A), Lp1 ,q1 (JRn, B)) n £(Hv0 ,s (1Rn, A), Lv1 ,s(1Rn, B)) for Vo E (Po, Bo), SE 
(0, oo]. 
The rest of the subsection deals with "upper" cases of extrapolation. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let SIO T with £(A , B)-valued kernel K(x, y) satisfy the conditions 
T E ORTy(Do, Di), A1 E [O, oo), T E £e := £(Le0 (1Rn, A), Le1 ,00(1Rn, B)) , Ao > 0, 
Do,D1 C N~, D1 C D>. 17 Bo , B1,t E (O , oo], Ao - A1 = n(l/Bo - 1/Bi), u,q E [1 ,oo], 
[v1,vo] C (O,ooL Vo> t , u0 E [1 , uL u0 < B1, u1 = max(q',Bo). Then operator T pos-
sesses unique bounded extension to be in £(W1, W2) with the norm !ITl£(W1, W2)II < 
C(CAD + !ITl£e!I) for the following pairs of spaces (W1, W2) and groups of parameters. 
Assuming t E (0, 1] and one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) TE AD~(u, Lq, X, µo , µ1, Do) UAD~(Lq , 'u, X, µo , µ1, Do) UAD~*,w(u, Loo , X, µo, µ1, Do) 
and µo > O; 
ii) TE ADy(u, Lq , X, µo , µ1 , Do) U ADy(Lq , u, X, µo , µ1 , Do) U AD~* (u, Loo , X, µo , µ1 , Do) 
and µo = O; 
and also assuming one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) X = L00 (JR+ X JRn, lt ,log) and A1 = Amax(D1) ; 
ii) X = L00 (1R+ X JRn, lt) and A1 > Amax(D1); 
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one has: 
a) TE £(lv~::l0 (IRn ,A), lv~:~1 (IRn,B)) for µi E [O , ,\], i = O, l , µ1 -µo = A1 - Ao and an 
ideal space Y = Y(IRn) E H L. 
Assuming A= n(l/B0 -1/B1), p,s E (O , oo) and one of the following groups of condi-
tions: 
i) X = L00 (IRn , lt ,log(No, L00 (IR+))) and A1 = Amax( D1) ; 
ii) X = L00 (IRn, lt(No, L00 (IR+))) and A1 > Amax(D1); 
one has 
b) TE £([2~~\i ,ui (IRn, A), L~~(IRn, B)) for A > 0 with either Ao = 0 and 1 < 1/t + l/v1 , 
or Ao > O; 
c) T E £(L~;(IRn,A),lz:~~~,uo(IRn,B)) for A < 0, u1 < p with either A1 = 0 and 
1 < 1 / t - 1 / v0 , or Ao > 0. 
Assuming TE ADy(u,Lq,X,Ao,A1 ,Do) UAD~*(L00 , oo , X,Ao , A1 , Do) , µi E [0 , Ai],i = 
0, 1, µ1 - µ0 = A1 - Ao, s E (0, 1) and that space Y = Y(IRn) is ideal ands-convex, one 
has: 
d) T E £(b~~~~~ 1 (IRn, A), b~~~~~o (IRn , B)) for either µi = Ai, i = 0, 1, 1/ s+ 1/ Vo < 1/t+ 1/ V1 , 
or µi < Ai , i = 0, 1 with X being either lt ,log(No , L00 (IR+ X IRn)) for A1 = Amax( D1) , or 
lt(No , L00 (IR+ X IRn)) for A1 > Amax(D1); 
~ D ~ D 
e) TE £(lv~~l ,~1 (IRn , A), lv~~O,~O(IRn, B)) for either µi = Ai, i = 0, 1, 1 + 1/vo < 1/t + l/v1, 
or µi < Ai, i = 0, 1 with X being either L00 (IRn, lt,log(No , L00 (IR+))) for A1 = Amax(D1) , or 
L00 (IRn , lt(No , L00 (IR+))) for A1 > Amax(D1); 
d') TE £(b~~ ,'~\1 (IRn , A), b~g:fo~u0 (IRn , B )) for (}o , (h, (} E (0 , oo)n, 1/ (}o = 1/ (} + 1/ (}1 and 
for one of the following groups of conditions being valid: 
i) µi = Ai, i = 0, 1, (min(Qomin, l ))-1 + 1/vo < 1/t + l/v1; 
ii) µi < Ai, i = 0, 1 and one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) X = lt ,log(No, L00 (IR+ , L0 (1Rn))) and A1 = Amax(D1); 
ii) lt(No, L00 (IR+, L0 (1Rn))) and A1 > Amax( D1); 
e') TE £(l~{,'~\1 (IRn, A) , l~g,'~~u0 (IRn, B)) for (}o , (}1, (} E (0, oo]n, 1/ (}o = 1/ (}+ 1/ (}1 and for 
one of the follo wing groups of conditions: 
i) µi = Ai, i = 0, 1 and 1 + 1 / v0 < 1 / t + 1 / v1; 
ii) µi < Ai, i = 0, 1 ,· 
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and one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) X = Lg(IR?.n , lt,log(No , Loo(IR?.+))) and A1 = Amax(D1) ; 
ii) X = Lg(IR?.n, lt(No, L00 (IR?.+))) and A1 > Amax(D1). 
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Not imposing the condition T E ORTy(D0 , D1) , the next theorem adds conclusions 
being true under the conditions of Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let SIO T with £(A, B)-valued kernel satisfy 
TE Le := £(Leo(IR?.n , A) , Le1 ,oo(IR?.n, B)) , Ao , A1 , µo , µ1 E IR?. , W1, Bo , 81 , t , s , V1, qo , q1 E (0 , oo], 
u,q E [1 ,oo], z;i = -n/µi, Pi= -n/Ai Jor i = 0, 1, uo E [1 , u], uo < 81, u1 = max(q' , Bo) , 
Ao> A1 , v1,q1 ,Wo E [u1 ,00L Ao-A1 = µ0-µ1 = n/80-n/81, 0-/ DC N~. Then operator 
T possesses unique bounded extension to be in £(W1, W2) with the norm IITl£(W1 , W2) II < 
C(CAv + IITl£ell) for the following pairs of spaces (W1 , W2) and groups of parameters. 
Assuming X = L00 (IR?.+ x IR?.n, lt) and one of the following groups of conditions: 
i) T E Av;(u, Lq , X , µo , µ1 , D) LJ Av;(Lq , u , X, µo , µ1 , D) LJ Av;*,W ( u, Loo , X , µo , µ1 , D) 
and µo > O; 
ii) TE AVy(u, Lq , X , µ0, µ1, D)UAVy( Lq, u, X, µo, µ1 , D)UAV;*(u , L00 , X, µo , µ1, D) and 
µo = 0; 
one has: 
W1 < ZJ1 = U1, or t E (0 , 1], ZJ1 > U1 , or W1 < ZJ1 < t',-
b) TE £ (Lv1 ,s(IR?.n , A) , Lv0 ,8 (IR?.n , B)) for n/(Ao - A1) > max(v1 , u1), ZJ1 > Bo ; 
c) TE £(Lq1w 1(IR?.n , A) , [f0 ' D oou (IR?.n , B) ) for l / q1 - l / qo = l / v1 , ZJ1 > n/(Ao - Ai) , ) qo ,wo ) ) 0 
l/w0 + 1 < 1/w1 and for either q1 > u1 , or q1 = u1 , Wo = oo. 
Assuming either TE AV;(u,Lq,t,µ0, µ1, D) U Av;(Lq,t,u, µo , µ1 , D) for µo > 0, or 
TE AVy(u, Lq,t, µ0, µ1, D) U AVy(Lq,t, u , µo , µ1 , D) for µo = 0, one has: 
d) T E £ ( Lv1 ,w 1 (IR?.n , A), b:,'~,uo (IR?.n, B)) for ZJ1 > n/ ( Ao - A1) , W1 < t',-
e) TE £(Lv1 ,s(IR?.n, A) , Lv0 ,s(IR?.n, B )) for n/(Ao - A1 ) > max(v1 , u1) , ZJ1 > Bo. 
REMARK 3. Results from [82] shovv that interpolation t heory cannot be used to prove 
t heorems 3.3 , a), 3.4, a) . Duality may not be used too because spaces A*, B* can not 
possess Radon-Nikodim property. 
The next observation from [5] helps to check some AV-conditions. 
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REMARK 4. [5] Let a := { ak}kEN E lp be a nonincreasing sequence, p E (0, oo), 
a E [O , 1) , and t > p/(p + 1). Then, 
(1) IIL1aJltll < (1 - a)-1(a1) 1-aliaJlplla < (1 - a)-1IJaJlPII for 1/t < a/p + l , where 
LlO'. := { O'.k - O'.k+l}kEN E lt; 
(2) for c > 0 and a sequence {3(c:) := {(k11P(ln(k + l)) 1/p+c:)-1}kEN E lp, the inclusion 
L1/3 ( c) E l _E_ is valid if and only if c > 1. 
p+l 
3.2. "Double" vector-valued functions. This section contains the statements of 
the main results in the "double" vector-valued setting extending ones due to Benedek, 
Calderon and Panzone, [70], Bour gain [71] and Rubio De Francia, Ruiz and Torrea [ 69]. 
Let Z be a Banach space with an unconditional basis { ei}iEN and its dual basis { e~}iEN· 
Let also A:= { Ak}kEN and IIB := { Bk}kEN be families of Banach spaces, and T := {Tk}kEN 
be a family of SIO such that, for every k E N, Tk has £(Ak, Bk)-valued kernel Kk(x, y). 
Then, by means of Z(A), we designate the Banach space of the sequences a = { ak}kEN 
with the finite norm lialZ(A) II := II LkEN ekllakjAklllZII- Symbol T means SIO defined 
on Z(A)-valued (,,double" vector-valued) functions with the kernel K(x, y), K(x , y)a := 
{Ki (x, y)ai} iEN for a EA. We note the relations (Z(A))* = Z*(A*), A*= {Ak}kEN· 
THEOREM 3.5. Let '13o , '131 E (1 , oo) and 601 - 611 = '1301 - '1311 and space Z be as above 
and an DMD-space. Assume also 
sup i1Tkj£(Le0 (IB.n, Ak), Le1 ,oo(ffi.n, Bk))II =CL< oo. kEN 
a) Let .J be either Theorem 3.3 for p > l 7 or parts a) , b), c) of Theorem 3.4 7 and7 
fo r every i E N 7 operator Ti satisfy the conditions of .J with A = Ai and B = Bi. 
A ssume every Bi to have a pre-dual Banach space and to possess the Rhadon-Nikodim 
property) T E ADy(u , Lq , X , Ao , A1 , D0 ) U ADy(Lq , u, X , Ao , A1 , D0 ) as an operator with 
£ ( loo (A), loo (IIB ) )-valued kernel7 and that the conditions of one of the following groups are 
fu lfilled: 
1) u1 < PI= sup{p: p- 1 + (Cp,A CiC?)-1 > 1} 7 where Cp,A,C1 ,C2 are constants from 
Lemmas 5. 6, 5.87 and either t E (0 , 1L 60 = 61 7 or 60 < 61 ; 
2) Z = lc; 7 <; E [u1, oo) n [61 , BoL 1 < <; < vo , qo. 
Then the assertions of .J rem ain true if we substitute spaces A , B 7 operator T a~d param-
eters Bo, 61 in their statem ents for Z(A) , Z(IIB) 7 T and parameters ?3 0 , ?3 1 respectively. 
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b) Let .J be either Theorem 3.1, or Theorem 3. 2, and, for every i E N, operator ~ 
satisfy the conditions of .J with A = Ai and B = Bi. Assume also that spaces { Ai}iEN 
possesses the Rhadon-Nikodim property, 
TE ADx(u, Lq, X, Ao , Ai, Do)UADx(Lq, u , X, Ao , A1, Do) as an operator with .C(l00 (A) , l00 (IIB))-
valued kernel. Let the conditions of one of the fallowing groups be satisfied: 
1) max(q' , BD < PI and either t E (0, 1], Bo= B1, or Bo < B1; 
2) Z = (:;, ~ E [u1,oo) n [B1,BoL 1 < ~ < vo,qo. 
Then the assertions of .J remain true if we substitute spaces A, B, operator T and param-
eters B0 , B1 in their statements for Z(A), Z(IIB), T and '130 , '13 1 respectively. 
c) Under the conditions of groups l) of both part a) and part b), we have 
REMARK 5. a) Let us note that the conclusions of Theorem 3.5, a), 1); b), 1) with 
Z = IR are even stronger then the conclusions concerning the boundedness of the previous 
theorems thanks to the usage of Theorem 5.9 in its proof. 
b) Assume that Z = Z(O) , {Tw}wEn, {Aw}wEn and {Bw}wEn are an ideal space on O and 
two families of Banach spaces respectively. In Theorem 3.5, the membership of Tin some 
AD-class as an operator with .C(Y(A), Y(IIB))-valued kernel Y = £ 00 (0) is equivalent to 
the inclusion supwEn µi(r, w, Tw) E X, where µi(r, w, Tw) is the functional corresponding 
to the AD-class of the same type. Hence, in the case Aw = A, Bw = B, Tw = T, the 
inclusion of T in the same AD class is needed. 
c) Teorem 3.5 remains true when Z = Z(O) and Z * 
T=T @Idz. 
Z* ( 0) are ideal spaces and 
4. The proofs of the main results 
4.1. Vector-valued functions. In a majority of the proofs of this section, we use 
the property, which is common for every space X = X (No x w) under consideration: for 
c E (0 , 1) , the inclusion f E X implies that f'(i , 'l/J) := Lk~i d-k f(k , 1/J) and f"(i, 1/J) := 
Lk~i d-k (k - i + l)f(k , 1/J) are in X too, and max(llf'IXII , llf"IX II) < C(c)llflXII· 
The proof of Theorem 3.3. We shall follow the same method of the decomposition 
T = L iENo Ti as used in [5] but by the other variable. Let us fix parallelepiped Qr( w) C IRn 
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and designate 
'P = XQ,(O)\Q,;b(O), <p;(x) = 'P Cr;)~a) , 'Po(x) := 1 - t <p;(x) , x E !Rn. 
Let Ki(x, y) = cpi(x)K(x, y), i E N. We consider an orthogonal normalized basis {pz}f_1 
of polynomials in the Hilbert space PD* endowed with the scalar product (P, Q) := 
>-1 
J R(x)Q(x)cp(x)dx. Thus we designate 
K(x, y) = L K:(x, y), Kb(x, y) = Ko(x , y) + (o(x , y) , 
i ENo 
K:(x, y) = Ki(x, y) + (i(x, y) - (i-1(x , y), 'i EN, 
~;(x, y) = j ~
1 
t j Kj(x, z)pz ( (rb~) 'Y• ) dz(rbi)-n<p;(y)p1 ( (r!)'Yn ) , 
(Td)(x) := j K;(x, y)f(y)dy, (T;f)(x) := j K;(x , y)f(y)dy. (1) 
Note that every operator Tf has its support in the closure of Q5rbi(w), and tensor product 
A® PD>-
1 
C (Tf)- 1 (PD0 (B)) for i E No 
due to the conditions of ORTy(D0 , D 1). Let f E z;,~:~1 (ffi.n, A). To prove the boundedness 
of T - T~ = L ,iEN Tf, Theorem 5. 5 permits the usage of the (quasi) (semi) norms 
(2) 
llhlz';,~:~o(ffi.n, B)llw := II J~p t-,\0 Duo(t , ·, (g, h) , Do)IY(ffi.n)II 
ll9IIB* ~ 1 
for Ao> 0, or llhlb~'~0 (ffi.n , B)llw := sup{t-,\0 Du(t, z, h, Do , B) : t > 0, z E ffi.n} for Ao= 0. 
, 
(3) 
For g E B* , we derive fro1n the subadditivity of D-functional that 
00 
Du(r, w, (g, (T - T~)f) , Do) < L Du(r, w, (g , Tf J) , Do)- (4) 
i=l 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [5] using, in addition, Minkowski and Holder 
inequalities and definitions of ADw- and ADw*w-classes , we obtain 
r-'
0 Du (r, w, (g, j j Kk z) (f - Korb',w f)(y)pz ( (rb~)'Ya ) dz X 
x (rbi)-n<p;(y)pz Crb:) 'Y• ) dy) , Do) = 
= Q1 < Cr->. 0 J Du(r, w , KjC, z)g, D0 , A*) pz ( (r:)'Y• ) dzx 
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X f II/ - 1fOrbi,wJIIA(Y)'Pi(Y)(rbi)-ndy 
for TE AD~(u, Lq, X, Ao, >..1, Do), or, for TE AD~*w(u, L00 , X, Ao, A1 , D0 ), 
Qi < j j T-(>.o+n/u)(g, Kj - 7rr,wKj)(· , z) lla~~)IA Lu(Qr(w)) Pl ( (rb~)'") dzx 
X lla(y)/IA<pi(Y)(rbi)-ndy, a(y) = (f - 7rc5rbi,wf)(y), or, for TE AD~(Lq, u, X, Ao, A1, Do), 
Qi < T-(>.o+n/u) j II(! - 1fr,w)Kj(-, z)gllA' Pl ( (rb~)'") dz Lu(Qr(w)) X 
X \\a(y)\IA'Pi(Y)(rbi)-n Pl Cr:)'") dy; 
T->-ovu(r, w, (g , Ti(! - 1fc5rbi,w!))), Do)= Q2 < 
< j r->-ovu (r,w, (g, Ki(·,y) lla~~j
1
J, Do) lla(y)IIAdy 
for TE ADi(u, Lq, X, Ao, A1, Do) U ADi*w(u, L00 , X, Ao, A1 , Do), or 
for TE AD~(Lq, u, X, Ao, A1, Do), 
Q2 < T-(>.o+n/u) J II(! - 7r,,w)K;'g(y)jA*\\ · l\(l - 7rorb',w)f(y)\Alldy I L,,(Q,(w)) · (5) 
For TE ADi(u, Lq, X, Ao, A1, Do) U ADi(u, Lq, X, Ao, A1, Do)U 
UAD~*w(u, L00 , X, Ao, A1 , D0 ) , Holder and Minkowski inequalities applied to (5) provide, 
for 
00 
µ~ (r, W) = L b(i-j)(>.1 -Amax(D1)) µj (r, W)' 
J=i 
where µi(r , w) corresponds to the appropriate AD-class. Now subadditivity of D-functional 
implies 
00 
T->-ovu(r , w, (g , (T - T~)J), Do) <CL µ~(r, w)(Jrbi)-A1Dq,(5rbi, w, f , Di, A). (7) 
i=O 
For Ao = 0, the same considerations are followed by 
00 
i=O 
Corollary 5.4 delivers T~f - 7rr,wT~f = T~(f - 7rr,wf). (9) 
Holder inequality and Le0 (IRn , A) -----+ Le1 ,oo (IRn , B)-boundedness of T clarify the estimates 
T->-ovuo(r, w, (g, ToXQor,w(f-1rc5r,w!)) , Do)< T->- 0 De1 ,oo(r, w , (g , ToXQor,w(f-1rc5r,w!)), 0) = 
= T-(>.o+n /ei)IIXQr,w (·)(g ,ToXQor,w(f- 1fc5r,w!))ILe1(IRn)II < 
< CIITl£(Le0 (IRn, A) , Le1 (IRn , B))ll(rJ)->-1 De0 (rJ, w, f, D1 , A) 
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(10) 
For a), b), c) , formulas (6 - 10) and Holder inequality if ui = max(q', 80 ) are followed by 
00 
r-Aovuo (r, w, T f , Do , B) < C(L µ~(r , 'w)(c5rbi) - ,\1Vu1 (c5rbi 1 w, f , Di , A)+ 
i=i 
Taking supremum by r > 0, or using discrete Hardy inequality if Ai > Amax( Di) , one can 
establish the formula proving a) for µi = Ai with the aid of Theorem 5.5 and ideality of 
Y: 
sup r-,\0Vu0 (r,w , (g ,Tf),Do) < 
r> O,jjgjB *l l~ i 
< C(JJTJ£ell + CAv) supr - ,\0 Vu1 (r , w , J, Di , A). (12) 
r>O 
We repeat the same for µi E [O , Ai] under the conditions of a) due to the shift property 
(Corollary 2.5): 
Av[·)(·,·, lt , Ao , Ai , D) c Av[·)(· , ·, lt1 ,log , A~ , A~ , D) fort , t' E (0, oo], Ao - Ai= A~ - A~. 
Parts b) and c) follow from a) with the aid of Lemma 5.5. 
Using s-convexi ty of Y, we derive from ( 11) that 
llr-,\0 Vuo(r , ·, T f , Do , B)IYII S < C(L(µ~(r , w))S1l(c5rbi)-,\1Vu1 (c5rbi, ·, f , Di , A)IYIIS+ 
i 
Now Lemma 5. 1 finishes the proof of part d). 
Part e) is obtained from (1 1) with the aid of Lemma 5.1 and, then, the ideality of Y. 
For Y = Lr20 , part d') follows from (13) and the Holder inequality JI hgl Lr20 II < II hJ Lr21 II · 
llglLr2II applied to each summand of the right-hand side of (13). The last step is t he same 
as for part d). 
The proof of e') is t he combination of t he one of e with Y = Lr20 and, then, the usage 
of the Holder inequali_ty from the proof of part d'). Q.E .V. 
The proof of the Theorem 3.4. We shall add * referring to t he formulas from the proof 
of Theorem 3.3. Note that we can percept t he absence of ORT-conditions in comparison 
with the conditions of Theorem 3.3 as the degeneration Di = 0. In designations used 
there , the desirable decomposition 
(1*) becomes Tf (x) = 'f)TJ)(x) = L j Ki(x ,y)J(y)dy . 
iENo iENo 
(1) 
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Following step by step the proof of formula (11*) with natural simplifications, we have 
00 
r-µo Vu 0 ( r, w, T J, D , B) < C ( L µi ( r, w) ( 5 r bi) - µi Vu 1 ( 5 r bi, w, <f)i J, 0, A)+ 
i=l 
As before , the shift property from Corollary 2.5 , means the inclusions of T in all the 
AVy-classes mentioned in the theore~. Holder inequality implies 
(3) 
Thus embeddings lt C l1 and Lv1 ,w1 C Lv1 ,00 (Chebyshev) prove the first two cases of part 
a) (i.e. t E (0, 1]). The rest of a) follows from (2, 3) , Holder inequality for sequences and 
the identity IIJ ILv1 (IR.n , A) II = ll { ll<fJi flLv1 (IR.n , A)ll}iENollv1 II , 
The condition n / (>.0 - >. 1 ) > v1 in b) , along with Theorem 5.5 , b) , means that part 
a) contains, in particular, the inclusion TE £(Ln/(>-o ->-i ),w(IRn, A) , B M O(IR.n, B )) that, in 
turn, together with T E £(Le0 (IR.n, A) , Le1 ,00 (IR.n, B)) , implies part b) with the aid of the 
interpolation theory. Under the conditions of c), a corollary of (2) is 
CSU p r - µo V u0 ( r, w, T J, D , B) < Mf:11 J ( w) = SU p r-µi V u1 ( r , w , J, 0, A). ( 4) 
r>O r>O 
Now part c) follows from estimate ( 4), part a) of Theorem 5. 5 and the boundedness of 
fractional maximal function !Vlf:11 from Lq1 ,s into Lq0 ,s for 1/ q1 - 1/ qo = µ 1 /n, q1 > u1 
and from Lu1 into L (u11+µ i/n) -1 ,CCJ . Thanks to Holder inequality, designating T 00 = T - To 
under the conditions of d), we have , for~= (µ 1/n + 1 - q-1 )-1 , 
this estimate and a counterpart of ( 1 O*) prove d). Part e) follows from d) in the same way 
as b) from a). Q.E.V. 
4.2. ,,Double" vector-valued functions. The proof of Theorem 3.5. Let us con-
sider part a) and observe that , to prove the theorem , it is sufficient to show that operator 
T satisfies the conditions of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. The implication Ti E ORTy(D0 , D1), i E 
N =?TE ORTy(D0 , D 1 ) is transparent. With the aid of formulas 
- -
11 K ( X, Y) I£ ( Z (A), Z (JIB)) 11 < CZ 11 K ( X, Y) I£ ( loo (A), loo (JIB)) 11, 
ll(I- 11;,w,D)K(x,y)I ..C (Z(A),Z(JIB))II < Cz ll(I - 11;,w,D)K(x,y)I ..C (loo (A),loo(JIB)) II, (1) 
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=}TE ADy(u, Lq, X, ... ) u ADy(Lq, u, X, ... ). (2) 
It is left to establish the inclusion of part c), r0 = r 2 = 190 , r 1 = 191 and of group 2) of 
parts a) and b), ro = B1, r2 = oo, r1 = Bo: 
(3) 
In the case of group 1), it follows from Theorem 5.9 due to the observation that the 
application of Holder inequality for sequences to formulas (11) and (2) from the proofs of 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 respectively with µ 0 = 0 implies 
For group 2), it follows from the uniform Le0 -Le1 ,00-boundedness of {Ti}iEN and Minkowski 
inequality: 
IIJl{IITi/ilBill}iEN I l<;II I Lro,oo(ffi.n)II < ll{IITi/ilLro,oo(ffi.n, Bi)ll}i EN I l<;II < 
< CL 11{11/ilLri(ffi.n, Ai)ll}iEN I (II< CL 1111{11/ilAill}iEN I (II I Lri(JR.n)\I. (4) 
Under the conditions of part b), the counterparts of formulas (1), (2) take place, and 
the counterpart of (3) for Z = l<; follows from ( 4). Further let us observe that, for every 
natural i, the restriction Tf of Tt on Le~ (ffi.n, B;) is defined by £(B*, A*)-valued kernel 
(K(y, x))* because of the consequence (L80 (ffi.n, Ai))* = L8b(ffi.n, Al) of the possession of 
Radon-Nikodim property by every Al. 
In the case of group 1) of part b), Theorem 5.9 applied to T' and relation (2) from its 
proof deliver the counterpart of formula (3) because one has If (g, T f)dxl =If (T'g, f)dxl 
for f E Lri (ffi.n, A), g E Lr0 ,r2 (ffi.n, B*) and 
\lhlLro,r2(ffi.n, B)II := sup r (g, h)dx. Q.£.D. 
llglLr, r' (JRn ,B*)ll~l }]Rn 
0' 2 
5. Auxiliary results 
The next lemma contains discrete counterpart of Hausdorf-Young inequality in the 
form of [5]. 
LEMMA 5.1. [5] Let p , q, r E (0 , oo], r > max(p, q). Then, 
a) both for r > l , 1 + 1/r < 1/p + 1/q and 
b) f Or r < l One has 11 a I l p 11 · I I ,6 I l q 11 > 11 O'. * ,6 I l r 11 ; 
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c) the condition max(p, q) < r is necessary in both cases, while the condition l + 1 / r < 
l/p+ l/q is necessary in the case of a) only. 
In the next two propositions, let us designate DD:={¢ E Co(ffi.n): ¢ ..l PD}. 
THEOREM 5.2. a) if I JJRn(1P, J)dxl < Cll1PILP(ffi.n, A*)II · IIJILp,(ffi.n, A)II for some f E 
Lp,(ffi.n , A) and every ?p EDD® A* an~ A** possesses Radon-Nikodim property, then there 
is the unique representation f = g + 1r, where g E Lp,(ffi.n, A**) and 1r E PD(A**); 
b) if, under the conditions of a), A is reflexive, then there is the unique representation 
f = g + 1r, where g E Lp,(ffi.n, A) and 1r E PD(A); 
c) if I JJRn(f, 'lfJ)dxl < Cll1PILP(ffi.n, A)II · IIJILP,(ffi.n, A*)II for some f E Lp,(ffi.n, A*) and 
every ?p E DD ® A and A* possesses Radon-Nikodim property, then there is the unique 
representation f = g+1r, where g E Lp,(ffi.n,A*) and 1r E PD(A*). 
The proof of Theorem 5.2. In the case of part a), Radon-Nikodim property implies 
(LP(ffi.n, A*))*= Lp,(ffi.n, A**). Thus, the unique extension FE (LP(ffi.n, A*))* satisfying 
(F, 1P) = { (g, 1P)dx = { (1P, f)dx for any ?p EDD® A* (1) }]Rn }]Rn 
is represented by g E Lp,(ffi.n, A**) Now the inclusion g- f E PD(A**) follows from Lemma 
5.3. 
Part b) is a consequence of a) and A = A**. 
In the case of part c), Radon-Nikodim property means (Lp(ffi.n, A))* = Lp,(ffi.n, A*). 
Thus, the unique extension FE (Lp(ffi.n, A*))* satisfying 
(F, 1P) = { (g, ?p )dx = { ( ?p, f)dx for any 1P E DD ® A* }]Rn }]Rn (2) 
is represented by g E LP, (ffi.n, A*). As before, Lemma 5.3 finishes the proof implying the 
inclusion g - f E PD(A*). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let D be a subset of Na, and A be a Banach space. Then: 
a) if JJRn f?pdx = 0 for some f E L1,Zoc(ffi.n , A) and every 'lp EDD, then f E PD(A); 
b) if JJRn f ?pdx = 0 for some J E L1,loc(ffi.n , A*) and every 'lp EDD, then J E PD(A*). 
The proof of Lemma 5.3. Beginning with part a), let us choose some¢ E C0 (Q1 (0)) 
Do 
with fJRn ¢dx = l, (3 E Na with D CD(3 and fix some h E A*. At least as generalized 
functions, Sobolev's regularizations { <Pbk * (h, f) }kEN C C 00 with some b E (0, 1) converge 
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to ( h, f), while every <Pbk * ( h, J) is in P oo because of Dfi <Pbk * ( h, f) = 0 for every 1 < 
D (J 
'i < n. The latter observation is proved by the induction by n with the aid of the linear 
independence of any system of different monomials { xa} aE I in any dimension. Therefore, 
choosing a system {?/Ja }a</3 C C0 (Q1 (0)) to be biorthogonal to {xa }a</3, we see that, 
indeed, the system <Pbk * (h, J) E PD is convergent to the polynomial that is equal to 
(h , J) E P oo almost everywhere. Now we recall that the Bochner measurability off means 
Df3 
that there is separable subspace A1 C A containing almost all values of f. Thus , thanks 
to the Hahn-Banach theorem, we can find a separable subset { hz}Z EN C A separating the 
elements of A1 . Let Ez be the set of all points, where ( hz , f) differs from the corresponding 
polynomial. Using the induction by n, we can find a net 
n 00 
{ Xa }o::;a:S/3 = IT { Zi,j }ji 1 C IRn \ LJ Ez with every zi ,j E IR 
i= l l=l 
and construct the polynomial 1r(x) := Lo::;a:S/3 J(xa)wa( x )/wa(xa) of multilinear Lagrange 
type. The validness of the identities ( hz , f ( x) - 1r( x)) = 0 for every l E N and x E IRn 
finish the proof of part a). 
In the case of part b), the proof of a) can be repeated with two changes only. We choose 
h and {hz}tEN from A and use the definition of the norm of linear functional instead of 
Hahn-Banach theorem, while looking for {hz}tEN· Q.E.V. 
The next corollary was mentioned without a proof in part I ( [5]). 
COROLLARY 5.4. If, for some finite Do , D1 C N0 and Banach spaces A , B , SID T with 
the domain inside Li ,loc(IRn, A) and the range inside Li ,loc(IRn, A) and its adjoint T * with 
the domain inside Li ,loc(IRn, B*) and the range inside Li ,loc(IRn, A*) satisfies the duality 
relation(¢, T1r) = (71*¢, 1r) for every¢ E vDo 0 B * and 1r E PD 1 (A), then 
The proof of Corollary 5.4. Implication ¢= follows immediately from the definitions 
and the observation ¢ J_ PD ¢=? ¢ J_ PD(A) provided by the notion of linear indepen-
dence. Implication===} is a consequence of Lemma 5.3. Q.£ .V . 
The next theorem is established in [65]. 
THEOREM 5.5. [65] Let A be a Banach space, Y = Y(IRn) E H L be an ideal space, 
a, b, q E (0, oo], s E [O , oo), p E ( a , oo) and a finit e 0 -/- D = D C l\J}J. Then one has 
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a) ~:,s,oo,a(IRn, A)= L~5 (1Rn, A) for a< oo; 
b) l~~a(IRn,A) = l~~b(IRn,A) for either a,b < oo, ors> 0. 
' , , ' 
LEMMA 5.6. Let Z = Z(D) be a Banach ideal lattice with the modulus I · J, Po,P1 E 
[1,oo), s,q E [1 ,ooL ,,\ > 0, P1 1 + >./n = Po1 and either 
a) Z E UMD, s = oo, ,,\ = 0, q > Po > l , or 
b) ,,\ E (0, n) and either Po > l , q >-p1 , or Po = l , q = oo. Then the following (non-
linear) functional is bounded with some constant C = C (p0 , p1 , q) from LPo (IRn, Z) into 
LPl ,q (IRn, Z): 
f--+ (M; f)(w , x) := ( fl &(w , y)dylsrs(>.-n)-1dr) l /s Jo Jhr(x) 
Part a) is a celebrated result from [71]. Let Cp,z := C(p ,p,p). 
The proof of Lemma 5.6. Under the conditions of b) , Minkowski inequality and prop-
erties of the modulus of Z imply Jl(M; f)(x)JZ II <(I· l~;n * IJlfllZJl)(x). S. L. Sobolev's 
result on the LPo --+ Lp1 ,q-boundedness of the potential operator finishes t he proof. Q.[.D. 
The next lemma extending R. Fefferman-Stein inequality is a particular case of a result 
from [65]. 
LEMMA 5.7. [65] For a> 0, u E (0, oo), p E (1, oo), a finite D C N0 and a Banach 
space A, the tensor product FD (A) = {'1/J E DD@A: supp 'I/) is finite} is dense in Lp(IRn , A) 
and 
J(g , f)dx < c}M* f (x) sup Du(t , x, g, D , A)dx for f E FD(A) , g E L1 ,loc(IRn , A*). t>O 
The next lemma is implicitly obtained in [83]. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let f , g E L1,zoc(IRn, ); and c0 = eo(f) , c1 , c2 be the minimal constants in 
the inequalities c11(1Vl g)*(t) < t- 1 J;g*(s)ds < c2 (M g)*(t) and M(M f)(x) < c0 l\1 f (x) a.e. 
then, for every Qr(w) C IRn and l < p < (eoc1~)', we have Dp(r, w, f , 0) < CD1 (r, w, f , 0). 
The next theorem is formulated in designations of Theorem 3. 3. The case ,,\ = 0, q0 = 
q1 was considered in [69] where the original form of R . Fefferman-Stein inequality was 
employed. 
THEORE 1 5.9. Let a finite D C N0, A > 0, qo E (1, oo) , q1 q2 E [l , oo), s , uo, U1 E 
[1, ooL l / q1 + >. /n = l /q0 and either,,\ = 0, s = oo, or,,\> 0. Assume that every Bi 
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possesses the Radon-Nikodim property and has a pre-dual Banach space Xi; Bi = Xt) 
and Z E UMD has an unconditional basis { ei }iEN and u 1 < PI = sup{p E (1, oo] : 
p-1 + (cp,Ac1c~)-1 > 1}) where cp,Z, c1, c2 are constants from Lemmas 5.6, 5.8. Let also 
Ai, Bi for i EN be Banach spaces) and every SIO Ti with £(Ai, Bi) -valued kernel Ki(x , y) 
satisfy the fallowing estimate uniformly by 'i : 
for w E IRn and f E Lu1 ,Lac(IRn, Ai) ) 
sup
0 
Du0 (r, w, Ti f i, D , Bi) < CM~~~s,Ai f(w). 
r> 
Then we have) for either q1 > 1 and q0 = q2 ) or q1 = 1 < q0 and q2 = oo) 
a) TE £(Lq1 (IRn, Z(A)) , Lfo ,q2 (IRn , Z(IIB)));-
b) TE £(Lq1 (IRn, Z(A)) , Lq0 ,q2 (IRn, Z(IIB))) if Ti is Chebyshev regular for every i EN. 
The proof of Theorem 5.9. There exist"'> 1 and u E [pI , u1] satisfying u-1+("'1cu,zc1c~)-1 > 
1. Let us consider a vector-valued counterpart of the maximal operator from [69]: 
mf = m(A)f := JjfJAIJ+ L (("'1Cu,z)-1 M)illfJAII, f E L1 ,lac(IRn , A), 
iEN0 
where J\I[ is Hardy-Littlewood maximal function , and A is a Banach space. Thus , we have 
M(mf)(x) < "'1Cu,zmf (x) and, therefore, due to Lemma 5.8 and Holder inequality, 
(1) 
Now Lemmas 5.7, 5.6 , formula (1) and the inequality from the conditions of the theorem 
imply, for gi EDD 0 Xi, i EN and (mf)i := m(Ai)fi, 
j (g, T f)dx < L j (g;, T;f;)dx < j L(Mllgills; )(x)(M~~~oo,B;TJ;)(x)dx < 
i i 
< C jL(Mllg;IIB; )(x)(M(:lll.((mf);))(x) dx < 
i 
(2) 
Because Lemma 5.6 provides both the boundedness of m in £ (Lq1 (IRn , Z(A))) and the 
boundedness of l\lf {:~ from Lq1 (IRn , Z) into Lq0 ,q2 (IRn , Z) , estimate (2) implies the validness 
of the conditions of Theorem 5.2 , c), which proves part a). 
Let us note that, due to part a) and the assumption of Chebyshev regularity in part 
b) , operator f is , indeed , bounded from a dense subset of Lq1 (IRn, Z (A)) into not only 
Lfo ,q2 (IRn, Z(IIB)) , but also Lq0 ,q2 (IRn , Z (IIB)) and , therefore , possesses the unique extension 
on the whole space Lq1 (IRn, Z(A)). Q.£.D. 
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6. AD-classes of sub-additive operators 
In this section, we introduce and study extrapolation properties of the most general 
classes of singular operators defined in the thesis. Namely, not only the operators are 
permitted to be sub-additive, but also the AAD-classes considered cover the most of AD-
and AAD-classes of SIO and SSIO dealt with in the previous chapters. 
We say that a family {X(Qr(w) , A)}Qr(w)cx of function spaces on the cubes of IRn is 
(-homogeneous if 
IIJ (·/~)IX( Qr~(O), A) II = ~( IIJ IX( Qr(O), A) II and 
IIJ(· -w)IX(Qr(w),A)II = IIJIX(Qr(O),A)II 
for every Qr(w) C IRn and~> 0. In this case, we define h(X) := (. 
REMARK 6. For example, one has h(LP) = n/p. 
Similarly to [5] throughout the whole article, we deal with one of the following cases. 
Let A, B be Banach spaces. We say that operator T bounded from L00 (IRn, A) into 
Le1 ,e2 (IRn, B) for some 60 , 61, 62 E (0, oo] is a singular operator (SO) if it is sub-additive, 
IIT(f + g)(x)IBII < IIT f (x)IBII + IITg(x)IBII 
and any f, g from a domain of T and a.e. x E IRn, and if it is in one of the classes defined 
below. 
DEFINITION 6.1. For j = l, 2, let Xj := Xj(N0 U {-1} x IR+ x IRn) be (quasi)normed 
space of real-valued functions, Ao, A1 , Vo, V1 E IR; {Zoo(Qr(w), A)}Qr(w)cRn, 
{Zo1(Qr(w), B)}Qr(w)cRn, {Z1o(Qr(w) , A)}Qr(w)cRn, {Z11(Qr(w) , A)}Qr(w)cRn be homoge-
neous families of vector-valued function spaces; ~i(r,w) = Q8rbi+1(w)\Q8rbi(w) for i E N0 , 
~-1(r, w) = Q6r(w) and a finite D c N0. Then we say that operator Tis a member of 
the class 
..... ..... ..... 
AADx(Z, X, A, iJ, D) = AADx(Zoo, Zo1 , Z10 , Z11, Xi, X2, Ao, A1, vo, vi, D) 
if there is a family of operators { G( t, w) }Qr(w)cRn and functions µJ = µJ (T) : N0 x IR+ x 
]Rn ~ IR with j = l , 2 satisfying, for some 8 > 0, b > l, 
c~AV := llµj lXj ll < +oo for j = l, 2 where µ~l = 0, 
µ; (r, w, T) := 
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µl(r , w, T) := 
= rh(Zo)-v0 (c5rbi)vi-h(Z2 )I IG(r , w)IB(Z10(Qr(w), A)/PD(A), Zu(~i(r, w), A)) II, i E NoU{-1}. 
In the case X := LCX) (IR+ x IRn, l), where l is a sequence space, we shall use l instead of 
X. 
COROLLARY 6.2. [5] The following inclusions take place ( the parameters omitted co-
incide in every particular inclusion). For D c D' c Na, Ao , A1 , A~, A~ E IR, Z00 C Y00 , 
Z10 C Y10, Yo1 C Zo1, Yu C Zu and Xj C Wj for j = l , 2, A~ < Ao and µo - Ao = µ1 - Ai , 
one has: 
-+-+ -+-+-+-+ I 
AA'Dx(Y, A, iJ, D) C AA'Dx(Z , w, A1 , v', D ). 
REMARK 7. Note that definitions of some AA'D-classes are equivalent to their contin-
uous forms. It shows their independence of the value of b > l. For instance, the definition 
of class 
-+ -+ -+ 
AA'Dx(Z, X, A, iJ, D) with xj := Xj(No X IR+ X IRn) being equal to Wj(IR+ X IRn, ltJ 
for tj E (0, oo]), j = l, 2 can be written with the aid of the functions µk = µk(T) : 
[1 , oo) x IR+ x IRn--+ IR, k = l, 2, 
µf(T, r, w) := rh(Zo)-,\0 (c5rT),\1 -h(Zi)IIT(I-G(r, w))IB(Zoo(Qr(w), A)/PD(A), Zo1(~i(r, w), B))II , 
µ;(T, r, w) := rh(Zo)-nu0 (c5rT)vi-h(Z2 ) IIG(r, 'w)IB(Z10(Qr(w), A)/PD(A), Zu(~r(r, w) , A))II, 
where ~r(r, w) = Q8rbr(w) \ Q6r7 (w) for T E (1, oo) and ~1(r, w) = Q6r(w) for T = l, 
contained in Wj(IRxIRn, V'j)) for j = l, 2 with V1 := Lt1 (µ, (1, oo)) and V2 := Lt2 (µ, [1, oo)), 
where measure µ satisfies dµ = d; on (1, oo) and µ( { 1}) = 1. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let a sub-additive SOT satisfy the conditions: 
TE B(Le0 (IRn, A), Le1 ,CX)(IRn, B)), TE B(Le2 (IRn , A) , Le1 ,CX)(IRn, B)) for a finite Do c Na, 
Po E (O , B2), Bo , B1 ,B2,wo,w1,vo,v1, t1,t2,P1 E (O,oo], 1 E [l/p1,A1/nL 1 E [l/Bo,v1/nL 
Aj , Vj E IR, Xj = LCX)(IR+ x IRn , ltJ with every j E {1 , 2} and both for either l < A1/n, or 
t1 < 1 and for either l < v1 /n, or t2 < 1. Assume also that 
Ao-A1 = n(l/B2-l/B1) = n(l/p0 -l/p1) > 0, v0 -v1 = n(l/B2-1/Bo) > 0, max(wo , vo) < 
Po , W1 > Pi , Vi > Bo and TE AA'Dx( Z, X, f , iJ, Do) with Zoo(Q1(0), A)= Lw0 (Q1(0) , A) , 
Zo1(Q1(0) , B) = Lw1 (Q1(0) , B) , Z10(Q1(0) , A)= Lvo(Q1(0), A), Z11(Q1(0) , A)= 
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Then operator T admits the following bounded extensions: 
a) TE B(Lp0 (JRn , A), Lp1 ,00 (1Rn, B)) ; 
b) T E B(Lo-0 ,77 (IRn , A) , Lo-1 ,77 (IRn, B)) for TJ E (0, ooL O"o E (Po, 82) and l/o-o - l / 0-1 
l /p0 - 1/p1 . And in all the cases) the norm of the extension is dominated by 
89 
REMARK 8. The case A= B = C , D = 0, ~a= (1, .. . , 1), 80 = 81 = 82 , TE £(Le0 ), 
p0 = p1 = v0 = w0 > l of Theorem 3.1 was treated in [78] with additional conditions 
P1 < w1, Bo < v1. 
The proof of Theorem 6.3. We can choose positive constants~ ' ( 0 , ( 1 with ( 0 < (1 sat-
isfying 
(1) 
for every Qr(w ) C IRn. 
Let us fix: a function J E LPo (IRn A) and a constant t > 0 and apply Lemma 6.4 , a) 
to find a decomposition f = f 00 + L i EN Ji satisfying its statement. Then we use AAD-
condition to continue the decomposition process: for i EN, zi E Qri( , Ci := G(ri (o , zi), 
relation (1) of Lemma 6.4, formula (2) and quasi-sub-additivity of *-operation and T 
imply, for sufficiently big constant N > 0, 
11 r JI B 11 * ( t) < c ( 11 r ( L f i - c i Ji) 1 B 11 * ( ( M (r + 1) t) + 11 r ( L c i Ji) 1 B 11 * ( t) + 11 r J CX) 1 B 11 * ( t)) ; 
iEN (3) 
i EN i EN 
We use the duality of Lebesgue spaces and the sub-additivity of T to derive t he estimate: 
for some g E LP~ (IRn), g > 0 with Il g I LP~ (IRn) II = 1, 
II L h1 ,i lLv1 (!Rn , B ) II < CL 1n gll h1,iJBJJ . 
i EN i EN iR 
(5) 
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...... ...... ...... 
The inclusion TE AADx(Z , X , A, iJ, D0 ) and Holder inequality deliver the estimates: for 
i EN, k E No, 
fg ll h1 ,i !BII < llglLw~ (~k(r\(o5, zi)) II llh1,i lLw1 (~k(ri(o5, zi), B)II < J~k (ric;o8,zi) 
< Mw~g(zi)((ri(o5)n)l->.ifnvpo(ri(o, Zi, Ji, Do , A)µi(ri(O, Zi)(ri(o))..0 . (6) 
Hence, conditions of the theorem, relations (1), estimate (6) and Lemma 6.4 , a) imply 
111 I II ( ) ( ) 
1 n/ p -l Ao - A1 ( ) gh1,i B <CMw~9Zi'lj)tCAADri , wherep =1+ 7 
~n n 
and '1/J = 'lj)*, satisfying ll 'I/J ILP0 ,00 (ffi.+)II < CsllJILP0 (ffi.n, A)II, is from the statement of 
Lemma 6.4, a). Therefore, using (7), independence of the set { zi } iEN c rriEN Qri~(wi), 
Holder inequality in the form 11¢'1/J ILPII < 11¢1La,oo ll · ll 'I/J ILJJ,pll for a-1 + 13-1 = p-1 and the 
boundedness 
(8) 
we obtain 
L fg llh1,i lBII < c:z= inf Mw~g(z) 'ljJ (t)C1AvlQri~ (wi)l 11P < 
. Jin . zEQr·dwi) iEN iEN i 
< C'ljJ(t)C1AvllMw~91Lp(UiENQrJwi))II < Cll'I/J ILPo ,oo (ffi.+) IIC1Av· (9) 
Now formulas ( 5, 9) imply, uniformly by { zi } iEN , 
(10) 
iEN 
To estimate 11 L iEN GifilLe0 (ffi.n, A) II, we are repeating considerations related to (5 - 10): 
II L GdilLe0 (IR:n, A) II < CL in gllCdilAII for some nonnegative g E Leb (IR:n) (11) 
iEN iEN ~ 
with llglLeb (ffi.n) II = 1; for i E N, k E No U { -1 } , one has 
1 g II GJi I A II < llgl Lv; ( L',.k (ri~Os, zi)) 1111 GJi I Lv1 ( L',. k ( 7\~oc5, zi)' A) II < 
l:!.. k (ri c;oD,zi ) 
< Mv~ g(zi) ( (ri(oo)n) l-vi/nvPO (ri(o , Zi, f i , Do , A)µ~ (ri(O , zi) (ri(o)l/0 ; (12) 
fg llGi fi lAII < CMv~g(zi) 'l/J (t)C~vr~/Pi , where p11 = 1 + Vo - vi; (13) Jin n 
lll\1v~g lLa,oo(ffi.n)II < Cllg! Leb(ffi.n)II for a= e~; (14) 
L fg llCdilAII <C L inf Mv;g(z )'l/; (t)C~vlQr,<(w.)I < 
. ~ 1 Jin . zEQr -dwi) i E1'1 i EN i 
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iEN 
iEN 
Due to (16), we obtain, uniformly by {zi}iEN, that 
iEN 
91 
(16) 
iEN 
We need to use the monotonicity of the Lebesgue integral and Lemma 6.4 to obtain 
(18) 
Now formulas (5, 10, 11, 16 - 18) are followed by part a). Applying real interpolation, we 
finish the proof of the theorem. Q.E.V. 
The next lemma is a simple generalization of the Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition. 
LEMMA 6.4. Assume p E (0, oo), and A is a Banach space. Then there are constants 
Ci, M > 0, i E {1, 2, 3}, such that, for any t > 0, arbitrary function f E Lp(ffi.n , A) can be 
represented in the form f = f 00 + Li EN Ji, where 
supp Ji C Qi= Qri (w,i), uiENQi = Gt, XGt < L XQi < M for i EN, (1) 
iEN 
iEN 
and arbitrary one of the following groups of relations holds: 
a) sup(Vp(Qi, Ji, 0, A), llfoolLoo(ffi.n, A)II < C2'lf-;(t) for some nonincreasing 
iEN 
b) sup(Vp(Qi, fi, 0, A) , llfoolLoo(ffi.n , A)jj < C2t, !Gt!< C3(t- 1 1ifjLp(ffi.n, A)ll)P 
iEN 
and I Gt I is a non-increasing function. 
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The proof of Lemma 6.4. To begin with a) , let us fix some f E Lp(IRn, A), t > 0 and 
designate 
'ljJ ( T) : = ( ( M 11 f I A 11 P) * ( T)) 1 / P and Gt : = { x : M 11 f ( x) I A 11 P > 'ljJ ( t) } . ( 1) 
Then, we choose { Qi}iEN to be a Calder6n-Zygmund decomposition of Gt satisfying 
uiENQi = Gt , XGt < L XQi < M, CaQi n Gt -1- 0 
iEN 
and take 
iEN 
Now the functions {fi } iEN, f 00 are looked for , because 
Dp(Qi, Ji, 0, A)< c~Dp(caQi, J, 0, A)< c~'lj)(t) and 
IIJ(x) IA IIP < MIIJIAIIP(x) < 'lfJ (t) for a.e.x E IRn \ Gt. 
The boundedness of Hardy-Littlewood maximal function finishes the proof of part a): 
The proof of part b) is conducted in the same way with 'ljJ ( T) = T. Q. E. D. 
(3) 
CHAPTER 4 
On two approaches to LP-calculus of generalized Dirac operators 
1. Introduction 
The recent complete solution of the long standing Square root problem of Kato for 
elliptic operators and systems by Auscher, Hofmann, Lacey, McIntosh and Tchamitchian 
in [84, 85, 86] was preceded by works of McIntosh [87] and Coifman, McIntosh, Meyer 
[88], as well as a book due to Auscher and Tchamitchian [89] is devoted to the boundedness 
of the square roots of elliptic operators on £ 2 . 
Later Auscher [81] has extended this result for elliptic operators to a range of Lebesgue 
spaces developing and employing some ideas originated from the recent results of Blunck 
and Kunstman [78] , improving, in turn , ones of Duong, McIntosh [4], Duong, Robinson 
[80] and Hebisch [79] , and also Sobolev embedding theorems and the Calder6n-Zygmund 
covering lemma. 
All the above mentioned development are known to be partly based and intimately re-
lated to the theory of H 00-calculus developed by Mcintosh[90] , Albrecht , Duong, McIntosh 
[91] and Co~rling , Doust, McIntosh, Yagi [92] in the abstract setting of Hilbert and Banach 
spaces correspondingly. 
Contemporary development is represented by the work [93] due to Axelsson, Keith and 
McIntosh where the model of generalized Dirac operator , which is more general than one 
associated with Kato square root problem, was investigated. They have established the 
existence of H 00-functional calculus of a perturbed Dirac operator on L 2 (IR.n) including a 
possible approach to the solution of the Square root problem of Kato as a particular case. 
The most part of this chapter is , roughly speaking, related to [93] in the same way as 
Auscher 's work [81] related to the recent solution of the Kato problem. More precisely, we 
show that assumptions on the boundedness of some projectors and results of [93] imply 
the existence of H 00-functional calculus in LP for a reasonably wide range of p contained 
in (1 2). 
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For this purpose, we use the resolvent approach deriving some new generalized off-
diagonal estimates of two types. As a collateral results , our approach delivers an ex-
tension of the Hilbert resolvent identity to the case of the differences of a high order. 
To demonstrate the irrelevance of the semigroup approach in our settings, we develop a 
counterexample suggested by A. McIntosh. 
Other main results are generalized embedding theorems for generalized Dirac operators 
written in the form of the boundedness of its powers from Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel 
spaces into Lebesgue (Lorentz) ones. 
2. Definitions 
In this section, define two types of off-diagonal families of functions with respect to 
some operators and the main assumptions on operators employed, such as properties: 
general G, ellipticity E, idempotentness I and projector boundedness P(q). 
The following subsets of (C is of use: 
Sµ := {z E (C \ {O}: largzl <µ}for µ E [O, n/2), si := -Sµ U Sw 
H00 (St) means the space of all bounded and holomorphic on st functions; 2(St) means its 
subset of the functions f E H00 (St) such that f (z) = Oj zJ-a for jzj -too and some a> l. 
Assume LP= Lp(1Rn,1Rm), and w~ = w~(JRn,JRm) is seminormed (homogeneous) Sobolev 
space, llflw~II = IIV JILPII· We say that a pair (p, q) E JRt is in Sobolev relation S1 C JRt 
iff W} C Lq. Symbols b;,q and z;,q designate, correspondingly, the spaces of Besov and 
Lizorkin-Triebel type of functions defined on ]Rn. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that function a family {fz}zESµ
1 
C H00 (Sµ) is in D(A, Sµ 1 , p, q) 
for some p, q E [1 , oo], µ , µ 1 E [O, 1r /2) and operator A iff 
We say that function family {fz}zESµ
1 
C J-I00 (Sµ) is in D(A , Sµ1 , p, q, N) for some 
p, q E [1 , oo], N > 0 and operator A iff 
for any closed subsets F, F1 of JRn and t > 0. 
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The next designations is used extensively: 
We designate ~kf(z) ·- I:7_0 (-l)z(7)f(lz) , k EN for any (operator-valued) function 
J (z). 
-
DEFINITION 2.2. Assume f is linear differential operator with (Cmxm matrix-valued 
coefficients, Bis operator of pointwise multiplication on matrix B(x) E cmxm . 
General condition is 
G 
Accretivity condition of order w E [O , 1r / 2) means inequality I arg (J, BJ) I < w for J E 
L2 \ {O}. As to the ellipticity condition, we shall refer to 
E 
DEFINITION 2.3. For r as above , we designate rB = B-1r*B, ITB = r+r:a , ~B = II~. 
REMARK 1. Note that , if r 2 = 0, then one has 
I 
DEFINITION 2.4. Property P(q) , q E [1 , 2] means the boundedness of projectors 
P(q) 
REMARK 2. It was proved in [93] that accretivity condition implies P(2). 
DEFINITION 2.5. For q E (1, oo], designation F(q) = F(A , q, D) means that operator A 
possesses H 00 (D)-functional calculus on Lq, i.e. II J(A)j£(Lq)II < CjjJIHoo(D)jj. 
For O < k < n , let Ar., be the (:)-dimensional space of all antisymmetric linear forms 
of kth order, An := TI~=O Ar.,; J Nk be Ar.,-valued component of An-valued function f and 
operator d = V A f for such f possessing the Sobolev generalized derivatives of the first 
order. 
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3. Main results 
3.1. Functional calculus. Here we state the results regarding the relations between 
the existence of the functional calculus (P ( q)) and the other basic properties defined in 
§2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume G, P(q) 7 (qs, 2) E S 1 , F(2) for some q, q8 E (1, 2). Then one 
has F(p) for p E (Po, 2) 7 Po= max(q, qs). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us begin with the observation that the theorem will 
follow from Theorem 5 .1 if we check the validness of the conditions ( 1, 2) and T E £ ( L2 ) 
of that theorem for T = f(IIs), f E H00 (Sµ) , At = R(tII8 ) and sufficiently big l > 
N + n/2 - n/p > n(3/2 - 1/p). The last condition is insured by the assumption F(2). 
Then Theorems 4.6, 4.7 and 4.2, b) imply 
where one can choose N > n. Whence, we see that condition (1) of Theorem 5.1 satisfied 
too. In the same manner, the validness of condition (2) of that theorem is a consequence 
of the following estimates provided by Theorem 4. 7: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume m = 2n 7 p0 = max(q ,q8 ) 7 ff= di\ f 7 (qs,2) E S1 for some 
q, q8 E (1, 2). Then the following implications take place: 
a) F(q) =? ll(IT~) 112 flLq(ffi.n,An) II ~ IIITBflLq(ffi.n,An)II; 
b) ll(IT~) 1/ 2 flLq(ffi.n ,An)II ~ IIITBflLq(ffi.n,An) II =? P(q); 
c) P(q) =* F(p) for p E (Po, 2). 
The proof of Corollary 3.2. Implication F(q) =* P (q) has been obtained in [93], and 
its proof contains both a) and b). The same source contains the proof that properties G 
and F(2) are fulfilled for r = d. Part c) is a particular case of Theorem 3.1. Q.£.D. 
3.2. Generalized embedding theorems. In this subsection, we study the bound-
edness properties of powers of the operator II8 from Besov, or Lizorkin-Triebel spaces into 
Lorentz, or Lebesgue spaces correspondingly. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and r E (0, p], () E (0, oo], /3 E 
(0, s] with (s - /3)/n = r- 1 - p-1 , assume that B is constant and either s E (0, 1) and 
ys = zs ors = l and ys = w 1 Then we have r r,e, r r· 
Using the real interpolation, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3, one also has 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 Let us choose holomorphic in (C function ( E =.(Sµ) with 
~(O) = 0. For II~, let us use the representation 
z/3 = z!3(2 (tz)-. 100 dt 0 t (1) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume also that 
(2) 
Then Theorem 3.1 shows that 
(3) 
due to F(p) and, therefore, involving embedding properties of Sobolev and Lizorkin-Triebel 
spaces into Lebesgue spaces, we see also that 
(4) 
Identity 
(5) 
and the homogeneity of Y/ show the uniform boundedness 
(6) 
Thus , Banach-Steinhause theorem finishes the proof with the aid of the identity 
/3 100 /3 2 dt II 8 = II 8 ( (tIIs)- = 
0 t 
= lim II~(2(tIIs)- = lim T- f3~(TIIs).Q.£.D. 100 dt r-++O 7 t r-++O 
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4. Off-diagonal estimates 
We begin this section with a simple identity suggesting a high order counterpart of the 
Hilbert identity, and, then , derive the key results on off-diagonal estimates. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
This simple identity suggests generalizations of the Hilbert identity for the differences 
of arbitrary high order in the form of lemma 4.8. 
THEOREM 4.2. AssumeµE (O,n/2), vE (O,µ), V1 <min(v,µ-v), \\f\H00 (Sµ)\\ < 1, 
k E N, p, q E [1, oo]. If two families { R(ze±iv ·) }zESo E D(A, So, p, q) , or { R(ze±iv ·) } zESo E 
D(A,S0 ,p,q,N), then one has, correspondingly, 
a){f (· )~k R(z·) }zESv E lJ(A, Sv1 , p, q) fork > n - n > 0, or 1 q p 
b){f(,)~kR(z·)}zESv E D(A,Sv1 ,p,q, N) fork> N + n - n > 0. 1 q p 
The proof of Theorem 4.2. Assuming f E 3(Sµ) without loss of generality, we obtain 
the following Cauchy identities 
f(A)L'-.k R(zA) = l J(()t-.k R(z()R(C1 A) dr 
Therefore, we have, thanks to the triangle inequality, 
\\f(A)~k R(zA)\£(Lp , Lq)\\ < ( + 
} [' v ,lz( I '5) 
+ ( \~kR(z()\\\R((-1A)\£(Lp, Lq)ll \dl((I\ =:If+ If , j r v ,lz(I > 1 
llf(A)~k R(zA)\£(Lp(F) , Lq(F1)) II < r + 
} [' v ,lz(l'Sc l 
+ r ,~kR(z()IIIR((- 1A)l£(Lp(F) , Lq(F1))11 1d, (\\ = 
lrv;lz(l> l ( 
-·lb+ lb 
-. 1 2· 
Now Lemma 4.1 and the definitions of D-classes imply 
r jzJ- l n n n n 
I f< C(A, k)k!(sin /v - v1 /) -k !z!k Jo rk+,;--,-Idr = C/z/q-p, 
I f < C(A, k) j 00 r ~-~- 1dr = C\ z \~- ~, 
JzJ-1 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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/lzl-1 k N n n p n n 
If < C(A, k)k!(sin Iv - v1 ltk p-Nlzlk Jo r - +;;-;,- 1dr = C( ~ )-Nlzl ;,-;; , 
I~< C(A, k)p-N j 00 r~-~-N- 1dr = C( _£_ )-Nlzl~-~. 
lzl-1 lzJ 
These estimates finish the proof of the both parts of the theorem. Q.£.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. For O < w < v < 1r/2, assume conditions (qs, 2) E S1 , G, w-accretivity 
of B, E, P(q) and inclusion R(e±ivIT8 ) E £(£2 ) for some q E (1, 2). Then we have 
{R(ze±iv·)}zESo E D(ITs, So,P, 2) for p E [max(qs, q), 2). 
The proof of Lemma 4.3. Thanks to homogeneity considerations , it is sufficient to show 
the boundedness of operators R(zA) for lzl = 1 only. Let us designate q0 = max(qs, q). 
If q5 > q, then we use Lemma 4.5 to obtain Pqs· Otherwise, one has (q,2) E S 1 . In 
both cases, P(q0 ) is equivalent to N(r) EB N(rB), N(fB) = B- 1 N(f*) in algebraic and 
topological senses. Therefore, we can prove the assertion of the lemma on each of these 
two subspaces separately. Relations ( I) imply 
(I - zITs )- 1 g = ( (I - zITs )- 1 ITs) (IT1/ r)rr- 1 g for g E N(f), and for g E N(f~), (1) 
(I-zITB)- 1h = ((J-zIIs)-1ITB)ITE/B-1rrr- 1Bh = ((I-zITs)- 1ITs)(IT1/f~)(B- 1IT-1B)h 
(2) 
because of the identities rrr- 1 g = g and B- 1 rrr- 1 Bg = g. Ellipticity property tells that op-
erators II= IT* are isomorphisms between w~ and £ 2 . Whence, inclusions IT1/ r , ITB1 rB E 
£(L2 ) reflecting P(2) (see remark 2.6) along with (q0 , 2) E S1 imply 
Eventually representation (I - zITs)- 1 IT 8 = z- 1(R(zITs) - I), lzl 
R(e±ivIIB) E £(L2 ) finish the proof. Q.£.D. 
Next two lemmas follow from interpolation theory. 
(3) 
1 and inclusion 
LEMMA 4.4. ([81, 94]) Assume p E (0, 2), 8 E (0, 1), p81 = (1 - B)p- 1 + e2-1 , 
{R(ze±iv·)}zESo E D(A, So,P , 2) n D(A , So , q, 2, N). Then we have 
{R( ze±iv·)}zESo E D(A, So,Pe , 2, BN). 
LEMMA 4.5. P(p) and P(q) =} P(r), r E (p , q). 
The next theorem was proved in [93]. 
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THEOREM 4.6. Assuming G and w-accretivity of B for some O < w < v < 1r /2) one 
has {R( ze±ivnB)}zESo C £(L2)) {R( ze±iv,)}zESo E D(IIB, So, 2, 2, N) for any N > 0. 
THEOREM 4.7. Assuming (qs , 2) E S1 ) q5 , q E (1, 2)) G ) w-accretivity of B for some 
0 < w < v < n/2) P(q) and inclusion R(e±ivITB) E £(£2)) one has {R( ze±iv·)} zESo E 
D(ITB , So ,P, 2) n D(IIB, So ,P, 2, N) for any p E (max(qs, q) , 2)) N > 0. 
The proof of Theorem 4.7. Inclusion {R(ze±iv·)}zESo E D(IIB , S0 ,p, 2) follows imme-
diately from Lemma 4.3. It and Theorem 4.6 provide {R(ze±iv·)}zESo E D(IIB , S0 ,p, 2, N) 
t hanks to Lemma 4.4. Q.£.V. 
LEMMA 4.8 . For h , z0 E (C) m E N) let X be a linear space) and A : X ----+ X be a linear 
operator with existing inverse operators {(A - (z0 + ih)J) - 1 }t 0 ) or {R((z0 + ih)A)}~0 . 
Then) for 
one has) correspondingly: 
m 
a) ~7!'1/J (zo) := rn!hm IT (A - (z0 + ih)I)- 1 for 'i/J( z ) := (A - z I)- 1 , or 
i=O 
m 
b) ~Ki'l/J (zo) := m!(hA)m IT (I - (zo + ih)A) - 1 for 'l/J (z ) := R(zA). 
i=O 
The proof of Lemma 4.8. Let us prove part a). The proof of b) is essentially the same 
and , t hus, is omitted. Using the induction by m,, we see that , form= 1, a) is the Hilbert 
ident ity. Assuming the validity of a) for m = k - 1, one sees 
( 
k k - 1 ) 
6}1/; (zo) = (k - l)!hk- l n (A - (zo + ih)It1 - TI (A - (zo + ih)J) - 1 
. k k 
= (k - l )!hk-l IT (A - (zo + ih)I)- 1~kh'l/J (z0 ) = k!hk IT (A - (zo + ih)I)- 1 . 
i = l i =O 
Q.£.V. 
5. Extrapolation of operators 
The next theorem extends celebrated results from [78]. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Forl EN, b > l, o > 0, p E (1,2), let operatorsT and {At}t~ 0 , A0 = I 
to satisfy T E £( L2), 
zElRn 
sup II { ak}kENo ll1 II = C1 < oo, where 
t>O 
ak(t, z) := t~-~bknllT~lAtl£(Lp(Qt(z)), L2(Qbk+1u;(z) \ Qbkt5(z)))II; 
(1) 
sb]Rp (t~-~(IIAtl£(Lp(Qt(z)), L2(Qt8_(z))II + ll{J3k(t, z)}kENoll1II) = C2 < oo, where (2) 
t>O 
/Jk(t, z) := {bknl1Atl£(Lp(Qt(z)), L2(Qbk+1t5(z) \ Qbkt8(z)))II-
Then one has max(IITl£(Lp, Lp,oo)II, IITl£(Lu, Lu)II < C(C1 + (1 + C2IITl£(L2)II)) for 
u E (p, 2). 
The proof of Theorem 5.1. Without loss of generality, one can assume that o > 2n112 l. 
Thus, we see that Theorem 5.1 becomes a particular case of Theorem III.6.3, by taking 
A = B = C, 80 = 81 = 82 = v1 = w1 = 2, v0 = w0 = p0 = p1 = p, t1 = t2 = 1, 
Ao= A1 =Vo= V1 = n, Do= 0 and G(r,w) := I - ~lAr for any Qr(w) C ffi.n in the 
conditions of the latter theorem. Q.£.D. 
6. Approach based on semigroups 
In this section, we provide an example revealing a disadvantage of the approach based 
on the off-diagonal estimates for semigroups. 
6.1. An example. In this subsection, we shall study off-diagonal properties of a 
particular example of an operator r suggested by McIntosh to the author: 
f(x) = (f1(x), f 2 (x)) is a function of one-dimensional variable x E ffi.. 
Let us assume that f (x) is the restriction f (x) = g(x + Oi) of an analytic function g 
satisfying Riemann formulas 
sign (y) 100 f (t)dt g(x + iy) = 2II. . for x E ffi., y E ffi. \ {0}. 7, _ 00 t - X - iy (2) 
Representing II in the form 
II= D @ J, where J = ( ~l ~) (3) 
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is a matrix imaginary unit of the 2 x 2 matrix representation of the complex numbers, we 
have, for h E (C, 
eihII + e-ihII eihII _ e-ihII 
ehII = I cos(hIT) + J sin(hll) = I 
2 
+ J 
2
i (4) 
Let us note that assuming the convergence radius of the Taylor expansion of g(z) at every 
z with Imz = 0 to be greater than jhj , one has ehDg(z) = g(z + h) , i. e. ehD is a shift 
operator. Therefore, we see that 
eihIIg(x) + e- 'ihIIg(x) eihIIg(x ) _ e-ihII(x) 
ehII f (x) = I 2 + J 2i = 
_ 
1
g(x + i h) + g(x - ih) g(x + ih) - g(x - ih) 
- 2 + J 2i . (5) 
Identity J 2 = -I and (5) show the presence of the semigroup property 
In particular, for y > 0, formulas (2, 5) imply 
eYIT f (x) = (21r J-1 (If *</>y(x) + J f * 1/)y ) where ¢y = ~ ef> G) , 1/Jy = ~ 1/J ( J , (6) 
and ¢(x) := (1 + x2)-1 , 'i/J(x) := xcp (x ). Because ¢ E L1 (IR) and the convolution with 'ip is 
a Calder6n-Zygmund operator, the semigroup ezII = eRezIIeiimzII is well-defined on Lp(IR) 
for p E [1,oo] and iiezrr l£(Lp)II < C(p) for p E (1,oo), Rez > 0. Note that the semigroup 
property of ezrr is closely related with the identities 
<Pt+s = <Pt * ¢ s - 'l/Jt * 'l/J s, 'l/Jt+s = <Pt * 'l/J s + 'l/Jt * ¢ s, t, s > 0 reflecting, in turn, ( 7) 
{2t+s = {}t * (}s for Q(x) := ¢(x) + i'lj)(x) = (1- ix)- 1 . 
In the same time, we have, for z = - iy, y E IR, 
e-iyIT f (x) = /(x + y); f (x - y) + Jf (x + y); f (x - y). (8) 
Thus , one cannot achieve off-diagonal estimates for this semigroup with an arbitrary N 
unless z is purely imaginary. In general, N = l implied by t he convolution with 'ljJ can 
only be gained. 
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